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Abstract

The primary objective of ths publication is to share with a wider audience the

information and ideas that were shared by those attending the first workshop on Coastal

Landform Management in Massachusetts that was held at the Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution on October 9 and 10, 1997. The workshop was designed to benefit resource

management decision-makers through interactive exercises and discussions of coastal problems

rangig from those that arise everyday to those of unusual complexity. The immediate objective

of the workshop was to improve famarty with existig maagement methodologies. The long-
term objective was to improve the methodologies themselves.

The workshop was divided into four sessions, each begig with a presentation

followed by discussion. The discussions took place in four separate 'breakout groups"-each

led by a facilitator-that looked critically at the presentation and prepared a response. The

entire group then reconvened for a panel discussion led by the faciltators and the presenter.

The first presentation U. O'Connell) discussed the diverse landforms of the

Massachusetts coast, the processes that produce and maintain them, and the problems

associated with selectig the most appropriate management technques. The second (S.

Macfarlane) focused on difficuties of managig iner shores using the Nauset and Pleasant Bay

estuaries as examples. The thrd U. Tanki) discussed management of altered shores using as an

example Westhampton Beach on the south shore of Long Island. The fial presentation (M.

Reynolds and G. Giese) concerned the monitorig of changes in coastal landform sustaiabilty

and descrbed checklsts prepared to help maagers monitor such changes.
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Introduction

The fist workshop on coastal landform management in Massachusetts was held at the

Woods Hole Oceanographic Intitution (WHOn on two beautifu days in early October 1997. It

was designed to offer practitioners an opportuty to explore the realities of coastal

maagement though interactive exercises and discusion with the objective of improvig our

understanding and skil at using the management tools at hand, and ultimately, improvig the

tools themselves. By all accounts it was a successful effort-one that we would like to share

with you by providig in ths volume a proceedigs of the workshop.

The two-day period was divided into four sessions, each begig with a presentation

followed by discussion. These discussions formed the heart of the workshop. They took place in

four separate 'breakout groups"--ach led by a facilitator-that looked crticaly at the
presentation and prepared a response. The entie group then reconvened for a larger discussion,

led by a panel consistig of the facilitators and the presenter. The large group discussions were

often lively, sometimes heated, and always productive.

In the fist session, Jim O'Connell of Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management discussed

the difficulties presented by our efforts to use coastal landform without abusing them, and the

dilemm posed by our wish on one hand to protect coastal properties, and on the other hand to

protect the landforms that the propertes occupy. Followig a "tour" of the diverse landform of

the Massachusetts coast, Jim discussed the processes that produce and maintai them, and

then moved on to the knott problem of selectg the most appropriate management techques.

For the followig breakout session, Jim outled a hypothetical shorelie development proposal

and chalenged the other participants to develop creative solutions to the complex problems

that it raised.

In her presentation, Sandy Macfarlane, Conservation Admistrator of the Town of

Orlean, focued the group's attention on diffcuties of maagig iner shores. Using the
Nauset and Pleasant Bay estuares as examples, she emphasized the signcance of wildle

habitats with these systems. She led us though the development of a resource-based

management plan for Pleasant Bay that led to the development of a semi-quantitative matrx

evaluatig dock and pier sitig. Sandy concluded by presentig the matrx to the group for

breakout-session discusion.

Jay Tanski of the New York Sea Grant Intitute dicused the management of altered
shores for the workshop's thd presentation. Providig an example of what Massachusetts may

have to face someday, Jay began by providig a tour of the south shore of Long Island from

Montauk Point to New York City, from residential to urban development. Then he tued to the

saga of a specific communty, Westhampton Beach, that by the late 1980's-following decades

of mismanagement-faced a severe theat of propert loss on a major scale. He then asked the
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group to develop management strategies for the 1990's-only to later tell us what strategies
were actually developed and how they fared.

The fial presentation, a joint effort by Mike Reynolds of the Cape Cod National

Seashore (CCNS) and Graham Giese of the WHOI Sea Grant Program, concerned the monitoring

of changes in coastal landform sustaiabilty. Mie began by reviewig the relatively

undistubed coastal systems with CCNS and the management chalenges that have arisen,

concludig that good science and good monitorig can lead to improved decision-mag.

Graham followed with a discussion of checksts prepared for the use of management decision-

makers to estimate the likely effects of proposed projects on the sustaiabilty of coastal

landform systems. He ended by presentig them to the group to apply in the breakout session

to five selected "real-life" projects.

Our priary objectve in preparig these proceedigs is to share with a wider audience

the inormation and ideas that were shared by those attending the workshop. There are no fial

anwers here, but there is a lot to th about. We invite you to join with us in our on-going

discusion of how we can improve our efforts to encourage the "use without abuse" of our

precious coastal landform systems.
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Thursday, October 9, 1997
Welcome

DR. McDOWELL: I'm Judy McDowelL. I'm the Director of the Woods Hole

Oceanographic Intitution (WHOI) Sea Grant Program, and I'd like to welcome you to the

workshop on Coastal Landform Management in Massachusett.

The sustainabilty of coastal landforms is an issue that not only faces us in

Massachusetts but coastal areas thoughout the world as we deal with both the changes in

natual processes with sea level rise, and the contiuig stress that human population puts on

coastal ecosystems in term of increased constrcton, increased development, increased

population pressures. So I th the issues that you have before you over the next two days to

look at problems and solutions to maintaing coastal landform in Massachusetts have very

important implications for our local areas, but they can also be used as examples for other

areas of the world where the same problems are being faced.

The weather is going to cooperate. It's going to be a beauti two days, I hope. That wi

only give you inpiration to contiue to work so hard with these rooms.

If you have any questions about logitics, Tracey Crago from WHOI Sea Grant, and Sheri

DeRosa from WHOI Sea Grant, can assist you in any way, if you need to make phone calls or

faxes, et cetera. And without fuer ado, I'll introduce Armando Carbonell, the Executive

Diector of the Cape Cod Commssion, to offer his welcomig remarks. Arando?
MR. CARBONELL: Than, Judy. Good morng. It's a pleasure to be here. I hope the

sun does come out. We've had absolutely gorgeous fal weather for the last few days. Perfect

Cape Cod. And I th it is appropriate that you are here to talk about th subject.
I would like to say a few words about Cape Cod, say a few words about your subject if

I may, and then tell you a litte bit about the new regional policy plan, which just came back

from the priters yesterday, and which I wi formaly tranmit to Peg, in her official capacity,

as soon as she gets here, because there is a connection between Massachusett Coastal Zone

Management and the Cape Cod Commssion when it comes to ths regional plan that I'll

mention a litte later on.

Coastal Landform Management. I see some tension between the title of that program

here and some of the content that I anticipate when I see words lie "sustainabilty" later on in

the day. And I want to encourage you to embrace that tension and see where it takes you. I

th of coastal processes as dynamc. I'm not sure I can understand them as being sustaiable

in a norm sense, although I th one can sustai their dynamcim by essentially lettg them
do their work. And I th that is largely what we have learned about coastal processes and

coastal landform: that they're about change, they're about all sorts of risk and danger to human

beings, and the best approach that we can adopt is one of lettg them be.
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Learg how to do that, in a place where we have been living so close to the power of

the coast is going to be a great challenge. Cape S:0d is one of the most dynamic places in the

northeast. We've had an awfu lot of experience, good and bad, dealing with coastal processes

and trg to intervene in natual systems. I certy hope that you wil indulge in some creative

resolution of the tension between these two concepts, that of sustainabilty and that of

management. I suspect we're talg a lot more about managig human beings than about

managig coastal landform in the end.

I'm sorr I won't be with you thoughout the program, other responsibilties cal me. I wi

look forward to a report on where ths all comes out.

Our regional plan, as I mentioned a second ago, deals with these issues in a section that

is symbolized by ths graphic of dune grass ànd waves and a bit of - it looks like sedient of

some kid, little triangles. There are a number of key ingredients to ths set of policies on coastal

processes, and I have singled out just a few to describe to you, and maybe they can help you to

frame some of ths debate about management or dynamc sustaiabilty.

We like to number all of our policies and recite the numbers at every occasion, so don't

mid me if I read off a lot of numbers here. Perhaps we should memorie these. It remids me of

an analysis I once read of the Marquis de Sade's, A Hundred Twenty Days of Sodöm, but I

probably shouldn't go into that here.

2.2.2.1, no development or redevelopment in FEMA V Zones. These policies, I th, go

beyond those that you're likely to fid elsewhere. They do have lots of fie prit that I'm not

going to read to you, and there are people here who would be happy to go into the fie prit

with you. There's a lot of room here for discusion. I'm going to give them to you in black and

white.

2.2.2.3, no development or redevelopment on barrer beaches and coastal dunes.

2.2.2.4, where ban or dunes are erodig, the setback for al new buidings and septic

systems, has to at least be equal to the 3D-year erosion history of that area. For fu, we phrased

ths as the average rate of erosion -- 30 ties the average rate of erosion over the last 30 years.

So you get to multiply and divide by 30 in order to come up with the same numer. I'm giving

you a hit here. Consultants in the room take no charges for that.

2.2.2.9, no new revetments or other coastal engieerig strctues in V Zones, where they

would alter vegetative cover or interrpt the supply of sediment.

2.2.3.7, an undisturbed buffer, at least equal to 100 feet for coastal wetlands and water

bodies. So now that's twice the mium protection otherwise available in Massachusetts.

These are thgs that we are pursuig though our authority under the Cape Cod

Commssion Act here on the Cape. They represent one of the signficant sections of the regional

plan. Peg hasn't quite made it back in tie to just grab the microphone from me, so I'm sure

she'll be catchg up with you later on. One of the thgs that the Cape Cod Commssion Act

said when it was adopted is that - Here she is. This is terrfic timig.
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Peg, I'm speakg about you because you're going to take the microphone momentary,

and I'm going to hand you the recently-adoptect Regional Policy Plan for Cape Cod as an

official transmission of a docuent which, accordig to our statute, needs to be presented to

Coastal Zone Management for their consideration for adoption into the policies of the state

coastal zone management program, which we believe should lead not only to consistency in the

review of state projects in Massachusetts with these policies and goals but also federally

fuded projects on Cape Cod. So we th it's an important document and important process.

I hope you enjoy your two days here. I hope they're productve. I hope you come to a

resolution of the confct that I descrbed. I'll tu it over to Peg. Than you very much.

MS. BRADY: Good morng. Sorr, I was rug a little late. The traffic in Boston was
a bit more than I could handle from day one back in the office after being on vacation.

I was very intrgued by some of the coastal arament that I discovered over the way,

some of the strctues that people have put up along the eastern shorelie of the coast of

England. And I was very intrgued by some of the issues that they're dealg with over there.

Some of the issues and discussions I was listenig to. I felt I was back in Boston. So ths surely

is a global viage, and parcuarly an issue of maagig our coast and movig - the movig
coast, so to speak.

I just want to than the Woods Hole Sea Grant and the Cape Cod Commssion and,

obviously, Jim O'Connell, from my office, who were the intigators, and I th th is actually a

wonderfu program. We're hopefuy going to pick people's brai and ideas, get some great

ideas about how do we maage the coast now that we have an abundance of information before

us.

Obviously, we've had 20 years of coastal zone maagement. Next year wil be our

twentieth anversar for the State of Massachusetts in coastal zone management. We've come

a long, long way. We have an extraordiar State Wetlands Act, extraordinar in the sense that
it's extraordiar when you compare what other states are doing with regard to maagig the

coast. And it has, I th, stood the test of tie when you look at the may challenges that have
gone on over the last 15, 20-some-odd years with regard to managig the coast.

I'm lookig forward to the results and some of the outcomes. It's clearly going to help Jim,

and Rebecca who's alo a member of our office that helps in techcal assistance, and alo help

many of the DEP (Department of Environmental Protecton) staff that are out there dealing

with ths issue day in and day out, the wetlands staff.

I just want to touch on a couple of thgs, do a litte bit of a commercial break here for

Coastal Zone Management. As may of you know, if you read our newsletter, we've done - we

last year successfuly were reauthoried nationally, but we're faced with actualy a good and a

bad thg that happened to us ths year nationaly in Coastal Zone Management. We

successfully were level-fuded last year in Coastal Zone Management nationaly, and that was

good when you look back on the 104th Congress. The unortate thg, good and bad, two new
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states came into the program. And with being level-fuded and with also two ~ew states

comig into the program, we were faced with si:ller pie slices that went to the states. And

we're feelig that ths year in our office as are some of the other states nationaly. So, we're

lookig at belt-tightenig ths year, unortately. And, as we speak, the Senate and the House

Conference Commttee is debatig our budget, and we are lookig at some very, very good

numbers, but we just don't know what the outcome of that conference commttee debate wil be.

It's unfortuate that there are no members of our congressional delegation in any of those

deliberations, but they have heard from me, and they have been traditionally very, very strong

supporters of Coastal Zone Management.

I just wanted to alert you folk, if you are talkg to any of your colleagues in other

states and have a way to communcate to some of the other members of congress that are in a

position of talkig about the Coastal Zone Management budget and appropriations comig up,

what that means.

As I look around the room, I see a lot of dose colleagues of our staff. They know exactly

what the staff have produced ths year. We just delivered the shoreline change maps, than to

the leadership under Jim O'Connell, and we've alo delivered about eight workshops across the

coast in explaig how those shorelie change maps can better affect futue development in the

coastal zone as well as help in decision-makig, plang decisions that are going on in the 78

coastal communties.

So you can see the tre benefit of a program that is, comparatively speakg, a smal

budget item nationally. We do deliver. We do deliver in term of techcal assistance, staff tie,

Jim and Rebecca and our regional coordiators Dave Jan here and Tru down here in the

Cape region. And those folk always stad ready to help the local communties.
But agai, I just wanted to do that quick commercial break because it is an important

issue for Massachusetts and for my colleagues across the countr.

I will talk to Ardo about ths docuent that he just hand-delivered to me. I do want

to than you, and I hope that the next two days are very productive, and I hope to liten in on

part of it today. I'm sorr I can't be here tomorrow, but I look forward to the outcome.

And than you, Graham, for hostig th and to your staff as well. Than you.
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Workshop Objectives

DR. GIESE: Than you, Peg, very much. And than you, Judy and Arando. Than to
your organations, too, especially to members of the plang group who worked so hard to
pul ths meetig together. And than to all of you who are here today, who have given up two

ful days of your tie -- and we all know what that mean these days -- to come to ths

meetig. Many of your faces I recogne, but there are also new faces, too, and I'm happy to see

you al.

I have asked myself why us? Why are we all here together? Of course, al of us care

about coastal landform; we like beaches and dunes and marshes. We are drawn to them

emotionally and intellectaly. But that's not why we're here. Th isn't a preachg-to-the-coir

kid of exercise. The reason we're al here is because we work with coastal landform and our
work is gettg more difficut all the tie. Why is that? Why is our work gettg more diffcut?

Well, it's gettg more difficult because of a single coastal process, and that coastal

process is human actvity much along the lines that Ardo introduced previously. I asked
myself ths morng what would Arstotle have said if he, with no previous preparation, had

heard about our workshop? I expect he'd have said, why maage coastal landform? Harbors,
yes, of course, but why beaches, why bluffs, dunes, and marshes? They are well managed

aleady. They're managed by waves and tides and'wid.

But we know all too well that today the factor domiatig many coastal regions is

huma activity, and that few regions, indeed, are not afected in some way by such projects.

Because of the vast scale and increasing pace of our human interaction with natual coastal

systems, our need for knowledge is growig faster than our supply of knowledge.

It is our hope that by workig together as a group for these two days each of us wil be

better able to obtai and to supply the inormation that we all need to better manage the

coastal landforms of Massachusetts.

Let me go over some housekeeping items. When we regitered we al received a name tag

such as th, and underneath our names are some interestig thgs. There are a couple of free

dr tickets for the reception ths afternoon. Beer, wine, soda and juice wil be avaiable. And

also there are tickets for the lunches, and Tracey and Sheri -- who I can't than enough - will

take the tickets from you when you pick up your lunches.

Each of your badges has a colored sticker on it, and that colored sticker designates the

parcuar breakout group that you've been assigned to. Green and red groups wi be here in ths

room, at opposite ends of it, with Truman Henson and Jule Early. Those with yellow wil be

meetig with Judy Pederson in the smal room just across the hall - there's a litte sign out front.

And those with a blue sticker wil be meetig with Dale Leavitt downtairs on the fist floor of

Clark, in room numer 201, also known as the Fuglister Room.
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The proceedigs of the workshop wil be avaiable in the winter, and to help us with

that, Maureen Pires is here. She would lie it very much if, when we speak, we use the

microphones which are on opposite sides of the room, and, of course, there is one here. Also

she'd lie it if we would identify ourselves when we're askig a question or mag a comment.

Let's see.. reviewing the agenda which we al picked up when we came in... there's tea,

coffee, and juice outside now, whenever we want them. All day long they wil be available,

today and tomorrow. Lunch is at 12:30, and -- an important point - the reception with hors

doeuvres and drin at 4:00. Then tomorrow morng, coffee, tea, muffis. and juice -- so you

don't have to stay home for breakfast -- at 7:30; and then lunch at 12:45.

I hope as many of you as possible wil tr to stay over tomorrow afternoon for our

discussion. Let me point out that downstairs on the floor below the ground floor - it's actally

Clark 1 - there's a pay telephone next to the vending mache. Bathooms are right across the

hall here, and, of course, water's there. That seems to be all that I have on those thgs.

The important part of our agenda, of course, are the activities that we wil all

participate in. As you can see, the two-day period is broken up into four different sessions,

each of which will be led by a presenter.

Then we'll break up into those four groups that I mentioned, as designated by our

badges. Those breakout groups will work with materials relatig to the presentation. Afer that,

we will join together agai here in ths room. The faciltators and recorders from your

workgroups will form a panel with the presenter, and they'll present the questions and ideas,

problems and inpirations that came up in their groups. That panel discusion wil be led by the

presenter.

There are four topics. We're going to begi now at 10:15 with the fist, which wi be

presented by Jim O'Connell, the Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Coastal Geologist

and Coastal Hazard Coordiator. Jim.
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Shoreline Change: Coastal Landform Management Dilemma
Jim O'Connell, Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management

MR. O'CONNLL: The erosion and flooding caused by storm and relative sea level

rise are not only natural physical coastal processes, but they are essential processes. Without

erosion, flooding, storm, and relative sea level rise, we wouldn't have the beaches, dunes,

barrier beaches, and productive tidal flats, salt marshes, and, in many cases, bays and estuaries

that owe their existence to the presence of dunes, beaches, and, parcuarly, barrier beaches

that we see as we wal along the shoreline today.

On the other hand, the Massachusetts shore, for the most part, is developed. People

have a right to protect and enjoy their property, provided that the protecton techques they

use do not adversely impact adjacent or downdrift propertes or dish the beneficial

fuctons of other coastal landform in the system. Dimhig the beneficial fuctions
provided by coastal landform, such as storm damage prevention and flood control, could

result in adverse impacts to other shorelie propertes and resources.

In ths presentation I wil be outlg a varety of coastal landform maagement

techques. In order to select appropriate coastal landform or coastal management techques,

however, one must fist have a basic, fudamental, qualitative understadig of how the

shoreline fuctons. That is, the complex interacton between wids, waves, tides, and longshore

currents that create physical coastal processes. These processes, in tu, shape and reshape our

shoreline. In addition, it's extremely helpfu to have fu knowledge of the many and diverse

proactive and reactive techques that are available to protect and manage coastal landform.
So, briefly presented wil be a qualtative dicussion with accompanyig slides that

depict how ths complex interaction between waves, tides, storm, floodig, longshore

tranport, and relative sea level rise work together to shape and re-shape our shorelie. In

addition, a wide varety of mangement techques, both proactive and reactve, that are
available to us today to maage these coastal landform wil be descrbed.

Ths presentation on the complex interaction of physical coastal processes and resultig

coastal landform changes, along with a descrption of landform maagement practices wi

prepare you to parcipate in a very creative exercise in reviewing a multi-faceted development

proposal along the shorelie. The goal of th exercise is to apply some of these management

techques, and determe whether or not they work to meet shorelie maagement objecves.

But before we delve into the world of physical coastal processes, lets take a tour and

explore the spectacuar beauty of the many diverse landform that we see as we wal along the

shorelie of Massachusetts today.

Massachusetts has approxiately 1,500 mies of ocean-facig and tidal shore, with an

extremely vared geographic orientation to our shoreline (see Figue 1). Beause of th extremely

varied geographic orientation, no porton of the MassaChusett shore escapes some degree of
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flooding, erosion, or storm damge durg specific wid and wave conditions around the entie

compass rose. In addition, Massachusett has v~ryg tidal ranges from the nie to twelve foot
tidal range of Cape Cod Bay, to the two to four foot tidal ranges in Buzzards Bay and the

southern shore of Cape Cod, to the shorelies of Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard which

generally exhbit a two to four foot tidal range.

Massachusetts has undoubtedly one of the most diverse suites of spectacuarly

sculptued coastal landform of any state in the nation. For example, the Gay Head Cliffs in

Marta's Vineyard. The cliffs were formed by a succession of repeated glaciation and inter-

glacial processes, as were most of the coastal landform we view today. Next we see the

spectacular clffs or coastal bluffs along the eastern shore of Nantucket, again formed as a

result of repeated glaciation and inter-glacial processes. Marta's Vineyard and Nantucket

consist mainly of coastal plai deposits capped by outwash and moraine deposits of the

Wisconsin glaciation.

Moving over to the west shore of Cape Cod Bay are the spectacuar eroding interlobate

moraine and outwash plain deposits formg 100+ foot high bluffs located along the shores of

southern Plymouth. These formed between the Buzzards Bay and Cape Cod Bay ice lobes.

Along the easternost shores of Massachusetts is the Cape Cod National Seashore which is

also a remnant part of an eroded interlobate moraie and outwash plai formed between the

South Chanel and Cape Cod Bay ice lobes that existed approximately 15,000 to 18,000 years

ago.

Ths landform, the extensive bluffs comprising the Cape Cod National Seashore, existed

between approximately thee to four mies seaward than you presently see today relative to

when the last contiental glaciers began to melt some 15,000 to 18,000 years ago.

Massachusetts coastal areas also have a series of fluvio-glacial deposits (laid down by

the meltwater from the glaciers), such as the outwash plai we see on the southern side of

Cape Cod and the southern side of the islands of Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket. In

addition, eskers and kame deposits exist in Massachusetts coastal areas, such as we see on the

eastern shore of Cape Cod Bay in the Town of Welleet. As can be seen here, erosion of these

deposits provide massive volumes of sedient, in ths case pricipally sand, into a littoral zone

feeding downdrift beaches, dunes, barrer beaches, and tidal flats.

Under the ice sheets, back 15,000 to 18,000 years ago, thousands of drin were
formed. These landforms are beautifu whaleback-shaped formations, such as we see in Ipswich

on the Nort Shore or Guret Point at the southern termus of Dubur Beach in the Town of

Plymouth. As with the Cape Cod National Seashore, we agai can see that ths druin

landform at Guret Point also existed a considerable distance seaward when it was first

deposited. Th is evidenced by the boulder platform frontig the Guret Point dr.

Massachusetts also has an extensive array of bedrock outcrops, primay on the Nort Shore,

but they are also exposed along the South Shore and Buzzards Bay areas as well.
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At the end of the last glacial (Wisconsin) maxium, sea level was approximately 200-

300 feet lower than it is today. When sea level ~egan to rise 15,000 to 18,000 years ago, many

of these landform that contained unconsolidated materials began to erode and began providig

massive amounts of sediment into the littoral zone. Many of the landforms created by past

glacial episodes, parcuarly those that were deposited on what is now the contiental shelf, no

longer exist due to erosion resultig from relative sea level rie.

As a result of the material provided due to erosion of former glacial landform, and the
contiuig erosion of coastal landform that we see today, 681 barer beaches were formed in

Massachusetts. Many of these barrier beaches are comprised maiy of sandy deposits, such as

we see here at Nauset Beach in Chatham and Orlean. However, many barrer beaches that we

see today in Massachusetts also consist of cobble deposits. These cobble deposits are also

reguated as dunes under the Wetlands Protection Reguations because they provide simar

fuctions as sand dunes, such as storm damage prevention and flood control, although they

react and transport somewhat diferently under storm wave conditions.

Al of these coastal landform contain a varyg degree of development. Ths slide

shows a cobble storm deposit/ dune in the early 1900s. Ths is Humrock Beach on the South

Shore in the Town of Scituate. In contrast, ths slide shows the development which has taken

place on th cobble/sandy barrer durg th centu.

Salsbur Beach, in the Town of Salbur, is our nortern-most communty. Here we see
the density of development on Salisbur Beach. Ths slide shows what Salsbur Beach looked

like after the Blizard of 1978, a 100-year storm and Presidential declaration of disaster. The

beach has somewhat recovered, and there is a smal sand dune frontig may of the exitig

strctes.
Movig south, we have the beautifu barrer beaches of Plum Island and Castle Nec,

which are priariy undeveloped and protected due to its ownership. But as we move fuer
southward along the Nort Shore, much of the coast is heaviy developed. Even some of

bedrock outcrops, as we see in the Rockport and Gloucester areas, have been developed.

As we contiue southward, we arve in the more urban areas of Winthop /Revere that

have densely developed populations along the shore. Ths is the City of Boston. One of the

many issues to be explored at ths workshop is: should we manage heaviy developed and/or

armored shores simlarly to sparsely developed or pristie shores?

Contiuig south of Boston beyond the Boston Harbor/Quicy-Higham Bay systems,

we reach Nantasket Beach in the Town of Hul, a heavily developed barrer beach. Classic

dru appear in the background, creatig the islands of Higham and Qucy Bays.

Southward we reach the Town of Sctuate, whose shorelie and coastal landform were

in many areas armored with sea walls begig in the 1930s and 1940s. Due in part to that

arorig, dense development was encouraged. The consequences of denely developing a high

energy shorelie is somethg we are al aware of.
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The next town south of Scituate is the Town of Marshfield. As with ScNate, for the

most part about 80 percent of the Marshfeld sh?relie is armored both with vertcal seawalls

and revetments.

Farther south we move along the Cape Cod Bay shorelie of the Town of Plymouth. It

has some of the most beautifu cliffs or coastal bluffs that we see in Massachusetts. Some of

these bluffs are vegetated, resultig in slower erosion rates than those that are unvegetated.

Varyg degrees of development exit along the top of these bluffs.

Contiuig to move along the Cape Cod Bay shorelie, we see the shorelie of the Town

of Denns. We again see mied density of development along these eroding bluffs. Ony a few

vacant lots presently exist atop these bluffs.

Hookig around Provincetown, ths slide shows an aerial view of the spectacular

eroding bluffs of the Cape Cod National Seashore. Movig southward along ths eastern shore,

we see the confguation of the iner shorelie of Chatham before the inamous 'breach' in the

Nauset barrer beach in 1987. Again, ths figue leads to another question we hope to address at

ths workshop: should we be maagig iner shorelies simarly to outer high energy shorelies?
The coastal processes operatig on the iner shorelies are identical to those of the outer shore,

the difference being in intensity and frequency of coastal processes.

The south side of Cape Cod is heaviy developed, protected by almost a contiuum of

seawalls, revetments, and groin. There are some areas along the south shore of Cape Cod that

are undeveloped, but for the most par undeveloped areas are few and sandwiched between

developed areas.

Crossing Nantucket Sound are the islands of Mara's Vineyard and Nantucket, and the

Eliabeth Islands. Much of the south shore of Nantucket is undeveloped, however, there are

. some serious problems where development is occug. Oter than migratig barer beaches,

the highest long-term average anual erosion rates in Massachusett occu along the south shore

of Nantucket, exhbitig upwards of 12 feet per year on average, based on 140 years of data.

The nort side of Nantucket is more densely developed than the south shore. Erosion on

the north side is not near as severe as the south side. However, the erosion rate is not

necessarly the sole criteria to identify an area as a hazardous coastal area. In combination with

the erosion rate, the density and proxity of development to the high water lie and wave
inundation areas (Velocity zones) are considerations in identig hazardous coastal areas.

Sandwiched in between the densely developed shores of Massachusett are some

spectacular landform which are, for the most part, responding naturally to physically coastal

processes. For example, ths slide shows Dubur Beach, a barrer beach. Note the concave

confguation in the norternost section of the Dubur Barer Beach. Th concave area in the

barrer beach has actualy migrated landward, maitaig its total width, approxiately 140

feet over the last 140 years.
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Th slide shows another beautiful barer beach, Rexhame Beach, in the Town of

Marshfeld. As with Duxbur and Plymouth Lo~g Beach, Rexhame Beach is an undeveloped (or

sparsely developed) barer beach and is, therefore, one of 96 designated Coastal Barrer

Resource Act (CBRA) Units in Massachusetts. Here is Sandwich Town Beach on the Cape Cod

Bay shorelie of the Town of Sandwich, another CBRA Unit. A major dune nourshment project

utiliing dredged material has taken place on th barrer beach, and you can see the differences

between the natual dunes and the arficialy created dunes.
Landform maagement techques.

By now we have gained an appreciation for the incredible diversity of coastal landform
and the varyg degrees of development and pritie areas which exits along our shores. Now,

how do we select the most appropriate landform management techques in term of storm

damge prevention, flood ard erosion control, and other hazard mitigation techques that

allow us to live in harmony along our shores?

As shown in Table 1, the fist criteria is to defie what hazards are of interest, followed

by identifyg and mapping areas most susceptible to these the hazards. Understandig what

causes these hazards along the shoreline is crtical to selectg an appropriate maagement

techque. We have identied storm, erosion, flooding, and relative sea level rise as the

operative coastal processes to address. However, one must really defie what is meant by

hazard in a communty or area, and then identify or map the specific areas that are most

susceptible to these particuar hazards. Keep in mid that erosion, flooding, and relative sea

level rise are not in and of themselves hazards. It is only when imovable objects, such as

dwellgs and roads, are placed in the path of erosion or flooding that a hazard is created.

Human activities along the shore have alo been recogned as creatig hazards.

Table 1

MASSACHUSEIS COMPREHENSIV COASTAL HAARDS REDUCTON SlRTEGY

Plan of Action

1. Defie coastal high hazard areas;

2. Identify/map specific areas most susceptible to these hazards;

3. Identi exitig mechanms (reguatory, executive order, policy, etc.) which contrbute to

meetig the objective and to what extent;

4. Develop and enance programs to avoid identified hazards or mitigate their effects.
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Importantly, in order to select the most appropriate maagement techque, and again

each management techque is very site or area ~pecific, one must have a basic, qualitative

understandig of physical coastal processes.

One of the major coastal processes that must be considered is alongshore sediment

transport, or littoral tranport, which is created by waves. Waves very rarely hit the shorelie

perpendicular or straight on. They almost always approach the shoreline at some angle. And

when they hit the shorelie at an angle, they set up a momentu of water moving in the same

diection that the wind and the waves are moving.

For example, in ths slide (see Figue 2) the waves are hittg the shoreline at an angle,

thereby creatig movement of water going from the left side of the screen to the right side of the

screen. That movement of water, referred to as longshore cuent, carres sediment such as sand

and cobble along in bed load tranport or suspended in the water colum. Ths movement of

material in the longshore cuent is called longshore sedient transport or littoral drift. So we

have sand and other unconsolidated material movig along in the nearshore zone based on the

direction of the wind and, thus, the waves that are created by the wind.

An example of the longshore tranport process is shown here. Ths is again the southern

shore of Plymouth, in the Nameloc Heights/Cedarile area. As shown, the high bluffs are

eroding, providig large volumes of material into the longshore sediment transport system, or

littoral zone, much to the chagr of some of the propert owners along the top of the erodig

bluffs. Due to the predomiant norteast wids in Massachusetts, one can see from ths slide

that the movement of eroded material from the bluffs is travelig southeast along the beaches of

Cape Cod Bay past the Cape Cod Canal and contiuig east towards Barntable. That eroded

material is responsible, in par, for creatig the four to five mie long Sandy Neck barer beach

in the Town of Barnstable, though a process of spit accretion. Th next slide shows ths

process of spit accretion and thus the formtion of Sandy Neck. Ths slide shows what the

Sandy Neck barrer beach looked like durg its development begig approxitely 3,000

years ago. As the sand contiued to erode from the Cedarvile/Nameloc Heights bluffs, as well

as receipt of some material from erosion of the nearshore bed, th barier beach contiued to

buid though spit accretion. As the barer contiued to buid and elongate, it began providig
protection to landward areas and created a quiescent water body. In these quieter, protected

waters created by the presence of ths new barer beach, salt marsh, tidal flats, and shellfish

beds began to form. The barer beach also began to provide storm damage prevention and

flood control to landward areas. These interests provided by barrier beaches and dunes are

now protected under the Coastal Wetlands Protection Regulations.

Ths slide is an aerial photo of what the Sandy Neck barrer beach and environs look lie

today. Extensive salt marsh, tidal flats, and shellfish beds now exist, and the landward water

body is extremely biologically productive. Ths photo shows a ground view of Sandy Neck

today. The dunes are healthy and providig storm damage prevention and flood control to
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landward areas, as well as abundant wildlife habitat, which are interests protected under the

Wetlands Protection Reguations. They are also valued aesthetic and recreational resources.

A broader perspectve can be gaied from the satellte imagery in th slide showing the

importance of longshore sedient tranport. In ths imge, the littoral cell between the

Cedarvile bluffs and Sandy Neck is clear. The sand is tranported southward then eastward

due to the predomiant northeast waves. Th contiuing natual process allows for the

continued existence of Sandy Neck. Ths same longshore sediment tranport (littoral dri)

process was responsible for, or contrbuted to, formg the barrer beaches in Wellfeet,

Provincetown, Nauset Beach, Monomoy, and many of the of the barers you see along the Cape

Cod Bay shoreline and the Islands as well, as we see here. So, longshore sediment tranport

was, and contiues to be, an extremely important process in formg and elongatig may of the
barrier beaches and beaches that we see today.

In addition to 'longshore sediment transport,' onshore, offshore, and across-shore

movement of sediment also occus. The dotted lie in ths slide (see Figure 3) represents a pre-

storm dune profile. Durig storm, waves are generaly steep and have a short 'wave period.' A

'wave period' is the time it takes two successive wave crests to pass a stationar point. These

wave characteristics result in beach and dune erosion. But the sand eroded from the dune and

beach doesn't disappear. The sand is generally transported to the nearshore region where it

creates 'storm bars' (nearshore sand bars). Ths storm bar in tu trps storm waves contrbutig

to wave breakig, and thus dissipates some of the intial storm wave energy before it contiues

to hit the beach and dune area. So there is an 'equibrium beach/nearshore profie' that is

established durg storm periods, and another established durg quiescent, non-storm periods.

An example of th process is shown along Duxbur Beach. Th photo was taken

approxitely one week after the October 1991 storm, which resulted in a presidential

declaration of disaster. Note the longshore bars, or storm bars, that were formed from

deposition of sands as a result of erosion of the dunes and beach. But the sand in the storm

bars imediately seaward didn't come from the dune diectly landward of it. The sands

actualy came from some property updrift and moved along that shorelie in the longshore

sediment tranport system. The break in the sand/storm bars seen in ths slide also
demonstrate one of the theories of rip cuent formation.

Followig the storm due to changes in wave characteritics, the sandI storm bars migrate

landward and weld onto the beach. Subsequently, wids pick up the fier grai material and

deposit it back up onto the dunes intiatig natual rebuidig of the dunes. Sometimes the dune

will re-form in the same location/ footprit, but it could also rebuid slightly farter landward,

depending on a multiple of factors. Ths is a photograph taken in December 1994 followig a

moderate coastal storm. Note the position of the seaward toe of the dune. The next photograph

is the same location as the previous slide but was taken thee month later demonstratig the

natural dune rebuildig process. As you can see, the dune basically reformed in the same pre-
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storm location, primy as a result of windblown sands. It is important to note that the sand
that rebuilt ths dune came not only from the be~ch, but the sand was also tranported by

winds from landward areas due to the prevailig westerlies. So it is important to allow

unpeded movement of sand both in the onshore and offshore diections, as well as laterally,

to alow maxum recovery or rebuidig of dunes. The unpeded movement of beach and
dune sands by both wind and wave actvity is an actvity or interest required to be maintained

by the Wetlands Protection Reguation performce standards in order to allow those dunes to

optimally fuction.

These beach/ dune processes happen not only as a result of storm waves, but also occur

on a seasonal basis as well. Ths is primarily the result of increased frequency and intensity of

coastal storm. Durg witer month a nearshore sand bar, or series of sandI storm bars, form

offshore and reside there over the witer month. Dug early sprig and sumer the nearshore
sandi storm bars migrate landward and eventualy weld back onto the beach and generaly

rema welded onto the beach for the remainder of the sumer season, uness a moderate or

greater storm makes landfalL. So, fortately, we experience beauti high, wide beaches for our

enjoyment durg the few month that we are blessed with war weather.
Relative sea level rise is also a major consideration in Massachusetts. The Woods Hole

Oceanographic Intitution conducted a sea level rise or coastal submergence study in 1989 for

the Coastal Zone Management Office. The results of that study revealed that the landmass

along coastal Massachusetts is sing along with the eustatic level of the sea rising. Ths results

in an approximate rate of relative sea level rise in Massachusetts of one vertcal foot per 100

years. Ths is a major consideration in many coastal areas, partcuarly along heavily developed

or low-lyig shores. Sea level rie is contiuig and that rise is predicted to accelerate in comig
years. So, not only the location but the elevation of dwellgs being constrcted today may not

be adequate in the not distant future if relative sea level rie and erosion rates are no taken into

consideration.

Overwash is another extremely important coastal process. Ths is an aerial photograph

of Long Beach in the Town of Plymouth on Cape Cod Bay taken about a week after the October

1991 storm. Overwash lobes or fans along the backhore are clearly evident. The unvegetated

overwash lobes are the result of storm waves overtopping the barer durg tht major October
1991 storm, whie the large vegetated overwash lobes were created durg the 100-year storm,

the great Blizard of 1978. The overwash lobes/fan, consistig primarly of sand, pebble and

cobble, provide a substrate for subsequent dune and marsh growth.

If overwash was prohibited from occug, I suggest that the barer would be much

narower than it is today. Ths quite evident by drawig a line down the backide of the barer

in such a way as to eliate the overwash areas. If the seaward side of the barrier beach were

arored with rip-rap or other coastal engieerig strctue - which is generaly proposed along

an erodig or storm damaged shorelie - eventualy due to contiuig erosion high water would
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be forced agait the strctue on the seaward side. Furermore, overwash would be prevented

from occug or would occu less frequently thereby eliatig the overwash lobes on the
landward side. Thus, elimiatig these overwash lobes would result in a much narow barrer

beach with the high water lie inundatig what is now dune and beach on the landward side.

Ultimately, the storm damge reduction and flood control characteristics to landward areas, as

well as wildlfe habitat provided by the overwash lobes would not exist without the process of

overwash.

So, I would suggest that if overwash processes were prohibited from occug, a

narowig and hastened deiise of ths barer beach would result. Storm damage prevention,

flood control, and wildlife habitat characteristics provided by dunes, beaches, and barrier

beaches are all interests protected under the standards of the State Wetlands Protection

Reguations.

Overwash, in some cases however, is not always desirable. For example, th slide

shows Ballston Beach, along the Atlantic Ocean shore of Truo. The overwash of this barrier has

resulted in inundation of areas supportg septic systems and drig water wells. A study is
underway of the potential impacts to the Pamet River ecosystem and developed areas from

anticipated contiuig overwash and/or breachg of the barer beach. The results wil

facilitate a decision of whether to prevent or mie the overwash dependig on the identied

impacts.

As seen here, the dunes where the overwash occured have rebuit natualy, priarly as

a result of intalg sand/snow fencig: actally there are thee sand fences, two bured in the

accumulated sands and one visible. The dunes have recovered natualy priary because the

coastal ban or bluffs on either side are unarmored, providig tremendous amounts of sand to

that longshore tranport system. The ' unterrupted movement of those sands by wids and
waves has alowed the barer beach to signcantly rebuid itself.

Available options in respondig to erodig shorelies can be divided into both proactve

and reactve modes. A variety of techques that are available to address erosion, both

proactive and reactive, wil now be provided.

Reactive options to erosion as shown here include hard or soft stabilation techques,

as well as relocation or retreat. For example, th is a postcard dated Augut 1913 showig the

erodig shorelie along Thd Cliff in the Town Sctuate. The bluff is obviously erodig, and

providig material to a sandy beach frontig the bluff. Though the longshore sedient

transport process, the sandy-cobble material is being transported away from the bluff source

and contrbutig to the existence of Peggott Beach, a barrer beach. Much to the chagr of the

propert owners at the top edge of the erodig bluff, the properties are endangered due to on-

going erosion.

Ths slide shows the same area as it exists today. Due to the erosion concern of the bluff

and the theatened dwellgs, the bluffs were stabilied by constrctig a rip-rap revetment.
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The houses at the top edge of the bluff are now relatively well protected, but due to the loss of

source material and on-going erosion, the frontig beach has been elimated. It also removed

material from the longshore transport process, and as a result, depending on the volume of

material elimated, downdrift erosion wil be accelerated causing impacts to downdrift

properties. Referrg back to the previous slide, some of the source material for ths barer

beach most likely came from the formally eroding Thd Cliff bluff. The houses in were

subsequently purchased by the federal governent. Twenty houses and propertes have been

purchased and removed from Peggott Beach because of erosion and ongoing storm damage.

The selection of hard stabilization alternatives is very site specific. Vertical seawalls,

rip-rap revetments, or gabions all have benefits, as well as detrents. We now understand the

results of armorig coastal ban which are sedient sources, so now we wil tu our attention
to dunes. Vertical seawalls in dunes or sandy areas that exist today were built many decades

ago, prior to having the understandig of coastal processes that we have today. Due to our

present-day understanding of the importance of dune fucton, they are generally not allowed

to be armored. The Wetlands Protection Reguations lit actvities that prohibit dune sands

from erodig, and/or migratig in any direction, or any actvity that would destabilize a dune.

Thus, the selection of erosion control or storm damage reduction alternatives is very site specific

based on erosion rates, flood zones, and the tye of landform and its overall fuction and

importance to the littoral system.

Ths slide (see Figue 4) sumares the impacts of these erosion control strctures.

Obviously they wil provide temporar protecton to landward dwellgs to varg degrees.

However, some volume of source material is going to be eliated from the longshore tranport

system, thereby acceleratig downdrift erosion to some degree. In addition, in many cases a

problem on the downdrift side of coastal engieerig strctues, such as seawals and

revetments, occus. 'Flang erosion or end scour' is oftenties observed at the termal ends of
shore parallel strctues. Ths results from the interacton of waves and/or cuents with the
strctue. So, generaly some degree of accelerated erosion or scour occus on the imediate
downdrift side of these structes. 'Retu' are generally constrcted diagonally at the ends of

seawals, revetments and buleads, which can reduce downdrft flang or end scour,
however, it appears that flang canot be elimiated in the areas subject to wave actvity. It

can be mied, but it is very diffcut to prevent it.
Wave reflection, particuarly from vertical seawalls or buleads, has been responsible

for causing scour of, and thus accelerated loss of material from a frontig beach, at least durig

the storm events. The scour trough generaly fis quicky followig the storm, but the suspenion

of material as a result of wave reflection off these wal wi result in material moving more

rapidly off site. But the trough generally fi faily quicky imediately followig the storm.
Ths photo depicts what happens when the on and offshore movement of sand from

dunes is prevented. Ths is Long Beach, a barer beach, in the Town of Plymouth. As you can
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see, dunes are absent landward of the dike. Dues canot form because eolian or widblown

sands from the beach canot overtop the die. Barers built on erodig shores eventualy result

in forced high water againt the strctue. Dues canot form on the landward side of the

barrier beach, and as a result of wave overtopping it appears that the barrer itself may actualy

be separatig or migratig landward away from the die.

Ths slide shows the nortern end of that die on the same beach where the dike

meanders landward and disappears into dunes into the central porton of the barrer. The dike

was buit at the turn of the centu in response to the impacts of Portland Gale of 1898. Here

lookig northward, exist very large dunes. Ths pictue was taken imediately followig a
storm, and dune scarps are evident. However, a very large dune exits providig storm damage

prevention, flood control, wildlife habitat, not to mention aesthetics. Extensive dunes exist

along ths secton of the bater beach and not the southern section because eolian (widblown)

sands can move freely without the impedient of the die resultig in dune reformtion

following storm. So, ths is clear evidence that dunes contiualy respond and reshape and

reform to the forces actg upon them. The dunes have reformed slightly landward of their pre-

storm location, but in areas with an adequate supply of sediment, dunes wil contiue to

develop in height and volume.

If alongshore tranport of sand is interrpted, the anticipated results are fairly obvious.

Sand movig in the longshore system that is interrpted by a shore perpendicuar strcte,

such as a jett or groin, wil be trapped on the updrift side. Th will buidup the beach on the

updrift side, preventig that volume of trapped sand from reachg the downdr side resultig

in some degree of downdrft erosion. Jettes are shore-perpendicuar strctes generaly buit to

keep navigation or tidal chanels open, whie groin are buit along a shorelie to buidup a

beach. Jettes are generaly much longer than groin, and both are generally constrcted of rip-

rap, although groin have been constrcted of wood or sheetpilg as well. Ths slide shows an

example of massive volumes of material (sand) trapped on the updrft side of shore

perpendicuar strctes, preventig sand from reachg the downdrift side, most notably in

imediate downdrift area. What happens is that sand is by-passed around the groin or jett

comig ashore some distace downdrft, the distance depending priy on the lengt of the

strcte. Ths general heightened erosion problem in the imediate downclft side or shadow-

zone of a groin or jett not only accelerates imediate downdrift erosion, but could also

increase wave and floodwater inundation, as well as overwash in the shadow zone area. In

lited cases ths could cause more frequent overwash or in rare cases more frequent breachg

of downdrft barrer beaches.
Here is the south side of Cape Cod on Nantucket Sound. It shows that a combination of

shore-paralel and shore-perpendicuar strctes can also be responsible for accelerated
landward migration of barer beaches. Popponessett barrer beach in Mashpee was, in the past,

much more seaward than its present location. The barer beach at one tie extended alost all
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the way to Dead Neck (the barer beach on the top right side of the photograph). Though a

combination of both natual and human-induced causes, such as a dimishment of sediment.

sources, ths barrer beach has migrated a signficant distance landward. Due to ths lack of

sediment in the longshore sediment tranport system, frequent overwashig and occasional

temporar breachg occus.
There are management techques that can applied to mitigate impacts resultig from

existig shore perpendicular strctes. Provided that no development occured on the updrift

accretion side, a groin could be lowered, shortened or made more permeable. Ths would allow

more sand to flow though and around the strctue in an attempt to obtai a greater

equibrium to the shorelie confguation. Considerig balancig development on either side of

groin, if apptopriate removal of the groin would result in a straightenig of the shorelie,

elimiatig the downdrift offset. A very site specific analysis considerig the impacts of groin

removal or alteration of these strctues is requied.

Ths slide shows offshore breakwaters. Constrction of offshore breakwaters is not

common these days. They have been shown to be extremely expensive and, in many cases

relative to other alternatives, cost prohibitive in term of intial constrcton and maitenance.

Do breakwaters work? In some cases, yes; in some cases, they've backed and actually caused

accelerated erosion on the landward property. Ths is the Five Sisters breakwaters offshore of

Winthop. As you can see, there is sand buidup imediately landward of the breakwaters.

Ths is beneficial for the immediate landward strctues, but what does that do in term of

interrptig the longshore sediment tranport? It removes sand from being tranported to the

downdrift area causing some degree of accelerated downdrft erosion.

Gabions are another erosion control alternative generaly proposed in more quiescent

waters, however" not necessariy appropriate in Velocity-zones. A Velocity-zone being that part

of the coastal flood plai that can support a thee foot or greater wave under lOO-year storm

conditions. Ths slide (see Figue 5) shows gabions which, in ths case, were buit in a Velocity-

zone: they are not necessary contrbutig to their design objecve. Gabions are generally buit

in bays and estuares and more quiescent waters. There they can trap eelgrass and other aquatic

vegetation and aestheticaly blend into a coastal ban.

Over the years a varety of very creative erosion and shore protecton techques have

been attempted. However, non-engieered attempts generally fai shorty after installation.

Sand bags are generaly used on a temporary basis to allow a propert owner and the review

agency tie to determe a more appropriate approach that will address the problem on a

long-term basis to help provide erosion, storm wave and flood protecton.

There are a few experimental storm damage mitigation and erosion control

methodologies in place in the Commonwealth, as well as around the nation. Ths slide shows

the Sta-Beach beachace dewaterig system, an experiental erosion control techology that

was intalled along the eastern shore of Nantucket in 1994. It is an attempt to tr to trap sand
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from the longshore tranport system and keep it on the beach face itself. As stated by the

proponents, the purpose of the project is basica~y an attempt to build up the beach or at least

slow erosion of the beach. Extenive monitorig of the system performance is on-going. If

successful, on-going erosion of the coastal ban backg the beach may be slowed as well,

thereby extending the life of the strctures that are located close to the edge of the ban.

Based on monitorig results to date, the system does not appear to be meetig its design

objective. The monitorig results are inclusive priy because the pumps and electrcal

system do not operate consistently. Other components, such as the discharge pipes contiue to

be damaged as a result of the extreme high wave energy envionment with which the system is

located. An erosion rate of upwards of 10 feet per year have be measured in the southern parts

of the project area, and dwellings are contiually lost in that area of Codfish Park.

Of the erosion and storm damage mitigation techques that have the least potential

adverse impact, there is nourshment. Nourshment fals into several categories: beach

nourshment, ban nourhment, and/or enhcig dunes, al providig enhanced storm wave
and flood protection to landward areas.

For example, a major beach nourshment project - a designed or engieered project that

is -- has a life expectancy and a positive cost benefit calculated based on the coastal processes

that have and are presently occug in the project area. However, the caution being if

geomorphic conditions vary from the liear cue, the project may not end up being cost

effectve. Beach nourshment has, however, worked well in many other states. The techque has

been stated to have worked successfuy in thee cases in Massachusett. By that I mean thee

major engieered beach nourhig projects; projecs in which design engieers clai that it has

met its cost/benefit protection and longevity predictons.

Mior dune restoration project, with dune/ snow fencig and plantig stabiling dune

vegetation have worked quite well. Here is Humock Beach in Sctuate: the beach that I showed

you previously that had no development in its nortern secton at the tu of the centu. Th

slide shows a 'sacrficial dune' that provided some degree of storm and flood protecton though

a storm that occued only month after it was intalled. It is a good techque to add sand into
a sand starved system.

There are also a number of coastal ban stabiliation techques, such as erosion control

mattg, fiber rolls and bio-Iogs (both biodegradable), or more perment, nondegradig

material. From an envionmental impact and landform fucton perspective, biodegradable

materials are preferable. These are generally placed on a ban that has been graded to a stable

angle, with vegetation planted at the ban toe, as well as thoughout the ban, to help slow

erosion and provide protecton for strctues located close to the top of the ban. These

techques are particuarly important due to the Wetland Protecton Reguation prohibition of

strctually arorig an erodig coastal ban to protect a buildig constrcted after August

1978.
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Erodig coastal ban to protect buildigs that were built after Augut of 1978, which is

the promulgation date of the Coastal W etlands ~eguations, canot be considered for coastal

engieerig strctes such as seawal and revetments priary because we fialy understood

the science and the critical importance of the role material eroding out of that ban plays.

Removig that material from the longshore system by arorig its source contrbutes to

downdrift erosion, and thus adverse impacts to the beneficial fuctions of downdrft resources.

So, that August 1978 date is an important consideration when reviewing projects under the

Wetlands Reguations.

Selectig a coastal ban stabilzation techque is very site-specifc and very engieerig-
specific. Many creative proposals have come forth. Here we see a revetment on one side of the

property, and, based on adjacent site parameters, the property owner, in consultation with an

engieer, decided that perhaps a revetment wasn't necessary in ths partcular location. As a

result, ban regradig to a stable angle with biodegradable erosion control mattg

supplemented with vegetative plantig was intalled. Ths emphasizes that the selection of the

erosion control or storm damage mitigation techque is very site and engieerig specific. These

non-strctual techques are very effectve in some areas, and not in others. But it's important

to consider all of the alternative management techques that are available, both hard and soft

stabilation techques.
A crtical parameter to incorporate into selectig a design, particuarly in dune or barer

beach areas, is the rare and endangered speces habitat protecton requiements under the

Wetlands Protection Reguations. No short- or long-term impact to a mapped rare species

habitat is allowed for any activity, such as we see in Long Beach in the Town of Plymouth.

Other non-strctual storm, floodig, and erosion control techques which avoid
attemptig to fight or control natual processes is addressing the dwellgs themselves. One

such approach as shown in here is elevatig the strctue on piligs, with the lowest horiontal

strctual member above the base flood or 100-year flood elevation. Th allows waves to

cascadé under the house, thereby directly preventig damage to the strctes itself. Elevatig a

strctue or buidig on open piles is one of the only techques that's allowed in a dune or on a

barrer beach. This allows the dune to contiue to reshape and reform to the forces of waves

and wids, and to contiue to contrbute to the sand sharg system with the beach and

nearshore areas. In other words, the dune can contiue to provide its beneficial fuctions of

storm damage reduction, flood control, and wildlife habitat, and not adversely impact other

propertes.
Elevatig strctues in dune and beach areas on open pilings is generally an accepted

practce, provided that the strcture wil not impact or destroy dune vegetation to a point that

would destabile the dune and therefore negate the dune interests under the Wetlands

Reguations.
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Aesthetics and communty character are not interests under the Wetlangs Reguations,

but are certainy of interest to the communty. 'fs slide shows strctes located along the

western shore of Buzzards Bay. It was taken a couple of years after Hurricane Bob which made

landfall in 1991. All strctres located on the barrier beach, which were on solid foundations,

were destroyed by Hurcane Bob, and the few remaig had to be demolished due to unafe

conditions. Ths is what the barer beach looks lie today followig the reconstrction phase.
Elevatig a dwelling on open pilgs defitely helps mie the impact to the beneficial
fuctions of coastal landform, as well as provided a measure of protection to the strctre

itself. However, it is not the panacea either.

Whle it is not a frequent occurrence, it does occu on occasion: pilings can snap. But

more importantly, if the strcte is located along an eroding shorelie, the loss of material

under the house results in erosion and more frequent wave inundation of the site. As the high

water line contiues to move landward due to erosion, the flood and wave elevations could

subsequently affect the strctue. The depth of pile penetration is also a concern. Following

Hurcane Bob several dwellgs had to be demolished even though the superstrcte was

intact: the piligs tited and made the dwellgs unafe. Note the 'for sale' sign on the house if

anybody is interested.

Removig or relocatig dwellgs wi obviously eliate an existig hazard and alow

the landform to reform and fucton natualy. Ths strcte is on the eastern shore of
Nantucket followig the October 1991 norteast storm. There comes a point when both

strctual and non-strctal erosion and storm damge mitigation techques canot provide

the desired protection. At some point, a decision to relocate the strctue either landward on

the lot or, in some cases, off site must be made. Relocatig a strcte is obviously a successfu

. techque that eliates the hazard.

Another hazard mitigation management techque is development setback. Setbacks

based on erosion or storm parameters are not requied under Massachusett state reguations.

Setbacks are, however, incorporated into several local muncipal by-laws. Ths is Isle of Palm

in South Carolia where setback reguations are in place. It is obvious that strctes located

well landward of an erodig shorelie or far from the damagig capabilties of storm waves are

well protected; th can be accomplihed with setback requirements. However, along an eroding

shore, the protection is only temporary. The problem is put off for future generations. But it is a

techque that will work to alow people to use and enjoy their shorefront propert for at least

a period of time.

If possible, relocatig a strctue out of a hazardous location, or acquig the propert

and placig a preservation restrction would 'eliate' not only the existig hazard, but would

prevent futue generations from having to deal with futue hazards. Ths is such a site located in

the Town of Truro. A collaborative effort was intiated to purchase ths propert though

Federal Land and Conservation Funds which are admstered on the state level with the Town
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of Truo. Ths is an aerial photograph of Dubur Beach in Dubur and Plymouth which was
purchased in the early 1900s. A 40-lot subdivisi~n was proposed on ths barrier beach. Based

on shoreline change data from the Coastal Zone Management Offce, the area where the

subdivision was proposed has migrated landward approximately 140 feet. Had that 40-lot

subdivision been constrcted, and had ths not been purchased by a nonprofit organzation for

preservation, we would have some very serious consequences, not only for the landowners but

for many people who have to respond to disasters.

Prohibitig development in known hazardous coastal locations is also a maagement

techque which prevents disasters and har to people. With knowledge, data, maps, and

historic inormation that exists today, hazardous coastal locations are known, and most are

mapped. If construction takes place in these areas, it is known beforehand that ultimately a

hazardous situation wil arise. So prohibitig development in the most hazardous known areas

is another pro-actve maagement techque available, however, not without its legal

implications.

Why understand all ths inormtion? In order to alow people to use and enjoy their

coastal properties, whie attemptig to prevent or at least mie the economic hardships and

human disasters that wil occur that accompanes uncontrolled or unwise shorefront

development. A classic example is shown here, Peggott Beach, after the Great Blizzard of 1978

-- or actually durg the Blizard of 1978. Most of the ~trctues along ths beach have been
repeatedly damaged or destroyed. What we're trg accomplish is to prevent damage not only

to strctues which economicaly impaCt individuals, communties, and the nation as a whole,

but attempt to keep people out of har's way, and tragic dislocations following coastal

disasters.

Thoughout ths presentation 
, many of the parameters of the Wetlands Protection

Regulations were summaried as they relate to scientific priciples of physical coastal processes

and, coastal landform fuctions.

Followig ths presentation, you wi be presented with a hypothetical, multiaceted

shorefront development proposaL. We're going to creatively analyze the proposal and apply the

coastal processes priciples just presented. Dug the review of ths proposal, each of us wil
collectvely determe whether or not the project should be allowed; and if allowed, what

changes to the project or conditions should be placed on the project that would mie or
elimiate adverse impacts to the beneficial fuctions of coastal landform and downdrift

propert. Are there even conditions or maagement techques which could mie or
elimate the impact from ths development proposal? I was hoping that by conductig ths

presentation before we go into breakout sessions to review th complex shore front development

proposal to open up your mid and provide inormation that would alow you to creatively

discuss the science, creatively discuss the parameters that you see that are necessary to

mimie impacts not only to the adjacent and downdrift propert, but also to mie what
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we may see as potential futue impact. Be creative! We're going to tr to review the project

under the parameters of the såence that was ju~t presented. That science form the basis of the

Performance Standards of the Coastal Wetlands Protection Reguations.

In sumar, coastal ban provide the priry source of sedient which supplies our

beaches, dunes, and barrier beaches. Coastal Engieerig strctes, such as seawalls,

revetments, and bulkheads proposed to be built on erodig coastal ban to protect buildings

constrcted after August 10, 1978, are generally not allowed. Dues must not be prevented

from migratig in any directon and, must be allowed to erode, supply sediment to beaches, and

then reform followig storm events. The form and volume of the dune canot be altered in such

a way as to dish its capabilty to provide storm damge prevention and flood control, or

widlife habitat. In other words, the fuction of dunes canot be interfered with. If longshore

sediment tranport or littoral drift is interrpted, certai downdrift impacts can be anticipated
as presented earlier.

I'll leave it at that, and allow us to now creatively look at ths hypothetical shorefront

development proposaL Open up your mids and creatively apply the coastal processes

priciples presented earlier and determe whether or not ths development proposal can or

even should be permtted. If permtted, what wil be the potential impacts, and what conditions

may be warranted to mie or prevent antiåpated impacts. Or, should the development

proposal be permtted at al? I look forward to a very creative discussion in the breakout

sessions.

DR. GIESE: Than you, Jim. You end at a good tie because we have a very ful

~orng. You gave us about 10 miutes to have a quick cup of coffee, but before we do that, I'd

lie to go though where we are.

We'll have the discusion with our groups in those locations that I've mentioned before

from 11:00 to 12:00 followed by a large group discussion. Then after that we'll have lunch.

MR. O'CONNLL: The one slide that's left in the tray is the development proposal.

DR. GIESE: Wil you show that now? Ths is a good tie. Th works in very well.

What Jim is going to do is, as par of the breakout group discussion, is have us al work

on a problem, actualy a set of interrelated problems, showig the interrelated relationship of

shore processes and maagement dilemm.
MR. O'CONNLL: Ths development proposal I'm about to show and descrbe is

actually a consolidation of many real projects that I and others in the audience have dealt with.

So I tred to brig a numer of issues together. Th (Figue 6) is the project that we're going to

discus and review in our breakout session. We wil determe al potential impacts to coastal
processes and landform, how we can mitigate or avoid impacts, determe if it can be

permitted, and if so, what conditions should be placed on it.

Refer to ths graphic (Figue 6) which is the proposal that we're al going to review in our

creative breakout sessions. First, there is a 100 foot high, obviously eroding, coastal ban
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providig sedient to the downdrift barrer beach. The coastal ban itself is erQdig at
approximately two feet per year, and is appro~ately 100 feet high. A barrier beach exists

downdrift of the ban, with a section of mapped 'actual' rare species habitat. In fact, the entire

barrier beach is 'potential' rare species habitat. A cottage colony exists on the barrer that was

buit around the tu of the centu. The barer beach is migratig or eroding at approximately

two and a half feet per year, based on the long-term average anual erosion rate.

Two vacant lots exist atop the coastal ban. Two existig houses on the eastern side of

the bank are in close proximity to the edge of the ban: both buit in 1959. A thrd house built in

1984 exists on the western portion of the ban. Two vacant lots exist atop of the coastal ban

sandwiched in between the existig houses.

The proposal is ths: Two new houses are proposed to be built on the vacant lots atop

the coastal ban. The lots are approximately 120 feet wide 120 feet deep. The applicant would

like to build houses on each of the lots, and would also like to have a pile-supported pedestran

walkway down the ban to the beach.
The applicant also proposes to build a boathouse in the back dune area on the barrer

beach on a concrete slab foundation to help provide stabilty to the boathouse. The coastal

bank is eroding and the applicant does not want to ru into future problems, so a vertical

concrete seawall is proposed to abate the coastal ban erosion problem. Not only is a seawall

proposed, but the applicant has joined with neighbors and consolidated and expanded the

proposal to build a contiuous seawall along al properties to help prevent a flang or end

scour effect that is generally caused by seawalls. So, all of the homeowners propose a

contiuous seawall to help provide protection not only for the older houses but for the newer

and proposed houses as welL. However, the owner of the house on the western (right) section

. atop the bank does not want a seawall. They have adequate access down to the beach, and

they're prett satisfied with what they have. They don't want anythg to do with the proposaL.

So, in sumar, two new houses, a pile-supported pedestran walkay, a boathouse on

a concrete slab foundation, and a vertical seawall to help provide protection for the four

houses. The concrete slab foundation is proposed to help provide stabilty to the strctue itself

so it doesn't move as the dunes migrates.

The th sections of barrer beach on the western side (between the ban and proposed

boathouse location) and the eastern (right) side are areas subject to frequent overwash. In

addition, the mapped rare species habitat area has frequently overwashed and breaches

occasionally, particularly during major storm. When the barer beach breaches, it alows storm

waves to enter the landward Bay causing damage to the shorelie and houses along the Bay. For

some reason, ths breachg seems to l?e gettg more frequent in recent years.

To provide fuer protection to the boathouse because of its location in an overwash

area, the proponents propose to build a groin. It is anticipated that the groin wil trap longshore

sediment, help buid up the beach, and result in the updr dune gaig volume, which in tu
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wil help provide somewhat more protection for the beach and boathouse through the enhanced

fuction of the dune. The applicant wants to install snow fencing and plant dune grass to help

stabilze the sand as it accumulates on the updrift side of the proposed groin. The longshore

sediment transport direction as indicated is from west to east (left to right).

This diagram, as well as the project description I just described, wil be provided to you

when you go into the breakout session.

Let's open up our minds, be creative, explore impacts and options, and determne

whether or not this project can be permitted, and if so, under what conditions.
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Figure 5

Photo provided by Jim O'Connell, MCZM
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Reports from Breakout Group Facilitators

MR. O'CONNLL: Let's begin this aspect of the workshop. We have only 20 miutes to

discuss what each group decided.

From driftig around to the various group discussions, I heard quite a bit of differing

feedback and quite different approaches. We were, I th, having a very enjoyable time

discussing a very serious proposaL

What the panel representatives would like to do now is summarize what each of the

four breakout groups came up with. You've heard your group discussion and results; let's hear

what the other groups came up with.

So lets start by summarizing, breakout-group by breakout-group, the different aspects of

the project, whether it was approved, approved with the conditions, or 'aspects denied. We'll

begi with group color green. Jule, tell us what the group came up with.

MS. EARLY: Our group had a good discussion of many issues involved with coastal

development, as I'm sure the other groups did as well. We agreed that the houses should be

approved with conditions such as set-back requirements. They also approve the stairway with

conditions. Possibly there would be some safety considerations and requiements for upkeep

and, when and if necessary, removal requiements. If changes in the stairway were proposed,

the Commssion would have to vote furter approvaL
The boathouse raised other concern for the group. They could not agree on whether or

not to allow it to be constrcted but mentioned that the building should be required to be built

on pilings as a condition, if it were to be approved.

The groin was denied.

We didn't come to a conclusion on how to handle dune grass or fencing, although they

were discussed in relation to the boathouse.

And finally, the seawall was approved with modifications and a discussion of the 1978

strctUe ruing. And that was it. Than.
MR. HENSON: The proponents really got beaten up in our group. On the vacant lots,

our group approved the proposal with conditions including: setback from the top of the ban; a

requirement for sloping the yard areas away from the top of the ban to mie rai ruoff;

and a prohibition on the constrction of coastal engieerig strctues in the futue. The

stairway was an issue that we couldn't arrve at a consensus on. There were some who felt that

it's constrction should be encouraged in order to mimie impacts to the ban; others felt that

given the erosion rate it would ultiately become a hazard. So, we didn't really get anywhere on
that. The boathouse and groin were denied, with the "commssion" citig Executive Order 181,

and signficant potential impacts to the resource areas.

The dune grass plantig scheme was approved but modified to support aggressive

vegetation on the bank area. The fencing was denied. And, the seawall clearly was going to
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cause too may impacts the resource areas. So therefore, it was denied without prejudice in

hopes that the proponents would come back with some modification of that plan.

DR. LEA VI: The blue group had a good dicussion on the development of the area in

question, and it prett much follows what the previous groups have concluded. Our poor

engieer designee got beat to death in the discussion.

House One and House Two were approved with a 60-foot setback requirement.

The stairway was approved with conditions that it be removable and also that it be

designated as a common-use stairway for al of the houses on the bluff.

With respect to the boathouse, whie we didn't discuss it much, the group had two

different opinons. The majority opinon was to approve it conditioned to being buit on pilgs

and the miority opinon was to deny it.

The groin was unanously denied. Because of that, the dune grass and fencig, which

we equated as par of the total groin proposal, was also denied.

The seawall was what the group spent most of the tie discusing and it was denied as

proposed. We really couldn't come to a consensus as to what conditions might be put on it.

There was considerable discusion about various constrction techologies such as geo-tubes

and ripraps as well as revegetatig the ban.

DR. PEDERSON: Alost everyg has aleady been discused, so I'll just quickly go
though th.

Ou group also had a lot of fu with the role playig exercise. As proposed, the project

would not meet all of the policies. Thoughout the course of the workig group session, most of

the alternative approaches avaiable to the housing project proponents and those who were

aleady livig there were discused. Even though abutters did not th the project should move
forward, as a group, the Conservation Commsion said that they, indeed, would approve the

house - the two houses. The reguations offer no reason not to permt the project. However, the

workig group did suggest several modications. For example, several members of the group

brought up the issues related to appropriate draiage to prevent the top of the ban from

erodig. If the site is draied appropriately, e.g. buidig french drai, th concern can be

alayed. In general, the group recommended that the project proponents look for soft solutions

for all of the erosion problems. Based on the Conservation Comnssion's recommendations, the

housing proponents would have to come back with some modifications if the project were to

move forward.

In term of the staiay, everyone agreed that it would be approved, again, with

recommendig some modications and notig some concern: widlfe swalows in the clfs, for
example. It was suggested by the housing proponents that the bottom par of the stais (at a

mium) be removable. Ths deciion was reIrorced when it was noted that the cuent (buit
in 1984) house owner and hi famy get down the ban by slidig or walg down it. Although

the developers promised to remain in their house and never take a vacation, and fuermore, if
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they did, their neighbor would take the stais off, the group decided that it was 'probably a

good idea to inist on partial or completely rem?vable stars.
In ter of the boathouse, not only was it withdrawn, no one approved it. Even if the

boathouse were constrcted on pilings it was not seen as somethg that was necessary. Once

the boathouse was denied, there was no reason to have the groin that was listed as serving to

protect the boathouse. There were a lot of alternative proposals, e.g. wooden strctues,

removable wooden boards, and so fort to allow the groin to be in place, but no one accepted

that.
The plantig of dune grass and intallation of fencing, was not automatically denied. It

was approved with some conditions, e.g. that wildlfe habitat be taken into account to see

whether or not the presence of dune grass was consistent with wildlie protecton. On the other

hand, the role playig owner of the 1984 house pointed out that he has never seen a bird

walkig though that sand area, and questioned the necessity of the review.

In term of the seawal, th role playig group categoricaly dened it for everyg

except the two 1978 houses. Reguations grandfather ths house allowing the seawal there in the

first place, but it was strongly recommended that the cuent owners look into alternatives, a

number of which have aleady been recommended. The housing developers in ths workig

group had a lot of money. They were brigig thee ton rock in at the toe of the slope by barge
and had tons of sand. Greenpeace, the role playig environmentalist, wanted twce the amount

of erodable sand to be placed so that downtream there was satisfactory coverage.

UNENTIFD VOICE ROLE PLAYIG TH HOUSING DEVELOPER: I'm stil
willg to do it.

DR. PEDERSON: At the end, everybody decided they wanted to work with the

.developer. Another concern by most members of the group was the desire to matain the

quality of the neighborhood, as it is now. Even the realtor's perspective recogned the value of

the neighborhood and did not favor the proposed developments.

MR. O'CONNLL: Ths situation is realty. Between the coasta processes presentation

and the project proposal, ths is the state of the art of coastal zone management, coastal

landform management. I'm sure you al reale th is a real-lie situation because you are al

participants in coastal zone management in some aspect.

The purose of ths exercise was to open up our IIds, playa different role than your
routie daiy position, and put yourself in a position to feel and th about a proposed

shorefront development project from a different perspectve. Ths project reflects components

that we deal with frequently. There is no specific right or wrong anwer. Coastal science is an

inexact science, oftenties requirig the couplig of coastal processes priciples, site specfic
conditions, and professional judgment. The scence has come a long way in recent decades.

We have 10 IIutes. Do we want to contiue ths dialogue or leave now and contiue
the discusion on a more personal basis at lunch? We have so much talent in ths audience right
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now, that I suggest we mae the few remag miutes left and the use of th foru for
questions.

MR. PESSOLAO: Hi. I'm Michael Pessolano, Town Planer from Harwch. It seems, in

our discusions, that there was no realm of some comparabilty between values-the propert

owners' values and, obviously, the dollar value of their investment. But there are also other

values that then went downdrft that were almost impossible to compare because there's no

relative weightig of these values. The law seems to favor the pre-1978 homeowner. But is that

to the disadvantage of the 1996 nestigs of piping plovers? It's very hard to make public policy

decisions absent that kid of weightig system for evaluatig the merits. You know, in 50 years

all ths becomes diferent.. But for ths next 50-year period - I guess that's what we're focusing

on - housing'is only supposed to last 40 years in some people's mid, but the shoreline is

constantly changig so where do you put the emphasis on the values is my question.

MR. O'CONNLL: It seems lie the reguations do favor pre-'78 houses. That was realy

a politica and a legal faiess maneuver on the part of those who had to promulgate the

reguations. The scientits preparg the recommendations for performance stadards for the

coastal wetlands reguations actually suggested that al seawal be prohibited if the physical

system is to be maxied and protect everybody equally. But there was a faiess issue of

protectig houses that had been buit 100,200 years ago, buit long before we had a clear

understandig of coastal processes, and long before the reguations. Ths resulted in the pre-

1978 grandfatherig for seawal on eroding coastal ban. Economics and cuulative impacts

are stil somethg to ths day that we don't have a handle on, quantitatively. What you did

today in the development review exercise is what actally happens in reality. It's up to each

individual to artculate their own values. If somebody wants to add to that, feel free.

DR. LEAVI: We're actaly going to be addressing the concept of values and

cumulative impacts in the next exercise.

MR. O'CONNLL: Value and economics are going to be addressed in the exercise ths

afternoon.

DR. GIESE: Jim, there's a comment over here.

MR. HALL: Actually, another question. David Hall, Admstrator for the Nantucket

Conservation Commsion. I'm two month into the job, so I'm very new at th. Somethg that

we face and we've faced several ties, I th we might be facig on a bi-monthy basis. The

seawal as proposed in ths exercise was proposed to protect the pre-'78 dwellgs. In so doing

and in so wrapping around, it may inadvertently perhaps have protected some other lots,

maybe some other houses. To what extent can we restrct that sort of incidental, inadvertent,

accidental protection? It seems that the pre-'78 proponents could well argue that a seawal

needs to be quite large in order to fuy protect their propert. And in so doing, lie I said, they

can protect quite a bit more than just their house. There's a very, very gray area that we are

facig.
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A second question is, when is a pre-'78 dwellg no longer a pre-'78 dwellig in term of

additions to it? If you double it and trple it in stze, if you move it over five feet, if you gut the

entie thg and leave five shigles, does it rema a pre-'78 buiding subject to protection, or at

what point can we say, okay, ths is no longer what it once was?

MR. O'CONNLL: Are there any DEP legal attorneys here? I don't know what the

specific anwer to that question is. Questions lie that are one of the reasons why we're here

today: to exchange inormation and attempt to answer or braintorm anwers to complex

questions such as that. When is a pre-'78 house no longer a pre-'78 house? When a house is

relocated 50 feet landward, it's in a new location. Is it still pre-'78? I don't th there's a

conclusive answer to that. (POST NOTE: A DEP Admistrative Law Judge recently rendered

an opinon addressing ths exact situation in Docket #97-052, October 28, 1997.)

And to address your seawall statement, there is no absolute conclusive answer. But I

th you know that there is an explicit prohibition in the reguations on arorig erodig
coastal ban that are providig sediment to downdri beaches and dunes where the armorig
is proposed to protect post-August 1978 buildigs. I don't believe - and I could be corrected by

the DEP folks here -- it's conclusive that you even have to permt a seawall for pre-'78 houses.

Alternative analyses are generally requied because it has been shown that in some cases

coastal engieerig strctes have had serious adverse impacts to other resources. I don't

believe you have to permt it as a right, but that's my understadig of the reguations. If the

seawall interacts with waves, consider also that where you end the seawal an impact may

result downdri. What already been suggested and some communties over the years have

a?opted is stopping the seawall not at the lot line but on the applicant's propert some

distance from the lot lie and let the flang erosion or end scour occur on the applicant's

propert and not the abutter's property. I believe Orlean may be one of the town that has

considered that techque. But the pre-'78 grand fatherig must defitely be kept in mid and

considered.

MR. WALTON: Russell Walton, Town of Chirk, Conservation Offcer and also a

member of the Plang Board.

We had a very recent case in which we had a house which had been moved in 1975 (Ed.

note: 1995). And we were advised by DEP that a house which has simply been moved --and

ths one had to be moved in order to keep it from fallig into the sea - and not totaly rebuit

might be considered to be stil, quote, pre-'78.

MR. O'CONNLL: Just to add to that. I won't anwer the question because I can't, but

it's a fairess issue. Consider ths: a seawal could be permtted in front of a pre-'78 house. But

the owner decides they don't want to create an adverse impact to neighborig propert, so they

relocate the house landward. The ban contiues to erode and years later the house is once

again in jeopardy of loss but sufficient land no longer exists to relocate the house again. Should

they be penaled now for doing the right thg intialy? I'm not going to give my opinon
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because it's a reguatory decision to be made by DEP, and accordig to Mr. Walton, DEP did

give an opinon. I'm not sure if that would be th~ decsion in every case, but it sounds to me that
if a homeowner does relocate a buiding and it is not substantialy improved, then I guess it

would be considered a pre-'78 house. But again, it's a site-by-site analysis. If that's the decision

that came out of the DEP, obviously, they spoke with their attorney.

MR. MAYBERRY GREENBERG: May I ask a question?

MR. O'CONNLL: Certaiy.
MR. MAYBERRY GREENBERG: Alan Mayberr Greenberg, Sctuate Conservation

Commssion. Ths is realy for another one of the Conservation Commssioners, who, I th, has

talked with you, Jim, about Holmerg's Undercuent Stabiler Systems for dealg with

accretion of beachont propert, beaches. Ths person is cuently comig up with a proposal
for Humarock Beach. I'm just cuous. I don't know very much about th, and I'm just cuous if

anybody has any experience with ths techology.

MR. O'CONNLL: I did receive some inormtion from the homeowner. Right now we're

lookig to see where it's been intaled in other areas, and analyze the monitorig results, if there

were any monitorig results. Obviously, if it comes from the manufactuer, I fid that often

times they wil say that it has worked, and often ties it may, but you've realy got to put it in a

site-by-site context. One erosion control techque may work in one area, and it may not in

another. So I don't know if anybody else has any exp~rience with the system.

MR. MAYBERRY GREENBERG: He cals it undercuent stabiler system. And the

name is Holmerg. He's from Michgan.

MR. O'CONNLL: I'm not famar enough with the system, parcuarly the monitorig

results, to see if it was successful or not. Has anybody heard of the system?

(No verbal response)

MR. O'CONNLL: We'll get back to you.

MR. TAMKY: Joseph Tamky from Harch. I th it would be interestig for some
people to know that in the '90s of the last centu, a landscape archtect by the name of Charles

Ellot, son of the President of Harvard, proposed that the Commonwealth acquie large sectons

or segments of the coast in Massachusetts and Maie for public area. If he had been successfu

in his proposal and hadn't died at an early age, perhaps none of us would have the problems

we have today.

MR. O'CONNLL: It all comes down to fudig. I th there are people along the
shorelie who would like to be bought out because of the situation they're in. It comes down to

lited fuds. There is a grant program comig on-lie that wi be anounced next month from

FEMA that wil include mitigation grant plang and implementation fuds that wi have an

acquisition and relocation program to it. But even that fud is extremely lited, so it realy

comes down to available fuds. Acquiing shorefront propert for open space or recreation wi

certainy ensure that futue hazardous situations are avoided.
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MS. BALOG: Tina Balog, Brewster Conservation Admstrator. Ths is relatig back to

our exercise, and specificaly, probably the least consensus issue is the boathouse. And I'd like

to listen to some of the regulators talk about whether or not ths is really an activity you would

permt in 1997 under our Wetlands

Protection Act Reguations. It seems to me that the dwellig would be a takig issue, possibly,

but the boathouse is a totally discretionary issue. The way it was obviously designed it would

not be a permtted actvity in a barrer dune system, but I'm just curous about that.

MR. O'CONNLL: I appreciate your question, but I th that's probably a

conversation that should take place over lunch. Often ties you can look at plans, you can talk

about proposals, but it's extremely important to go to the site, see it fist-hand and talk to the

people who know exactly what's going on in the area. Dues must be alowed to migrate and

reshape to the forces of wids and waves in order to maxie their beneficial fuctions. So,

solid foundations are generally not in the best interests. However, in back dune, heavily

vegetated, stable dune areas out of the flood plai, activities have been alowed that would not

be in the active dune areas. So there really is no conclusive anwer, Tina, but feel free to discuss

ths further at the lunch table. Can I sit with you?

DR. GIESE: Okay. Yes. Let's go to lunch everybody, and we'll be back here in an hour.

Than you for a wonderfu discussion.
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Managing Inner Shores
Sandy Macfarlane, Town of Orleans. Conservation Commission

MS. MACFARLAN: Than you, Graham.
Mangig iner shorelies. As Jim was sayig th morng, how do you maage the iner

shorelines? Erosion is a natural process. We talked about that ths morng. Ths is an attempt

to tr to put another spin on what we're talg about.

I th I'd like to star with the slides right away.

(Slide Presentation)

You already saw ths pictue of a satellte view of Cape Cod, but what Jim was talkig

about ths morng is primariy the outside shorelie (pointig to outer shorelies of Cape Cod
Bay and the Atlantic Ocean on the slide). We'll cal it Cape Cod Bay and outside shorelie.

Interestigly, for Orlean anyway, when you're talg about shorelie erosion in Cape Cod Bay,

a lot of the alongshore transport comes from the west, and a lot of it comes from Wellfleet on

the nort. It all ends up at Rock Harbor. We're not quite sure exactly what happens with al of

that sediment, but that's about where it ends up.

We'd like to look at what happens on these inide shorelies, Pleasant Bay and the

Nauset estuaries.

We have the undeveloped barer beaches and although they are undeveloped, there sti

are problems with those beaches (slides of Nauset Spit). They can breach, and there are

overwashes when storm happen. When those storm occu, you have waves and wid that

come at the exposed shorelies on the larger areas. Not that long ago actualy, prior to 1991,

there used to be 20 feet dunes here, but that October 1991 storm flattened those dunes. By

. flattenig those dunes, there was a tremendous amount of overwash. Ths is in the Nauset

system. Most people are much more aware of the Chatham breach because it was so

spectacuar, but no less spectacuar, even though it's smaer, is the dynamcs of th system,
and it's changig on a daily basis.

Th is tremendous habitat for the endangered species. We aren't alowed, at ths point,

to do any kid of dune restoration in ths area because of that fact. And we have some

problems. Most of the difficuty arses when the wid diecton is norteast.

What happens in a storm? At the ban (slides of eroded ban), even if it's vegetated on
top, there's going to be some scour on the bottom. Ths one happened to be protected, but ths is

the problem that we're facing, and I th that we had a prett good sense of that ths morng

when we had some fu with what happens in these situations. To the homeowner, it's not fu.

To the homeowner, they're lookig at th ban that's in front of their house that is just

disintegratig, and sometimes in one storm. Houses that are faily close have been there for a

while and they're probably pre-1978 (the date of adoption of wetland reguations). We don't

have to worr too much about some cases of the newer houses which were buit fuer away
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from the top of the ban. We sti have a lot of worr about some of the older ones. Some of the

ban are fairly steep and the houses realy clos~ to the edge.

From the conservation perspective, how do we handle these shorelies? The obvious

anwer for the homeowner is to do the hardest strctue that they can fid, because they don't
want to worr about it, they don't want to do any sedient nourshment, brigig in sand. They

don't want to vegetate a ban which washes away in the next storm; they look at it as thowing

away money. They're willg to pay the big bucks to put in these big, heavy strctues because

then they feel safe (slides of shorelie strctues).

Gabions are another method. We were told th morng by Jim that they may not be

appropnate for outside shorelies, V Zones, but they may be appropnate strctures for the

iner shorelies.

Well, what wil happen if we wall-in a town?- In Orlean we've got probably two mies

walled in nght now. Most of Big Bay is reveted almost all the way around. There's a slight

section that's out of the slide that is not. Ths is the only town beach on the Pleasant Bay side of

town. Also, Harwch and Chatham each have a beach which means that except for Brewster all

thee major towns along Pleasant Bay have beaches.

We just heard ths morng that if we have rock walls, then the beaches are going to

drop, the sediment is going to disappear. What's going to happen with ths parcuar resource,

which we th is a very highly regarded resource for the townpeople? What's going to happen

if ths whole place gets waled in? What's going to happen to ths beach? Is it going to

disappear? How would we know whether it is or not?

Pleasant Bay now is the subject of a resource maagement plan for the entire

embayment. For the fist tie, the four town that share ths body of water have gotten together

to talk about the issues. Orlean has about two-thrds of the bay; Chatham has nearly a thrd

and Harwch has a litte piece over here, and Brewster has about 40 feet of shoreline but they

have most of the watershed that goes to the bay. So they are as important a player as the

people that have all the shorelie
What we're trg to do with Pleasant Bay is to develop a resource-based management

plan for a host of activities. We will be starg with the resources themselves and then going to

some of the human activities. How are we going to accomplih ths?

Well, one of the thgs that we did was to look at the bay in segments. So with that, I'm

going to go to the overheads.

I indicated earlier, that norteast wids were certaiy important. Ths is kid of a busy

slide, but what we're trg to do is to show how much of the shoreline of Orlean is affected by

either nort/northeast wids, the heavy storm, or south/ southeast wids if we get a hurcane.
Actually, some of the southeast storm that we get are prett nasty, too. You can see that

there's a tremendous amount of shoreline in Orlean that is affected here. The red is the velocity
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zone (direct wave acton), and the blue is the A zone, or floodig. Orlean is blessed with all

ths shoreline. Now we have to tr and figue out what to do with it.
For Pleasant Bay, we divided the Bay up into smaler segments (map of Orlean with

numbered segments). We th that it's prett obvious that Meetighouse Pond up there,
number one, is very different from number seven, Little Pleasant Bay. They just have completely

different parameters in those two areas. For a lot of the issues related to the maagement plan,

we needed to look at some of the human effects. What I'll be describing now is a method we

developed to figug out how we're going to deal with private doc. We are descrbing a

scheme that will be resource-based that we hope wil be defensible.

The second part was to look at each individual segment and descrbe it in words. For

intance, Meetighouse Pond is enclosed; it's not really open water. Because it's semi-enclosed,

if there was a problem with flushig of the Bay, it would most noticeably be there. We looked at

how many dock there were versus how many parcels without a dock and found that there is a

low dock to parcel ratio. There's a lot of shellfish habitat producig some shellfishig in the

area. There is a frge marsh. There's some deep water. The pond is used for moorigs and

there's a lot of recreation going on. A lot of thgs are happenig in Meetighouse Pond.

We went though ths exercise with al of the areas. We put these descrptive phrases in

boxes on a matrx and said, well, okay, how can we really put these words into some other

way? And we looked at the number of dock per parcel, parcels without docks, so we could get

that kid of a ratio that could be descrbed as intensity. We looked whether or not there was

shellfsh habitat and whether it was high or medium or low, and we looked at whether there

was some frge mash, eelgrass, water depth, moorigs, navigational chanel, recreational use.

To tr to simplify the approach, we looked at all the resources or hum uses as high medium

or low. That gave us a better description of each area based on the resources and the hum

uses.

Then we looked at takig those words and puttg them into some sort of a framework.

Well, we're lookig at biological factors; we're lookig at physical factors, whether it's semi-

enclosed or open water depth, those tyes of thgs; and then we're lookig at the human use
factors, whether or not there's chels nearby, whether there's moorigs, whether it's highly

used for recreational use. And then we tred to say, well, okay - and we've had a lot of

discusion about ths one -let's put a ratig scale, let's put ths numericaly onto ths

framework that we've got. We were thg of (a scale of) one-to-five, one-to-ten, somethg

lie that. Jule (Early, Cape Cod Commssion) went back to a mathematician and she said, well,

we're realy lookig at thee thgs: high, medium, low. So why don't we just have thee numers.

So we did. One is a high concern, .5 is somewhat of a concern, zero is low concern. We made it

relatively easy.

Then we could put these words to the numbers (descrbing the matrx). Yes, or heavy on

that other scale that I showed you would be one. Slight or light would be .5. No or none would
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be zero. Semi-enclosed or shalow would be a one because we just mentioned that that may

have some of the higher factors. Semi-open, be~er exchange of water, .5; and if it's open or deep

water, it would be zero. Heavy or great, all of these thgs we'd put in there.

Shellfish habitat was related to the state reguated shellfsh species only, which

historically, cuently, or in the futue could potentially support shellfish. That was a tough one,

but we put that in. We considered each of those of equal value. Nothg was over another one.

Yes, (meant) there's evidence to support shellfish; slight, (meant) support shellfish but not in

heavy abundance; and no, (meant) has not shown any evidence of supportg any shellfish.

Frige marsh, we were givig to the Spartina, mostly altemaflora, some patens. Heavy

was a band that was 10 f~et wide or greater. Medium was five to 10 feet. Light was less than

five feet.

Number of docks to total parcels (ratio): greater than .5 was equal to one; .25 to .5 was

.5; and less than .25 was zero.

Water depth, if it was deep, it was a zero. If it was shalow, it was a one. And moorigs

were with a 500 degree radius.
We looked at al of these thgs, and we said, well, okay, now we've got our number

scheme. How is ths going to work on the matr? And what we th we're developing here is a

sensitivity index. That's what our hope is anyway.

So we took all of the areas that we had, and I th there were 26 total areas, and we

tyed in the numbers, all across the board. And what we found out was that as we sort of

intutively suspected, the semi-enclosed areas that are in the upper regions of the bay have the

highest sensitivity. These are the most sensitive. And they go up to some of the less sensitive

areas. We never got anytg less than a 2.5 nor anytg greater than eight. You could possibly

get a nie, you could cei;aiy go down to zero.

Well, Graham asked me to speak today on landform. We were thg about ths and

trg to put our heads together. And we also had to address the landform/erosion issue for

the Pleasant Bay Plan. We were falg short of our goal for the Pleasant Bay plan of comig up

with a resolution of what we are going to do with these strctes. We're just at odds. We're

doing the same thg we did ths morng. We'd go round, and round, and round in cicles and

just not gettg off of ths treadm. And Jule said to me one day, well, why don't we do the

same thg (that we did for the docks)? Why don't we put these varables in for the strctues?

Okay. So, we now have a set of variables that mayor may not be important. And actally, your

job today is to look at them and see whether or not they are important. Are these appropriate

criteria to look at landform and to look at the strctues? Have we forgotten any? Should any
of these crteria be weighted?

Now, for the docks, we went around and around and decided that really nothg should

be higher weighted than anytg else. Everyg was on an even plane. Is that the same case
for coastal ban? Is it the same case for the coastal landform? Are there some criteria here
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that are more important, and if so, why? So we went though ths lit (pointig to the list of

crteria). The width of the borderig mash. Well, you know, we th that the marsh, even if the

storm comes in the witer, that the marsh does break up some of the wave energy before it hits

the ban, so is that an appropriate factor? There's usually a break between the edge of the

marsh and the toe of the ban, some sort of a beach. It could be beach, it could be rocky, cobbly,

but there's usualy somethg there.

Is there some sort of a correlation between the distance that that is and whether or not a

ban gets attacked badly, to put it in that vernacuar?

Soil tye in the ban itself. Does it make a difference when we're talkig about

unconsolidated sediment or whether we've got clay ban. You know, what does that have to

do with anythg, if anythg? Is it an appropriate criteria?
The height of the ban. We were talkig ths morng. Jim was sayig -- What was yours,

100 feet? Well, I'm not sure we have any that are 100 feet, but is the height of the ban really

determng anytg. Is it par of the erosion rate if the height of the ban is such and you get a
20 foot chun taken out of the toe, does that erode the same 20 feet at the top or how does that

fit the top of the ban? You know, all those tyes of issues.

Vegetated or nonvegetated. Is the ban scar (phonetic) now or is it heavily vegetated?

Relative slope.

Compass direction. Compass directon goes along with that fist map. Is it facig

nort/ norteast, south/southeast, or is it going to be hit lateraly as Jim was talg with -- sort
of at an angle?

Presence of coastal engieered strctue. Are there any there? How many are there to the

total parcels? Can we do the same tye of an analysis? How much shorelie is covered with

those strctues? Are there parcels that are covered with these structues that don't have houses

on them? What is the distance of the house itself to the ban?

Is the ban subject to episodic storm or tidal acton. In some cases especially for

Pleasant Bay with the break in '87, a lot of ths is just (a result of) ths foot higher tide leveL. Is

that somethg that's going to slow down as the beach grows south, and is it somethg we

really have to worr about for a long period of tie, or is it really the storm action?

What is the distance from mean high water to the toe of the ban? And what is the

erosion rate, which Jim was talg about with the CZM maps? But the CZM maps don't

necessarly give us what the erosion rate is on the inide shorelie because that was talkig

about the outside shoreline.

So here we go agai. Is there some way of determg al these thgs? Should we ask a

homeowner to determe them, or can we take ths in a larger scale process and characterie a

shoreline so that we actually get out of the case by case, property by property, tye of issues

that we were dealig with ths morng? Is there some way that we can fit these two together? Is
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there some way that we can look at an embayment, look at the historical aspect of it, look at al

these factors, and then come up with some way of dealig with coastal strctues?

As far as we know, we haven't heard of anybody thg along these lies before. I'd

love to hear it if they have. We don't know whether we're on the right track, but we figue that

ths is a good exercise for a hands'-on workshop lie ths. We want you to tell us what you

th about ths, whether you th that ths is somewhat workable; and then what do we do

with ths inormation -- which we haven't gotten to yet -- once we get the ban and the

shoreline characterized? How do we handle ths?

I hope that ths is going to be (fu) - I'm sure it won't be as much fu as ths morng,

but I hope you can have some fu with ths, takig a look at these criteria that we've set up,

thg about the way that we did it for the dock and pier issue, tellg us whether we're on the

right track for that one, too, and go forward and see what we come up with. Ths is one of those

opportties to just really braintorm and say, okay, ths is a different way. It's not from the

reguatory strctue. Ths is a whole different way of lookig at coastal landform on the inside

shorelie.
And I know that I haven't taken up as much time as I was alotted, but I don't have any

more, so if anybody else would like to ask me questions or whatever, I'd love to hear from them.

DR. GIESE: We've got tie for questions.

MS. MACFARLAN: Jim?

MR. O'CONNLL: I'm not sure it's appropriate to do it now or in the breakout group.

MS. MACFARLAN: I guess what I was wonderig was whether people are clear on

their assignent, so to speak, and, you know, have I gone too fast, or do you understand what

I'm trg to get at?
DR. GIESE: I th we do. I th from what I see around the room, I th we do.

People are nodding their heads and sayig, let's get at it. So than you very much, Sandy.

MS. MACFARLA: Tina was one of my teamtes.
MS. BALOG: Tina Balog, Brewster Conservation Admistrator. A couple of ideas.

And actally, I want to let you know that th is your opportty to help us set policy. Th is

realy a very important aspect of the Pleasant Bay Mangement Plan. Obviously, you have an

opportty here to deal with Pleasant Bay from a system approach rather than by a lot-by-Iot
basis, which al of us have been extremely frtrated with over time. If you see a couple of

varables that you might want to thow in that maybe aren't factored in. One of the thgs that

related to the habitat -- the overall wildlife habitat issues that may be adjacent to your marsh or

whatever, obviously should playa factor in here.

I kid you not, ths is probably one of the more important exercises you may be involved

in because it has broad implications. If our plan is adopted by the state, then it can be one of

the thgs that we can reguate these areas a litte bit more effectively as a unt rather than as an

individual piece. So, I do implore you to put your best thg cap on.
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EVALUATION OF COASTAL- ENGINEERING STRUCTURES

Sandy Macfarlane

Coasta Landforms Workshop: WHOI Sea Grant, October 9 - 10, 1997

Variables Definition/Rationale for Using Valuation

Width of borderig frge

marsh

Distace of landward marsh

to the toe of the ban

Soil tye (consolidated!

unconsolidated, sand, clay,
gravel, etc.)

Height of the ban

Vegetatedon-vegetate

Relative slope

Compass diection bandune
faces

Presence of coasta engineering
strctues (number/tota parcels)

Lengt of strctues along the

shoreline

Parcels withwithout house

Distace of the house to the ban
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EVALUATION OF COASTAL ENGINEERING STRUCTURES
(continued)

Variables Definition/Rationale for Using Valuation

Ban subject to episodic storm!
tidal action

Distace from MH to the toe
of the ban

Erosion Tate (eZM shorelie. change
maps)
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PLEASANT BAY: SENSITE AREÁ DESIGNATIONS AND DESCRITIONS

1. Meetinghouse Pond is an enclosed pond on the upper end of an estuary. If

there is a problem with flushig in the bay, it would be most noticeable here.
There is a low dock to parcel ratio currently, with less than 25% of the parcels
with docks, which means approximately 75% of the parcels could potentialy
each request a dock. It is a known shellfishig area close to shore
(approximately 200 feet from fringe marsh) and beyond, which would coincide
with the locations of potential dock placements. There is some deep water
shellfishing here, but not in the fringe area. Fringe marsh may be found along
the entire shoreline, while eelgrass is spott, and the water depth is shallow
(shown in bathymetr results). The pond is heavily used for moorings, it has
no navigational chanel, but is highly used by people corning and going for

recreation. It is a busy place possibly due it's having both filling and pump-out
stations.

2. Kent's Point - Upper River, which as a river makes the designation of
enclosed versus open is a difficult one. It is a narrow body of water, where
over 50% of the parcels have docks. Ths is a known shellfsh area with a

productive frge marsh. There is spott eelgrass, the area is shallow,
moorings are medium density, there is defiitely a navigational channel and is
a busy area for its size.

3. Kent's Point - Namequoit is less narrow than the Upper River although it is
very narrow around Mayflower Point. Th area has a medium density of
docks to parcels, and is a known spot for shellfishig, although some parts are
not highly productive. There is frge marsh in the majority of ths area,
although spott in some locations, and it has a medium density of moorings,
definite navigational channel and heavy recreational use.

4. Lonnie's Pond is defintely enclosed with a narrow chanel leading to it.
(This is a potential site for eutrophication in the future.) There is a medium
density of docks to parcels, known shellfish habitat in the fringe and deep
waters along the frnge, spott eelgrass, deep water close to shore, heavy use of

moorings, no navigational channel and heavy navigational use.

5. Lonnie's Channel is enclosed, narrow and shallow. There is one dock, some
shellfishing in the river itself, fringe marsh throughout the channel, 

no
eelgrass, and heavy recreational use from people corning and going.

6. Arey's Pond is similar to Lonnie's Channel and very active.

7. Namequoit River may be described similarly to Lonnie's Chanel except
. that the channel is wider which provides more space for moorings.
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Reports from Breakout Group Facilitators

MS. MACFARLA: Okay. In my roamg around, or rovig, I guess, as you would cal

it, I noticed that people were having some difficulty with th issue. It was not fu like ths

morng, which I apologie for, and I th there was a litte bit of thg outside the box. I'm

not going to say too much, but I would lie to have my colleagues here sume their thoughts

on th whole procedure, methodology, and are we on any track at all.

I'll start with Judy.

DR. PEDERSON: I'm not sure if our workig group understood ths activity the least of

all of the groups or were the most confsed. We may have gone outside the bounds of the

activity.

Because Sandy had given our workig group a short presentation at the begig of the

session, it was clear that there were some very basic defitions, e.g. sediment scour and beach

stabilty, that we really didn't know. Ths lack of basic knowledge set the stage for us and we

asked, how do we deal with al of these issues in term of trg to be more specific and
quantify each varable.

One of the questions that arose was - if you have erosion, does that mean that ban is a

sediment source? Is that good, bad, or indifferent in term of the context of our rang scheme?

Havig said that, I'm going to tr to briefly sume our responses. We approached
ths exercise by trg to give valuations for all items, although we did not fish. Thus, ths

discussion says somethg about many of the issues, but does not go into depth on any. I have

attempted to highlight issues and identify defitions and rationale.

One of ~e topics discused was how the height of the ban might be defied more

clearly. One possibilty was to relate height relative to a lOa-year storm. For example, if the

lOa-year storm is is feet, an average height may be calculated as the basis for the valuation.

Another issue discussed was vegetated and nonvegetated valuations. The group noted

that a different rang system might be used in the A zone versus the V Zone. Solutions might

differ, for example, vegetated areas may be preferred in one zone and not another.

Relative slope, presented the least difficuty. The workig group set 1.5 as a middle

value, with values being higher lower based on slope and assigned in the context of the larger

pictue.
Compass direction for the ban and the dune faces, may not be the varable to measure.

The group thought it was more important to evaluate term of the diection of the wind, e.g.

rug with the wid, or in that norteast/southeast quadrant. We set those two values and

then identified a halfway value as 90 degrees with the norteast/ southeast quadrant or

directly facing the wid or halfay between it.

The presence of coastal engieerig strctues was given as numer per totals. There
were two perspectives: a microsite perspective and a regional one. A microsite perspective
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takes into account what you have on either side of the propert, e.g. nothg on either side, and

it is assigned a value. If you have somethg on ~oth sides, you iight give it diferent values

dependig on whether you raned it a high concern or low concern. A regiona perspective looks

at a larger scale, e.g. some distance from a site, and assign a ran. It is not clear that just

number per total parcels could be used alone.

The group suggested lookig at lengt of strctes along the shorelie, and convertg

that into a percentage. The question posed is, how much avaiable open space or how much

available shorelie strctue did you have per linear footage with each of the zones that you

were interested in? Ths approach permts development of a relative rang for each of the

different zones.

Parcels with houses and without houses were thought to be best dealt with as a

percentage of what was available for that particular zone. The distance 'of the house to the ban

was thought to be more related to the natue of the land with inclusion of inormation erosion

from the surface. In a simlar vein, it was suggested that a new addition to the list should

identify parcels with houses and without houses, and perhaps redefie it for pre- and post-

1978.

The fial discussion of our group noted the confsion and frstration we faced in trg

to develop a relative rang scheme for varables which have such high uncertaity associated

with them. Implied thoughout the discussion and sumed at the end by the group is the

caution that whatever valuation is used, it should be standardized as much as possible.

Convertig values to percentages is recommended as one option.

MS. MACFARLAN: Than you, Judy.

Dale.

DR. LEAVI: I started out thg I had a very straight-forward path to follow,
where I'd go though the list and we'd tal about them and add and subtract, and then at the

end dicus whether it was appropriate. I had about one sentence out of my mouth before they

deep-sixed that whole concept. So I'm going to tr to follow though with the way the group's

conversation went.

We stared off trg to go though the list but we decded right up front that we needed
more defition in term of what strctues we're talg about. Every set of strctes has their
own set of crteria or set of parameters that are relevant to that strcte, so we realied right

up front that that list was realy mig apples and oranges. Actually, we tred to break it down
into two different categories: one of resource descptors, and the second one defig what the

impact potential was to the resource. From there we quickly realized that we had a real problem

trg to convert qualtative judgmental-tye inormation into some kid of quantitative

analysis. Being a research scientit, I took great exception to one member's comment that ths is

a common fault of research in doing ths. The trth hurs.
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I did manage to fialy get them to star talkg about the resource descrptors

themselves. We talked about those resource descriptors that more or less defie some of the

physical characteristics of the area, such as the width of the frge marsh, the width of the

unvegetated beach area, and the height and slope of the ban. We contiued talkig about

some of the other resource characteristics, such as the sediment character and vegetation and

fetch, and we realed that al of these were varous ways of describing the erosion rate. Ideally,

the group decided that they would like to see the erosion rate being the priary descrptor of

those tyes of inormation. Jim O'Connell pointed out, we frequently don't have very much

inormation on the iner shore erosion rates, so in that case you do have to resort back to

vegetated versus unvegetated ban, sedient characters and other physical resource

descriptors. There was considerable discussion about whether fies and siltig is more of a

problem on iner shores than it is on outer shores. Wind directon, fetch, storm, and tidal

action are important but they all are, in some way, defied by using the erosion rate of the iner

shore.

At that point I had to cut the conversation off because we had only 10 miutes left and

what I really wanted to get to with our discussion was whether ths was an appropriate mean

of lookig at and evaluatig the management approach for a resource area. It was suggested a

few ties durg the course of the hour-long conversation that there has to be consistency

between those parameters that are being measured or judged or quantified, and the curent

and/ or future regulations that stand on the books. There are two different ways you can look at

it. You can tr to twst your evaluations to meet current reguations or you can set your

evaluations and tr to twist reguations to meet those evaluations capabilties.

I asked the general question, "Is th an appropriate techque?" I th it was clearly a
yes. Our group thought it has a lot of potential but there are a number of problems that need to

be resolved. One is that you have to be very carefu and very clear about what your

fudamental objectves are and what crteria you're using to look at these systems. Also you

have to be very carefu about what perspectve you're using in makg these evaluations. At one

point we discussed lookig at a two-axis matrx for each of the areas, where one axs would be

the resource list, sort of Sandy's list; and the second axi would be what kid of strcture tye
that you're going to be puttg in that area. Well, we quicky realied that if you start listig

strcte tyes, it's going to be very dynamc and be changig alost on a daily basis as the

tecology changes.

What we did realze is that if you want to apply th kid of a techque, it really needs

considerable discussion among people that realy know and understand iner shore dynamics

because you need that dicussion to get ths set right.

We fished up with a discussion concerng one thg that we really need to keep in

mid at ths point, namely that these tyes of lists serve as a gude and only a guide at ths

point. You can use ths gude to give you some kid of indication as to how closely you must
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scrutie the proposed project with a given area, but in term of using that as an absolute
determiant, we didn't th that it was developed to a point where that could happen.

At the very end we started a discusion as to whether ths was the right approach or

whether one should approach it from the engieerig side and defie what resource area tyes

are appropriate for the structues that are being applied. But that discussion didn't get very far

because we ran out of time.

MS. MACFARLAN: Than you, Dale.

MR. HENSON: Ou group raned prett high on the confion scale for ths exercise. We

did reasonably well at the fist part of the exercise involvig makig sure that the list was

complete. We added 12 or 15 more variables and decided that this spreadsheet would be rather

massive by the tie it's complete. In addition to the varables that were listed on the handouts,

we added: wildlife habitat - that is for endangered species, sedient sources, fetch, V or A

Zone, shellfish habitat, eelgrass, near shore bathymetr, archeological signficance, tidal

curents, littoral drft, location with the drft cell, proxity to public resources, public access

impacts, proximity to dredge sites, BVWs, and previous maitenance efforts.

We then, like Dale's group, actally went though and attempted to group these various

parameters into three different groups: H (habitat), B (ban), and P (physical parameters).

Ths exercise was as dificult as we expected it to be in term of defig values. We got
about halfway though the origial list while assigng values. As an example, in term of

habitat we determed that a width of frge mash between zero and five feet was

comparatively inignficant; and five to 10 feet was deemed moderately signficant; whie 10 or

more feet is most signficant. In term of the physical parameters, i.e. storm protection, zero to

25 feet was relatively insignficant; 25 to 50, moderately signficant; and 50 and above, most

. signficant.

We went though that same kid of exercie on a varety of these. We had some

difficuty on a number of them. We fialy decided that the intent of the category "Compass

directon - ban/dune faces," was to defie orientation to wid and wave action, and after
about 20 miutes we decided that we would simply classify those as either signficant or

inigncant. Agai, afer considerable debate, presence of coastal engieerig strctes with

100 feet was determed as either signficant, or not.

We were more productive in some of the other areas. Considerig slope, we decided that

1.5 to one can be considered reasonably stable, obviously, dependig on the material. So we

decided that somethg 1.5 to one or shalower in slope would be of greater value than 1.5 to

one or less. We talked about sedients and we broke that down simply to fies and coarses.
MS. MACFARLAN: Jule?

MS. EARLY: Ths exercise confed several members of my group and a lot of effort

went into sortg out what the goal of the exercie were, how the matrx was formulated, and

the ultimate application and use of the matrx.
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The group decided to suspend judgment on the methodology and intead focu on the

varables that were presented and determe if ~ey were usefu in the approval of shorelie
engieerig strctes on the local, and if tie permtted, regional levels. We agreed that the

variables were on the right track in term of what factors should be considered in a review.

There was some discussion about combing some of them, such as compass directon and

fetch, and episodic storm and erosion rates.

It was discussed that although ths is a good plang tool for lookig at
development along the shorelie in a systemic way, we need to ensure that the method is

applied consistently. There is too much potential for variation, and a need to increase the

reliabilty and replicabilty of the method used.

We all agreed that the methodology chosen should be flexible to incorporate

new inormtion over tie.

In lookig at the specic varables for coastal engieerig strctes, we began with

"width of borderig frge marsh," which is important for breakg wave energy. "Soil tye" is

also important in relation to various habitats -- beach, marsh, and shellsh beds. "Height of the

bank," "vegetated/non-vegetated," "relative slope," and "compass directon" were discused as

important in determg whether or not a coastal engieerig strcte might be appropriate in

a particular area.

We did not want to place a value on the vara1:les at ths point, but focused on what

varables should be considered when lookig at engieerig strctes on a regional basis.
Beyond the list that was provided, we' added public interest factors such as recreational t

benefits/ detrments, presence of archeological sites, and whether the house buit before 1978,

possibilty for relocatig the house.

As Sandy indicated, the Pleasant Bay Techcal Advisory Commttee came up with a

matr and method for reviewig dock and piers, and questioned whether the same method

could be used to exame the regional, and system-wide impacts of coastal engieerig

strctes. In lookig at coastal engieerig strctes, perhaps the unts which the Bay were

divided need to be reevaluated and different crteria established to best understand system-

wide impacts. But maybe the same divisions can be used.

Other variables my group mentioned, were shellsh resources, widlfe habitat, and

proxity of the navigational chaneL. And basically, that's it.

MS. MACFARLA: Than you.
What I purosely neglected to tell you all, the puncle, is that I th we worked for

maybe six meetigs of two hours apiece to do the dock and pier criteria. Is that prett close?

JUIE EARLY: Yes.
MS. MACFARLAN: We gave you an hour. So I th that what you folk have come

up with ths afternoon has been absolutely terric. I than you certaiy, and I hope the other

members of my group do than you. Most of us are here.
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Th is an important exercie for us to tr to deal with the strctues on an embayment
that is shared by four town. As I said earlier, it:s the first tie four town have actually gotten

together to talk about these issues. Hopefuly, we will end up with somethg that wi be

adopted by the four towns and that we can realy take a look at engieered strctues and

erosion on inide shorelines and actually come up with some way to maage them.

So, I th without any fuer comment from me, I'm just going to thow it open to the

audience and have any questions or comments.

DR. GIESE: Well, Sandy, can I also say it was suggested to me that we also open th

last 10 miutes to comments or questions about the day as a whole.

MR. HALL: Since no one else got up, I say th at great risk, and I say th with very

litte experience. Ths is comig from a place where our local by-law says no coastal engieerig

strctues, period.

But the sense that I got from the exercise was lookig at a regional area and assessing the

question -- the premise was where are coastal engieerig strctes most appropriate? The

thg that we are strgglig with on Nantucket is that the presumption is not where are they

most appropriate; the presumption is that they are not appropriate anywhere for many of these

reasons we discussed. On a very, very site specific, case-by-case basis we wil evaluate them

with a degree of reluctance and largely because we're drven to do so by the pre-'78

grand 
fatherig provision of the Wetlands Protection Act.

But given the relative lack of development on Nantucket, I th we are perhaps in a

slightly different category than a more developed area where you are confonted with the realty

of you've got a lot of pressure to do somethg about ths problem that we cal erosion.

I guess to sum up what I'm sayig, if I can possibly do so, is that I was somewhat

troubled by the approach of let's mark on the maps where we should sort of categorie - which

areas would you categorie as possibly appropriate for coastal engieerig strctes? I would

be more comfortable with, certainy from my perspectve, of the presumption of they're not

appropriate anywhere uness an applicant comes fort with a very, very compellg arguent

and reason for the placement of the same.

MS. MACFARLA: Could some of the crteria that we were developing serve that

purose, rather than mapping an area, having the applicant look at these crteria, or havig the
Commssion look at these crteria once you've got it all set up to determe, in fact, whether or

not it was appropriate. Can it work that way?

MR. HALL: Yeah, I th it can, but I guess I'm strck by a site visit the Coastal Zone

Management made to Nantucket last week, in which several- Rebecca Haney and I th Jim

may have come out to take a quick peek as well. And we had very little time. Th was

uncheduled. But in a thee miute look-see -- riybe it was five miutes - Rebecca outlied to
me maybe 10 very, very salient points about the conditions of the site. She basicaly, in her

mid, with her experience, went though ths exercise that we were trg to put down on paper.
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With that expenence, she gave me, as a lay person, a very - I th a very, very_good sense of

what the parameters are for consideration. If I ~ere to, as a lay person, plug in the vanables of

that site into a matrix, fist it would take me a great deal of time to do that, but also it would -

every step of the way would requie a judgment calIon my part. And every tie I, as a lay

person, am forced to make a judgment into a mathematical equation like that, it really increases

the nsk of error by the tie you do the fu computation. Havig someone lie Rebecca or, I

thi, most of us in ths room, go out to a site and evaluate it based on our expenence, based on

our knowledge of coastal processes, I th in faily short order, we can come up with a very,

very defensible, sound, reasoned approach as to whether a partcular strctre is appropriate

or not. I th the matrx approach -- I've used it in other cases myself - I th there are very

appropriate times for that.

My sense is there are so many variables in here that it does them a certai injustice to tr

to fit them into the spreadsheet because it's hard to consider everythg. For intance, width of

borderig frge marsh may be very, very narow and, therefore, according to the mamx, we

may value it less. Well, the reason why it is narow may be because it's been degraded, maybe

because of other activity in the area has caused a degradation of that area, caused that once

very wide frge marsh to become very, very narow, and because - And for that reason we

should be very, very carefu about trg to restore that area. Whereas, in the mamx, it would

just get a little mark because it was narow, and we would lose a whole bunch of inormtion in

the process.

MS. MACFARLA: Than you.
MR. MONCEVICZ: I'm Don Moncevicz. I'd lie to be the devil's advocate for

Nantucket, okay? You said none of these hardened strctres, okay, but if you have a harbor,

, and probably the anwer there is yes, the Steamhip Authonty wants to do somethg, brig
passengers in. It's aleady developed. Boston Harbor. It's already there. They come in, it's

already there, it's fixed, hotels, everyg. And so that gets approved.

But the residents on the south side of Nantucket with a house on a coastal ban, no. No

hardenig. That's not fair, is it? That's not fair. The Steamhip Authonty, the big developers in

Boston that have al the resources, the engieerig consultants, the lawyers; "Joe Homeowner"

doesn't quite have that, a much smaler scale. Not fai. I'm just trg to be the devi's advocate.

MR. HALL: May I respond to that?

I totally agree, it's not fair. I'm not sure that that's pertient to the discussion at hand, if

whether the matrx -- a matr -- the use of a matr is appropnate for decision-makg. I agree.
That's not fai and that needs to be addressed as an equity issue.

May I ask another question of Jim? Jim, you said earlier that in one of your openig

comments, or as you were closing your openg statement, somethg to the effect that when we

armor a coast, we put the problem off for futue generations to deal with. Is that sort of an

accurate paraphrasing of what you may have said?
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MR. O'CONNLL: No. I th I said that in context of setback.
MR. HALL: Of setback. Okay. Well, I guess my question is ths. If we do allow

armorig of one sort or another, if we do interrpt the coastal - natual coastal processes to

one degree or another, and then we take them out because they're not workig, or the storm

take them out, does the coastal process then just -- does the natural succession of the coastal

processes just contiue at the same rate at which it would have contiued had we not

interrpted the process, or in interrptig the process, are we takig greater risk? Are we

causing a shortenig of the beach and a steepenig of the ban, such that when the system goes,

if the system goes, there wil be a much more dramatic and destrctive event than had we not

done anythng at all.

MR. O'CONNLL: I hope I can get your question anwered correcty. Yes, if you th

of the coastal system, it's in an equilbrium based on wids, waves, tides. There's an equibrium

profie based on all the natual parameters. When you interrpt that equilibrium by puttg in a

seawall, for example, if that seawall fails, the seawal, for example - Let me give you an

example. I'll give you a concrete example, actualy. The dewaterig system on the eastern shore

of Nantucket. The dewaterig system has forced the natual system into a different equibrium,

into an equilibrium based on the dewaterig system. It's an erosion control system. There's a

new equiibrium where the system is workig. The electc system of the pumps have faied

frequently in the system. When they fail, it goes back to the natual equiibrium, it goes back to

the natual equilibrium very quicky, and yes, you wi have generaly a catastrophic event,

particularly if you have a hardened strctue landward of that, lie a house.

So, you know, you're forcig the profie, and as long as you can contiue forcig that

profile, maybe you're okay.

A coastal engieerig strctue on a ban, when a storm hits, the ban that are not
arored wil be providig sedient. That sedient is going to make that whole beach system,

on 'severe cases, ultiately as much as a 30 foot bathymetrc contour. It's in the system. But

you've got ths void of sediment comig out of the ban so that now you've got sand movig in

the system, but you're going to have almost lie a scallop effect as you move down the system.

If your house is landward of that scalop effect, your house is going to be more severely

impacted than it should be if that strctue - than it would be if that strctue were not there.

Did that anwer your question?

(Mr. Hall nods head.)
DR. GIESE: That's a fascinatig discussion. It's gettg toward 4:00 o'clock, and we

have tie for one more question.

MS. BALOG: Ths is back to the matrx, and I th maybe you're misconstrg what

the purose of the matrx realy is. I th that one, obviously the matr is being used to mae
decisions, not to be defitive and say, oh, you know, if we get a 9.5, it's appropriate. I th it
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can be used to identify areas that might be more - well, areas that have - where strctues

could have little to no impact. I th that's goin,8 to be very rare. I really do.

I can tell you that the issue that you identified as frge marsh being less than 10 feet, we

know though our work with the reguations that any competent biologit, engieer, any site

assessment work that's done, you could overcome those -- presumption of those defitions or

those crteria in the matr. So, again, I th it's being used - A lot of us here are much higher

level professionals than conservation commssions would be or members of those conservation

commssions would be at knowing what are al the parameters that we should be lookig at,

just period. And I th that wil help to brig those issues forward to the table a lot more often

than if the engieer who does a really good job at wooing them with a few thgs. I th that's

what it was realy intended to do, is brig about some unformty in the review process, because

you're dealig with four Conservation Commssions in a specifc area.

We've been talkig about havig a Bay plan or a Bay maager that would monitor the

projects that go forward in each one of these four town, and I th that's a good idea. I th

it's a necessary idea, but I th that, agai, it's a way of buiding a tool box for the people who

are lookig at these projects.

And I don't th it's really meant - I hope it's never used to say, ah, I had a score of a

9.5, therefore I wi. I hope that isn't the case. But I agree that a lot of us have been lied to with

numbers, or the numbers have been twisted to suit the case. And, oh, you know, my house is at

50 feet. You know, everythg is at 50 feet. Well, that doesn't mean that that other 50 feet back

from the coastal resource area does not have signcant value. I th we are al faced with that

when we have setback that we've worked with in our local by-laws. Everybody design to that

setback. And I imagie that because of what we're trg to do, we wil probably see that

happen. It's just a fact of life, unortately. It's hum natue.
DR. GIESE: We have a fial word?

MR. WATSON: Okay. Just a quick one. Jim Watson from the Old Colony Plang

Council. Ths thg has thee quick points. One is there's a human intict to meddle, and we

lie to change thgs and buid thgs. And I th what I take from Jim's presentation is alost

that we should be passive, which isn't what you're sayig, but that such a stress on deposition

and erosion that I - and I'm aware of the issue on the South Shore, but I keep thg it would
be good if futher discusions could graduate that and you could comment on what you

commented on conversationally about certai beaches that are equally - because they get

recharged, re-extended seasonaly versus one which requies contiual littoral movement of

sand.
And then I th if there could be a litte tie in gettg some common language on just

the tools for better or worse, you know, the fact that a concrete seawall is apt to tip over, and

riprap might sette, does or doesn't absorb energy, you know, what a geo - What is that, geo-

soft bank?
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UNENTD VOICE: Geo-tube.
MR. WATSON: Than you. Yeah. And, you know, there's a number of thgs.

Somebody else had some literatue about a system that trapped sand in suspension and doesn't

let it escape. And I th, in a way, if there was maybe 15 to 20 miutes just on some of the

termology, even if some of these ideas are very bad ideas, we should know what they are, and

a litte more sense of the graduation of what the sensitivity is in different areas. So we're aware,

you know, what bluffs can be preserved. Are we going to have - Are we going to live in Kanas

eventually, totally flat. A couple of responses. Than.

DR. GIESE: Than very much for that discussion and all ths discussion. Ths is

exactly what we came here for today.
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Friday, October 10, 1997

Welcome

DR. GIESE: Good morng everybody. Welcome back to the second day of our

workshop. It's wonderfu to see everybody ths morng and appreciate the early rising that we

all did together.

It's kid of a ful morng, and I don't want to, in sayig "morng," neglect in any way

the afternoon. I do hope that as many people as possible wil be able to stay for the sumar /

discussion after lunch. We'll tr to put together input.

Speakig of input, I th everyone received evaluation form at the regitration table.

Please get one if you didn't, and please tr to remember to tu those in. They really do help.

The feedback realy helps the program here.

Another anouncement has to do with ths fist topic ths morng. According to our
agenda, the breakout group discussion starts at 9:00; it wil be a litte later than that. We're also

going to stop it a little early, too, so that the panel discussion can be longer. So the break wil

still be at 10:30, but don't be surrised if the breakout group ends their discussion a little before

10:00. Jay's going to add some special material durg the panel dicussion.

I mention Jay. I'm talkg about Jay Tanski who is the Sea Grant Coastal Processes

specialist from New York Sea Grant and a frend from long ago who's agreed to come and

present our thrd topic th morng, which is Managig Altered Shores. Welcome.
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Managing Altered Shores
Jay Tanski, New York Sea Grant Institute

MR. TANSKI: Than you very much, Graham. Could I have that fist slide, please?

(Slide Presentation)

MR. TANSKI: Well, I'm not sure why Graham wanted someone from New York to come

up and talk on the topic of managig altered shorelies. As you can see from ths slide, New

York really has relatively pristie, natural, undeveloped shorelines. At least in the eyes of a

New Yorker it's a pritie, undeveloped shorelie.

What I'd like to dC? today is give you a very brief tour of Long Island so you know where

I'm comig from, touch on some of the management phiosophies employed there, and then talk

about a particular problem we have in a place caled Westhampton Beach on the south shore. I

believe that's going to be used asa basis for your breakout discussions today.

Believe it or not, not all of the Long Island shorelie looks lie ths. For those of you that

haven't been there, New York's open ocean coast is about 135 mie stretch of coastle. It

stretches between New York City out to Montauk Point over here. Actally, Staten Island does

have an ocean coast, but I'm not going to discus it here.

If you look at ths coast, it's relatively short compared to what you have in

Massachusett, but it is fairly diverse in term of the tyes of shoreline form you see there and

the level of development along the coast. If you go out to Montauk Point in the east, you have

high glacial bluffs very sirlar to what you have on Martha's Vineyard and on the outer Cape.

Geologically speakg, it's alost exactly the same as what you have out on Mara's Vineyard,
and I believe on Nantucket also.

In term of development, the east end bluffs of Long Island are characteried by very

low density residential, alost rural, development.

That's the Montauk Lighthouse. Some of you might be famiar with th strcte.

Apparently designed by George Washigton, it was built 200 feet inand so it would last for

200 years, based on the erosion rate. The Corps of Engieers is now startg to mae George

Washigton a liar by puttg in a strcte here to preserve it.
As you move fuer to the west, the bluffs give way to low headland area that's fronted

by barrer beaches. Ths is the famous Hamptons area of eastern Long Island. Development is

characteried primariy by very large manions sittg on large estates, so you realy have low

density residential development.

You move fuer to the west, and you come to the barer island system. The Long

Island shorelie is characteried by some 90 mies of barrer islands and spits. They extend

from Southampton, al the way into New York City. They're quite diverse in term of

development. Some of them are totally undeveloped. We have an eight mie stretch of

wilderness area, part of the Fire Island National Seashore. We have some areas that have, I'd
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say, low to moderate density development communties, priary single-famy homes that are

seasonal in nature. Ths is one of 17 communties found on Fire Island.

As you move closer towards New York City in the west, you fid the barrers are used

intensively for recreation. Ths is Jones Beach State Park. It's on Jones Beach barrer island. It

receives some seven millon visitors per year. More people go to the beach at Jones Beach State

Park than go to see Niagara Fals every year. It's the most used state park in New York.

And just to give you an idea of the size of it, ths is just one of seven parkig fields they

have. They've had 275,000 people visit there in one day. These are cars up here to give you an

idea of the scale.

And then, of course, as you go futher in towards the city, you have a highly urbaned

coast. You can't even tell that ths is indeed a barrier island. Ths is Coney Island. And there's

been so much ing you can't see the origial confguation or back barer bay.

Although the shorelie is altered, New Yorkers sti lie to go to the beaches. You might

say ths is a degraded beach, but New Yorkers go to beaches like ths in droves. Ths is a pictue

of Coney Island. Literaly miions of people visit the beaches in New York every year. The

beaches are a very important recreational resource for them. As a result, the beaches are also a

very important economic resource to New York. And just to give you an idea of how important

they are, back in 1988, we had a medical waste wash-up scare. Some syrges and other

medical debris washed up on the beaches, receiving a lot of publicity. People didn't want to go

to the beach, they didn't want to go in the water, they were afraid of gettg sick.

Whether the public perception was right or wrong is beside the point for ths discssion,

but economists found that because of the drop in beach attendance, there was a $1.4 bilion loss

to the regional economy on Long Island. So, although you might not believe it, New Yorkers do

like the beaches, and the beaches are very important to the recreational and economic aspects of

life in New York City and Long Island.

So what is happenig with the beaches? Ths slide shows how the position of the

shoreline has been changig from Montauk Point in towards the city over the last 100 years. The

areas in red are areas that are erodig. The areas in yellow are actally areas that are accretig,

where the shorelie's movig seaward.

And what you see when you look at these data are some very interestig trends. First

off, for the most par, the south shore of Long Island is eroding at a relatively low rate, usually

less than one to two feet per year. And that's kid of with the margi of error that we have
for measurg that tye of thg.

Another interestig thg that you note is that we have some areas that are actually
relatively stable or even accretig, as you can see here. Not too many of them, but we do have

some areas, at least over the 100-year time scalè, that seem to be relatively stable.

The thd thg you note that when you look at th inormation is that the largest

shoreline changes occur in the vicinty of the inets. We have six inlets that are stabiled for
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navigation on the south shore. I have thee of them maked on th map. Th is Shiecock,
Moriches, and Fire Island. And when you look at the data, what you see is that there is a

characteristic trend. I'm going to switch the slide here. Ths just shows the shoreline change rate

for a shorter time period. It shows ths trend a little bit better. You see there's a characteristic

trend where you have accretion on the east side of the inet, and then erosion on the west side.

Moriches, you can't really see it because we don't have any data for the east side of the inet,

but you can see the erosion on the west side. At Fire Island, you can see ths trend very

dramatically with high rates of erosion on the west side and accretion on the east. Th is

primarily because the net tranport of sand along the south shore of Long Island is from the east

to the west, and these inets interfere with ths tranport. They disrupt the natual flow of sand.

Here you can actually see it at a place caled Shiecock Inet, which is an inet that's furtest

east on Long Island. And you can see, ths is the east side of the inet, the shorelie has

prograded seaward. You have a lot of sand accuulatig here and in the bay. Then you have

erosion occurrig to the west. Ths is very characteristic of all of the inets that we have on the

south shore.

Now, what's being done about erosion. There are a number of different alternatives or

options you have for erosion management as far as protectig upland areas; but basically, all

these alternatives can be grouped into thee categories that you see here: maagement

techques, nonstrctual erosion control techques, and, of course, the hard strctes that are

used to combat erosion.

By "maagement tecques," we usualy mean laws and rues, reguations and
ordinances, that tr to prevent development in coastal erosion hazard areas. And in New York

we use all thee of these erosion control strategies. We're relyig more and more on the

maagement techques and the nonstrctal techques, but we sti do use strctal erosion
control techques, and you'll see why in a few miutes.

In 1981, New York passed the Coastal Erosion Hazard Area Act, and that reguated

new development in areas experiencig erosion. Ths law requied setback for new

development in what they caled coastal erosion hazard areas or natual protective areas,

which were defied as dunes and beaches. It also provided proviions for strctues that had to

go in these areas. These provisions included maxum footprits and requiements for easily
moveable foundations.

Al the coastal communties on Long Island, except for two, parcipate in the National

Flood Inurance Program, which provides buidig codes for strctes that are going in flood

areas. They also provide for coastal zonig ordiances that tr to keep development out of

areas that are prone to floodig or erosion. So, they are using these maagement techques to

the extent possible. Here's a house going in being built to FEMA code.
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The problem that we fid with the maagement techques is they're realy only good in

those areas where you have no development no~ or where you have new buidig. They're not

so effective in these areas that have already been developed.

Now, obviously, it's going to be very difficult to tr to retreat from the sea in a situation

lie ths. Areas where you have structues that can't be moved either because of the natue of

the strcte or because you have no room for relocation are problematic. Where are you going

to move these people? You have to start lookig at other erosion control alternatives such as the

nonstrctal and the strctual erosion control measures.

New York is moving towards beach nourhment as one of the favored nonstrctual

erosion control measures..Ths is simply pumping sand to buid up a beach, which can be used

for recreation and provide protection for the upland areas.

Here you see a dredgig project. They're dredgig an inet, Fire Island inet up here and

pumping the material down to buid up a beach on Jones Beach. Ths beach wil be used for

recreation and it wil also provide protection for the parkway that you see here.

Now, beach nourshment works fie in cert areas where you have low erosion rates. It

doesn't really do anytg about the cause of erosion. You're simply buidig up the shorelie. It

might not work so well in those areas where you have a high degree of development and very

high erosion rates. It's not economicaly feasible to keep a beach in those areas. So in those

areas, New York has used strctual erosion control methods to tr to supplement the

nonstrctual erosion control techques that are used.
One of the strctural erosion control measures that has been used quite extensively in

New York is the use of groin that you see here. These are 'strctues buit perpendicuar to the

shore. Now, in most cases, these strctres were put in in the '20s or the '30s, before there were

environmental and coastal management laws. In a lot of cases, these strctes would not be

allowed now, but New York is considerig the use groin in some of the new projects that are

being proposed. They have been found to provide certai benefits.

Ths is a 50 foot groin field in Long Beach that was put in the '20s. I would submit that if

these groin weren't here, the development is sti going to be here because, as you can see, ths is

a highly urban area. If these groin weren't here, you would not see the beach here. They've done

a decent job at slowig down the erosion rate enough that they can matain a beach, but they

can't be used everyhere, as we'll see in a second.

Now, most homeowners can't afford, for techcal and economic reasons, beach

nourshment projects or those large tyes of groin that you see, although some people on Long

Island can afford those. What the homeowners usually opt for, which I th is what you're

probably seeing here, are the shore hardenig strctes-the buleads, the seawalls and the

revetments, such as you see here. And it's kid of interestig, there's a lot of controversy about

the use of these strctes, pririly because of the impact that they can have on the beach. I'm

not a proponent of these structues by any mean, but we do have certain situations, I would
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say alost unque situations on Long Island, where these strctes have been ~sed and haven't

had an adverse impact on the beach, and that's primarly because of the unque natue of the

sites that we have on Long Island. Studies have shown in those areas that are relatively stable

over the long term, at least over the 100-year tie frame, that the strctues prevent erosion of

the upland when there is short term-erosion caused by storms. In these cases, we fid the

storm come in, cause the erosion, and expose the strctres. After the storm recedes material

comes back to the beach, often burg the strctue. It's very important that you have an

adequate supply of material in the area.

And we do have situations on Long Island where these strctues can be put in. When a

storm comes and removes the beach, they provide protection for the dune and the upland area.

After the storm recedes and material starts conug back in -- I apologie for the dark slide, but

you can see ths is the same house shown in the previous slide. Afer the storm recedes, material

starts conug back into the area, the beach builds up and essentialy just buries the strctre

and the strctue has no interacton with the beach or the beach or waves. However, that's a

relatively unque situation, and in a lot of cases, we have areas which are experiencig long-

term, chonic erosion and then you see ths tye of situation. So, for the most part, the use of a

shore hardenig strcte, especaly on the south shore, is being discouraged, except for in

those very few unque areas that are relatively stable but experiencing short term storm-induced.

So just in the way of sumary, in New York there is no one overrdig coasta

management philosophy for the entie south shore. Rather, the policy and the objectives to meet

that policy are developed on a reach-by-reach basis, and they're based on the processes actig

on the shorelie, the way the shorelie is respondig, and the specific use of the shorelie or the

intended use of the shorelie.

I th ths is importat because there is no one size fits al coastal management policy

that's going to work for al areas. You realy have to look at the site specific conditions. So that's

what we're trg to do in New York.

All right. Now, on to the case study. And ths is where you realy have to listen because

you're going to be tested on th.

The area I'm going to be talg about is called Westhampton Beach. It's on the south

shore of Long Island, and it's between Shiecoc Wet to the east and Moriches Wet to the

west. The island itself is a IS-mie long barer island with moderate density development,

pririy single-famy homes. Certain par of th barrer island are experiencig very, very

severe erosion. You can see the severity of the problem, for intace, right here. In some areas,

the erosion rates are as high as 20 feet per year, and it's causing problems for some of the

homeowners. As a matter of fact, the erosion is so dramatic, we've made the national news.

Ths is an arcle that was in Time magazine some tie ago, showing Westhampton Beach. And

although, if you can read the headlie, it talks about natue takg its toll, that's not realy the

case here. There are other factors besides natue that have at least contributed to ths problem.
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To realy understand how ths problem came about and the situation at Westhampton Beach,

you have to go back to 1938.

We had a very severe hurcane. I believe the '38 hurcane hit up here prett hard, too,

but it was very bad on Long Island. It's the storm of record for Long Island. It actually punched

a hole though the barrer island in an area just east of what is now called the Westhampton

Beach, which is right here. Here you can see th hole. Ths is the ocean, ths is the bay. Ths hole

became known as Shiecock Wet. The fishermen really liked it because it provided access to

the ocean. A big fishig faciity was built next to it. They lied the inet so much they stabilized

it with jettes so they could safely navigate out to the fihig grounds.

And as we discussed, once you stabilze these inets, they start blockg the natual

tranport of sand. And that, indeed, happened right here. You can see that the sand started

piling up here, it started gettg lost in the inet, and erosion rates on the Westhampton barer

island to the west increased dramatically.

If you look at the hitorical records what you found is that before Shiecock Inet was

open, the historical erosion rates were somethg lie 1.2 feet per year along that whole stretch

of the beach. After the inet opened, they jumped to eight feet per year. The inet was stabilized.

They remaied at eight feet per year for a whie, and then they went down to about four feet per

year, which was less, but sti signficantly higher than the natual background erosion rate of

1.2 feet per year.

So the erosion was prett severe there and people were gettg concerned. Here you can

see the offset in the islands at Shiecock Wet agai. The Corps of Engieers was caled in the

'50s to see what could be done to aleviate the problem. And the Corps actualy came up with a

faily reasonable plan. They said, what you should do is just replace the sand that's been lost.

Pump sand on the beach and monitor it, watch to see what happens. Then if you start losing it

too fast and you can't afford to maitai a beach with pumping alone, you can th about

using strctes such as groin to hold th arcial fi in place.

But if you build these strctures, and it's a big if, what you have to do is start at the

western end of Westhpton Beach, at the downdrft end by Moriches Inet. Remember, the

alongshore tranport is from the east to the west. The Corps said to start buidig these groin

at ths end, fill them with sand, and work your way back to the east. That way you won't

disrupt the alongshore tranport. So they had a nice plan, it was all bound up and sat on

everyone's shelf for a whie.

Then in 1962, we had the Ash Wednesday nor'easter. Ths was a big nor'easter that hit

the northeast coast, caused a lot of problems on Long Island. One of the thgs it did was

punched another hole just about though the middle of the Westhampton barrer beach island.

Here you can see the breach itself. Well, people immediately pancked. No one even bothered to

look at al at the reports about what should be done. Rather than using the fill as the Corps had
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recommended, there was a big outcr by the local people about the imediate need for groin.

We can't afford to mess around and just put said on the beach.

So they started buiding groin imediately. Well, they made a few mistakes. First, they

built the groin in the wrong place. They buit 15 groin over a period of about five years,

startg in 1965. Ths is the last of the 15 groin which you see right here. Now, if you remember,

the Corps said, fist, you should just put fil in, but if you're going to buid groin, mae sure you

start up at Moriches Inet. Well, they kid of missed the mark a litte bit and started them well

east of Moriches Inet as you can see here. So they put the 15 groins in. Even worse, after they

put the groin, they claied they did not have enough money to fi the groin with sand, so they

just let them fi up natualy from the material that's moving along the shorelie. And the groin

did a great job of trapping that material. The groin trapped about five mion to seven millon

cubic yards of material. The people behid the groin fields loved ths, of course. They had nice

big dunes and wide beaches. Unfortately, although the people imediately behid the groin

were well protected, the people imediately west of the last groin did not do so well. They

were on the downdrift end. In other words, they were on the other side of the dam where the

water had been stopped. Because they lost all the sand that would normlly get to their

beaches, their erosion rate went up to, as I said before 20 feet per year.

n caused some problems, as you can see from the shoreline here. In th porton of the

barer there were about 250 homes. Furer to the west, there was also a large county beach

and recreational facity. They lost the road. Ths is the water ma that used to be bured five

feet under the road that provided access to the houses and to the beach down there. These

people were not very happy about ths, and they brought a lawsuit agait the federal and

county governent for $250 mion.
There was a lot of controversy about what should be done. Everyone had their own pet

theory about what the best alternative, the best option for dealing with it was. As you can see

from these headlines, there was not a whole lot of agreement. So, Sea Grant immediately, of

course, jumped into the middle of the fray. We decided that we would tr to brig some

unbiased inormation to the people that had to mae the.deciions about what should be done

here. And so we convened a panel of national experts. We were luck enough to have Graham,

of course, participate in it. We asked these experts to come in and take a look at the various

options that were avaiable for dealg with the Westhampton Beach problem. We didn't say,

tell people what to do. We charged the group with lookig at the various options a techcal

prospective in term of their feasibilty, cost and, the potential benefits and the disadvantages

of each one.

We looked at six options that had been proposed for aleviatig the problem at

Westhampton. They ranged from doing nothg 'to a highly engieeed solution involvig

constrction of breakwaters and other devices. And what I'd lie to do now is just kid of step
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though the options and the advantages and the disadvantages so you have soine background

to work with.

The fist option that we looked at was, of course, the do nothg option. Ths is a

favorite in New York because you have no intial cost and no one has to do anytg. The panel

did point out that there were several disadvantages of trg to employ ths option in
Westhampton. First, if you didn't do anytg, you'd expect ths accelerated erosion to

contiue. As that contiued, not only would you lose access to ths section of the barrier, you'd

start to lose houses. Eventually, what you'd see is the barer becomes so weakened that you

would also see inets formg though here.
Now, the inets were a concern for a numer of reasons. One, modeling studies had

shown that if you have a new inet formg here, you could actualy increase the water level

elevations in the back bay area. Since you have $275 mion wort of development already in

flood prone areas in the back bay, you're only going to increase the theat of flood damage to

that $275 millon worth of development.

They were also concern that you would change the hydrodynamic and environmental

characteristics of the bay. You'd expect the sality, temperatue, the shoalg pattern to

change. That could have some impacts on the biological resources and especialy the shellhig

resources in ths bay. So there were concern about that.

Another thg that you can expect to happen with ths tye of erosion is, over tie, the
whole barrer island to separate from the groin field. Ths would cause some damage to the

$144 miion wort of development that was behid the groin field.
Another problem if you created a new inet, is that it would rob some of the tidal flow

from Moriches Inet, which was about 2.5 mies downdrft of that erosion area. And if that

,happened, you'd start to see the inet shoal in, which would cause navigation problems for the

commercial and recreational boatig interests.

Another option that was looked at was pulg al the groin out, alowig thgs to go

back to the way they were before the groin were intalled. The estiated cost was about $12

miion. That was based on a Corps study that was done in 1984. The advantages of ths tye

of option is, of course, that you would release that five to seven miion cubic yards of sand that

would move down the coast and help repai some of those beaches that were damaged. Of

course, you'd increase the erosion rates in the groin field since you're removig that protecon.

Eventually, you would star to see those four foot erosion rates along the entie barrer island

again, and that could lead to the formation of inets in a period of about 15 to 20 years. So

you'd be dealg with some of the simar issues that you were dealing with in that one section

west of the strctues.

You'd also see increased shoalig at Moriches Inet. If you release all th sand, you'd

expect the sand to move west to the inet. That's a problem with all of the alternatives so I'm

not going to mention that anymore when we talk about the alternatives.
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Another option that was looked at was burg the groin and moving the shorelie out

past the tips of the groins by adding sand. The ~ost would be about $55 mion to brig in

enough fi to extend the shoreline out past the ends of the strctues. But you'd also have

maitenance costs of $2 millon per year. These are just estiates we made from back of the

envelope calculations based on the best avaiable inormation. Of course, by moving the

shoreline out past the groin, you would lessen their inuence on sand tranport and you'd

build up a wide enough beach that would provide protection for the bay and the upland area.

You could also use that beach for recreation. And if you didn't lie what was going on, you

could just walk away and the shorelie would erode back to its origial confguation. You're

not doing anytg about the processes causing the problem. You're not buildig any strcte,

you're just puttg sand on the beach. Diadvantage? You would have a long-term commtment,

because you aren't doing anytg, you'd expect the erosion to contiue. -There is also a great

deal of uncertaity about how the shoreline would respond once it got back to the strctues;

how fast the erosion rates would be, and how much you'd really have to be puttg in in term

of maitenance.

Another option that was looked at was shortenig or modifyg the groin field by

taperig it. And by taperig it, we simply mean either buidig new groin that become

progressively shorter or tag the last few groin and shorteng them up so you ease the
tranition between the groin, which are here, and the origial shorelie. It's thought that ths can

actually increase the amount of sand tranport past the groin.

Ths would cost anywhere between the cost of pullg out al the groins and about $40 to

$50 mion, dependig on how many groin you had to put in and how much fi you needed.

Advantages? Once again, you could hopefuy re-establish that transport of sand along past the

groin field. You could reduce the matenace by reducig the impact of the groin. The groin
won't be causing as much erosion so you wouldn't have to put as much sand onto the beaches.

And you could also provide some protecon. The beach would not be quite as wide, but you

would 'be providing protection for the bay and the upland area. Disadvantages? Th option

has never been done anywhere in the world before, and that's why I could only show you a

diagram rather than a photograph of the taperig. No one had ever tred it, so it's very

experiental and you don't know exactly what's going to happen when you start pulg apart

the groin, especialy with the groin field. Well, you would have reduced protecton, you

would have a smaller beach. Because it's experiental, you're going to need a lot of tie to

study it and, of course,. by increasing the sediment tranport, you're going to cause problems at

Moriches Inet.

Another option that was considered was extending the groin field, puttg in the rest of

the groin called for in the origial plan developed in the 1950's and then filig them with

sand. Ths option is estimated to cost about $75 miion. You're lookig at $20 mion for the 13

groins. Remember, these groin are about 500 feet long. They're not small, inignficant
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strctues. The advantages of ths is you are going to have a high degree of protecton. You

know the groin work, you have a ful scale modeL. You know the groin work where they were

already placed. You know they do not lose much material. They are actually sins for most of

the material that came into the area. None of it ever got out. You would have a very wide beach

that could be used for recreation. And if you fill the groin, you could re-establish the sand

tranport. The major disadvantage is you might be tranlatig the whole erosion problem

downdrift, so you're going to have to be very carefu about what you do at Moriches, and mae

sure you have some mechansm for by-passing the sand from one end to the other.

Now, the last thig that we looked at was to constrct a breakwater. I don't know how

many of you are famiar with breakater strctues. These are rather large strctues that are
built parallel to the shorelie and offshore. They operate by breakg up the wave energy before

it can reach the shore. TheY're used a lot in Japan and areas where they have a very, very high

value on coastal land. They're not used so much here. Th is the most expensive option. We

were kid of underestimatig here, sayig those strctues would cost $5,000 a foot. They're

probably more like $10,000 a foot. So you're talkg a cost well in excess of $75 millon. We

couldn't really estiate that because we'd have to do some studies to see what kid of

strctues would be needed.

The advantages are these strctues can be designed to do a lot of different thgs. They

could be designed to provide a high degree of protection for the beach, the bay and the upland

area by maintaig the integrty of the barrer island. They could be designed to hold sand on

the beach, and at the time, matai alongshore tranport of sand whie you reduce the offshore
losses. They could also provide recreational beaches, as you saw in that slide I just showed you.

The disadvantages are if you miscalcuate with these strctues, you're in big trouble.

They really take a great deal of study and a lot in the way of design. You have to have a lot of

physical inormation about the site. I wouldn't say they're necessariy experimental, but you

have a high degree of rik when using th option. If you do it wrong, you could cause some

major problems. There's also aesthetic issues, of course. It would take a lot of tie to do the

proper studies to put ths tye of strctre in. And you also have the intial cost. It's the most

costly of any of the alternatives that we had looked at.

And I believe that's where I am going to end and where you are going to have to tae

over.

DR. GIESE: All right. Thans, Jay. Well, we wilL. We'll break up into the same groups.

Everyone has their groups, and we'll just follow the pattern from yesterday. We'll kid of fold

the break into ths. I th that's a good idea so you can be gettg coffee as you debate and so

fort, so don't worr too much about that tie.
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Photos provided by Jay Tanski, New York Sea Grant

Erosion downdrift of groin field, Westhampton Beach, Long Island, NY.
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Photos provided by Jay Tanski, New York Sea Grant

Erosion downdrift of groin field, Westhampton Beach, Long Island, NY.
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Reports from Breakout Group Facilitators

MR. TANSKI: I guess what we're supposed to do now is we'll go though the different

solutions the panels came up with, the different groups came up with, and then I'll provide you

with what the New York solution was to it. And I guess we'll start from ths end and work our

way down.

DR. PEDERSON: The discussion began with the group lookig at all the options, the

costs, and identifyg the issues that we felt were important relative to where we expected to go

with the discussion.

The group recogned ths is a dynamic system that on its own changes over tie; it is

not static. We attempted to get a sense of how to buid the dynamc nature of the system into

our expectations. A specific example of the dynamc nature was the chargig erosion rates over

tie. Intialy, it was one to two feet per year, and then after the groin were buit, it went to

eight, and back to four. The erosion rate has never retued the one to two feet per year intialy

observed. Ths suggests that there has been a change in the whole system, and the foc should

be from a broader perspective.

The workig group decided that the crteria for makig a decision was that it should not

create havoc for the houses that already existed in the flood plai, both on the barrer beach

and behid it. The options that we considered were: (1) to make the groin permeable (based on

Jim's presentation yesterday); (2) to shorten the groin along the eastern most edge; (3) to

extend the groin to the western edge and alo to taper them; and (4) to include the beach

nourhment projec because you have so much erosion.

The group identified the need to calcuate a mass balance for the sand, and to consider

by-passing the Shiecoc Inet so that you contiue to have the sand comig into the system.

DR. LEAVI: We thought it would be an interestig exercise to start the dicusion
where cost was not a factor but we quicky decided that the cost is probably the pri

driving issue in term of what gets done. We came up with a scenaro where cost was a factor.

I'll defer tellg you about that discussion now because it tu out that it was our best scenaro

in the end.

I'll start off with just quickly going down though the list of acton options. We

concluded that if we did nothg, the overall cost was very low intialy but because of potential

bay impacts and loss of propert in the long term the cost was going to be way too high. One

point that was noted was that we didn't realy lie the numbers that were generated in the

report. We thought there were may hidden costs and undentied factors that were not

accounted for and these hidden costs were diecty applicable to the actons that we were trg
to accomplish.

We talked about beach renourshment and thought it was an option. We could have the

intial cost picked up by federal, state, and local fuding agencies and the subsequent anual
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renourshment costs somehow be passed on to the homeowners. You know, if there's 250 or 300

houses along the beach, it comes to somewhere. around $5,000 to $8,000 per house for beach

renourhment.
Another option that we explored and many in our group were faily enthusiastic about

was dredgig at both of the inets and then using that source matenal for beach renourshment.

To cut to the chase, our best scenaro was to modify the existig groin. We thought a

good fist cut would be to look at reducig the groin by 50 percent of their lengt because

they're way too big and too long. Fortately, we have Jim O'Connell in our group so he

inormed us that there are ways to model what happens strctually on the beach with different

groin fields. We could tr some model testig to determe what would be the overall impact of
reducig the exitig groin.

Using the stone matenal that was puled out of the existig groin durg the reduction

in lengt, we would contiue to buid a groin field downeld to Monches with the overal

lengt tapenng down, if the models indicated that ths was an effective way to resurect the

beaches below the groin field. We proposed to satuate the groin with sand as they were

constrcted and anualy renoursh as needed.

Finaly, it was pointed out that federal money was supportg all of ths activity.

Therefore, we had to make sure there was beach access for the general public when we get those

beaches back.

MR. HENSON: Ou fidings were almost identical to the others. We ended up with a

combination of shortenig and taperig at least the westernost thee or four groin, buidig
additional groin between the westernost groin and Monches Inet. Alo, mechancaly
tranportg sand across the mouth of Shiecoc Inet to increase the amount of sedient into
the overall system, dredge Monches Inet and use matenal from there to noursh and add

additional nourshment from an offshore site or otherwise to fi the new groin, if not to

capacity, at least approachg capacity.

We also have no idea of what the cost might be, but we suspect that the lawsuits would

be so horrendous if nothg was done that the cost would be inigncant.
MS. EARLY: Than. We had several outstanding questions and fudig was a major

concern. Who would pay for al of ths? Should th be a consideration?
We discussed how much erosion was occug west of the Monches and questioned

whether we should be concerned about Fire Island and the impacts our decisions would mae

on ths communty, or maybe we should th that it is a separate problem and we do not have
to deal with it here.

The group also questioned the source of the sands for renourshment, the avaiabilty of

sedient and costs involved in obtaig the necessar supply.
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Oter issues that were raised included: the need to dredge at Moriches Inet or bypass

Moriches Inet to mie erosion of the beach ~d impacts on Fire Island, help mie
shoalg, as well as in the inet.

In regards to taperig the existig groin, the group reviewed the potential impacts

before decidig to use the Ary Corps of Engieers report as a gude, whie questionig how
much faith to place in the report.

The group also explored purchasing all of the property at Pike's Beach. How much

would it cost to purchase the 200 houses? Probably too costly to consider.

The group did not come to complete consensus on what actons to take, but the majority

chose to extend the groin field, include beach nourhment, and the use the Ary Corps of

Engieers' report as a gudance docuent. There was some debate about whether to take the

groin field out altogether or to intead taper them. One person felt that beach nourshment
should be the only form of remediation.

MR. TANSKI: That's very good. As a matter of fact, you were all very close, except for

the first option that New York took was to do nothg for awhie. Could I have the fist slide.

Then, our hand was forced once again. In 1992, we had the December 11 storm and, as

the panel predicted, two new breaches occurred in the area downdrift of the groin' field. Ths is

called Little Pike's Inet, and the bigger one was fuer to the west.

Ths is an aerial view of the inets. You can see the groin here. Th is the big inet. There

was a dredge that happened to be workig in the back bay area, and the local interests were

concerned about ths big inet, and so they actaly had the dredge come in and, for about a

$100,000, they filled the inet and plugged it up.
The small inet, Litte Pike's Inet, which they thought would close natualy, stared

growig. At fist it was so sma you could wal across it. It kept growig reachg a growt rate
of about 27 feet per day. Here you can see a house that was washed back into the bay area

here. You can see there's also quite a loss of sediment to the bay here.

Finaly it got to be about 2,200 feet wide, about 20 feet deep, and people went, hm,

maybe we should do somethg. They lost 170 of 250 houses, and obviously, it was a litte bit

dificut to get to the county beach over there. There were some measurements taen and the

predictions of the tidal range increasing in the back bay areas were indeed tre. It increased by

about 35 percent. We're only talkig about a two foot tide there, so you th, ah, what's 35

percent. That was a problem. When you look at the maand area, you get an idea of how low

it realy is, and we had one situation where areas were floodig that never flooded before. A

house was burg, fie trck were trg to get to it, it was a sprig high tide. They could not
get to that house because the road was flooded. The paper headlie said, House Bur to
Waterline. That's not somethg the local governent offcial lie to see happenig in their

district.
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So a decision was made to do somethg, and the Corps was called in and they intiated

an $8 mion project to close the breach. They s~arted by buildig a steel coffer dam strctue

across the inet and brigig in fill. In the next few photographs you can see they're workig their

way across inet.
And, in October, almost a year after the breach opened, they fialy closed it with 1.1

mion cubic yards of fiL. Now, ths was just a stopgap measure. They figued that ths could

withtand a five-year storm.
In the meantie, the judge in the lawsuit that the homeowners brought againt the

federal and county governent said to the governent people, you're going to lose ths lawsuit

for $250 millon. You better tr to sette out of cour. And so the Corps of Engieers, workig

with the State of New York, came up with an $80 milion interi plan for the area. The plan

itself involves brigig in fi to build up the beach area. I th the intial constrction costs for

the whole thg were $50 miion; $30 millon for the maitenance costs. But they brought in fi

to build up the dune to 15 feet. Here you can see a before pictue, and that's an after picture.

They built the dune up 15 feet high, the beach is at an elevation of nie feet, and about 100 feet

wide. They figued that would provide protection for a 30-year storm.

Another interestig component of their interi plan is that they decided to remove the

ends of the last two groin that had not filled completely anyway and build a strcture in

between them to tr to taper the groin field and restore the alongshore tranport to ths area.

And here you can actally see them doing ths. Ths is the next to last groin. There's the

last groin. And they started workig here. They were trg to take them apart. They had some

problems. They found out they couldn't realy take the groin apart very easily because they

were out in the water. So what they had to do is come in and brig in more fill and bur the

groin and then dig them up and then take them apart. So it got a litte bit complicated, to say
the least. But eventualy, they were able to remove the tips and build a new groin in the field.

There's a little cue that I didn't tell you about durg the talk because I didn't want to

make it totally complicated. Because of lawsuits that were brought back in 1977, I believe, and

a decision by the Council on Environmental Quality, the Corps was not alowed to work

outside or buid any new strctes outside the footprit of the ongial groin field unti they

decded on what they were going to do for the south shore of Long Island from Fire Island Inet

to Montauk Point. So they couldn't go outside the field, and that's one of the reasons they

decided to go with ths taperig approach here.

They sti don't know how it's going to work. They did some modelig, but they don't

really have the data they need for accurate modeling, so they're supposed to monitor it and see

what happens.

And by 2002, they say they'll come up with a long-term plan, and that wi alow them

to look at all the options that we looked at.
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In the meantie, you can see some of the redevelopment takg place in th area.

They're startig to rebuid some of 170 houses ~at were lost. If you went down and looked at it

now, that litte dot is ths new house shown here.

UNENTD VOICE: What's the total numer of houses that are left?
MR. TANSKI: Well, there were 250; 170 were lost over that period of tie, so you're

talg about 80 houses were left. Mostly down on the end. There were more problems than you

thought because that whole area was cut off and they were havig problems, believe it or not,

with vandalism. People would come over with boats, I guess kids, and they would go into the

houses and just wreck them. So even the houses that weren't destroyed by the natural processes

were destroyed by vandalism. And they had, of course, that county faciity which was totally

lost for that period of tie. Now, they do have a road and there is access to the county beach.

MR. PESSOLAO: Michael Pessolano from Harwch.

What made the decision-makers believe that cuttg back on the groin field wouldn't just

shift the problem futher east and scour the new area?

MR. TANSKI: Furer east or fuer west?
MR. PESSOLAO: Further east. Wasn't the sand comig from the east going west?

MR. TANSKI: The sand comes from the east. It's traveling in a westward direction. But

you're sayig if they cut back the groin field ..

MR. PESSOLANO: They took the last two groin out --

MR. TANSKI: Right.

MR. PESSOLAO: - which would then move the problem futher east.

MR. TANSKI: Well, you would have less protection. But they did not touch the other 13

groin, and what was happenig, as you saw in those pictues I showed earlier, is the last two

groin comparents had never realy completely fied. So the ends of those groin were
exposed. You're right. We don't know what's going to happen. If you star removing those, what

happens with the groin field? And they're going to have to watch that very carefuy because

you might see that they'll lose some of the beach. They had such a wide beach there and they

had so much sand in the dune system, they could afford to lose a litte bit. If they star losing

too much, that's going to be a real problem because they're going to have to figue out some way

to rectify that. And that's part of the uncertaity of th tye of situation.

They've tried modelig, but, as I said, the data that they have for the south shore of

Long Island are very sketchy and modelig has its litations, as anyone will tell you, especialy

when you get in a complicated situation lie th. You have to be very carefu about using the

results of the models.

MR. O'CONNLL: Jim O'Connell, CZM.

Just to jump to the future. What is the State of New York doing as far as a proposal to
rebuid the strctes whie the interi - whie the long-term plan is being formulated?

Obviously, you don't know what the end result will be, but what are you doing as far as the
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redevelopment process in that area whie the interi - whie the long-term study is being

completed?

MR. TANSKI: What happened is those 250 houses that were downdrift of the groin

field, the owners got together and they incorporated as a vilage, which in New York mean you

have certai powers as a recogned governent entity in New York. And they started

negotiatig. That's how essentialy they won the lawsuit. They became the Vilage of

Westhampton Dunes, and started pushig ths.
They worked with the State Deparent of Envionmental Conservation and the Corps

of Engieers and the plan - the 30-year plan, ths interim plan that the Corps developed, they

built a dune there and some of the people gave up their propert rights. They gave an easement

for that dune and the group, the communty got together and they moved those houses 25 feet

landward of the landward toe of the dune, which is what the Coastal Erosion Hazard Act says

you have to do. So they moved the development back somewhat, and met the state reguations.

Westhampton is kid of unusual in that they got exempted from the federal

flood inurance reguations under the Upton Jones Amendment. It was actally wrtten into the

legislation at the federal level that ths does not apply to the Westhampton area.

So essentially they're meetig the requiements of the Coastal Erosion Hazards Area Act

because they have a 30-year commtment from the Corps. That project is $80 miion-$50

millon intial constrction and $30 mion to maitai it for about 30 years.
MR. O'CONNLL: That's federal money?

MR. TANSKI: It's federal, state, and local. I believe it's over the old cost sharig

agreement, which is 70 percent federal, 30 percent state and local interests.

DR. GIESE: Any other comments or questions?

MR. REYNOLDS: Yes. My name is Mie Reynolds from the National Seashore here on

the Cape.

And I was just readig somethg the other night from Steven Leatherman who caled

ths basically a coastal subsidy much lie in the western United States subsidies for tiber

harvestig, and that kid of thg. Did that come up at al in term of conversations or the

politics of --

MR. TANSKI: A coastal subsidy? Well, you could also say they were about to

lose $250 millon. In one way you'd look at it, the homeowners could have gotten the $250

miion and probably worked to get somethg else done there because even if they waled away

with the $250 millon and nothg was done, you still had the theat of breaches there.

So ths is an unusual situation. Ths isn't like Fire Island, where it's very debatable

whether it is natual erosion or erosion. due to hum inuence. They couldn't fid an expert

that would get up and say, yes, ths is just natural erosion. So I'm not sure that you can use ths

as a case study for the natual shoreline and people developing there. Ths is somethg that's a

little bit different.
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MS. SFERR: Kathy Sferra, Cape Cod Commssion.

Just to follow up on Jim's question, I gue~s, is the presumption then that those 170

houses that were lost wil eventually be rebuit or has the state or other folk made any efforts

to acquire some of that land?

MR. TANSKI: To my knowledge, efforts were not made to acquie the land. Once agai,

it's a decision that's made politically, and I th the homeowners were not willg to give up

that land. They felt they had been wronged, and they were wig to fight. That's why they

stayed in court. That court battle took about 20 years. And, they were not going to give up on

that. And they knew they were going to wi. That was going to be at least $250 mion. The

state would have to acquie it for $250 miion, and they weren't about to put in that amount of

money. There's no federal mechansm to put in that much money.

That's one of the problems, once agai, if you're dealing in a highly urbaned area, that

shorelie propert is very, very expensive. I mean, you're tag, in some cases, about milion

dollar lots. Acquisition is not so easy to do. We have trouble even buyig far land in Suffolk

County because of the land prices there. So they looked at ths as a cheaper way to resolve the

problem.

Once again, if you acquied the propert, you stil have the issues involved with what's

going to happen in the bay and the maiand area. So just by acquirig that property, that's not

the whole problem, and that's somethg that has to be considered, and that's what they were

lookig at.
The other thg is, of course, the state and locals knew, well, if we do it ths way, we get

the federal governent to help pay for some of it.

MR. PESSOLANO: Mie Pessolano agai. What about the concept of purchasing

incrementaly the propertes, the most vuerable ones fist, and avoidig, forever, the
replacement costs and al that goes with it. You know, alocate $5 mion a year, unti you get to

the point where you've wrestled the problem to the ground.

MR. TANSKI: Well, acquiition has been looked at, but once agai, I don't th they

feel it's very viable there when you have development interests that are wig to pay that

much. And the other problem that they're dealg with here is - Ths is not lie a maiand

situation. So you don't have a buidable lot, but what are you going to do with that area

anyway? I mean, you have the groin and you know it's going to keep erodig if you don't do

anytg. What is the decision we're going to make? Are we going to alow that new inet to

form and the changes to occu? And that's what we're dealg with right now; how far are you

going to go before you say, okay, well, we can't afford to keep a barrer island, the integrty of

the barrer island there, and we're going to have to deal with these issues on the maiand area.

And that's one of the issues that was being discussed.

So even if you bought some of those propertes, you'd still be faced with having to do

somethg, simiar if you wanted to stop the inets. It's not just the property owner on the
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barer island that you're considerig; you have an urbaned coast behid the barrer, too. And

that's one of the stickig points.

MR. PESSOLANO: But it seems to me that, just to take it to the next step, 30 years

from now the next generation is going to be having to deal with the exact same lawsuit in the

exact same location, and the stakes are even higher.

MR. TANSKI: Right. Well--

MR. PESSOLAO: So whose interests are being served by -

MR. TANSKI: Like I said, the Corps is supposed to come up with another plan that's

supposed to be the 50-year plan. They won't have it ready unti2002. But that's one of the

thgs that they are lookip.g at is how long is it viable to provide protecton. They do their

economic analysis, and I'm not going to defend their economic analysis by any mean. But that's

what they are supposed to look at is, what are you going to do for the south shore, what are the

costs going to be, and what are the benefits going to be. They have to look at that.

It's not just the open ocean coast when you have a barrer island system. It's what's

behid that. And that's what becomes an issue. In some cases, you can have a new inet form

and it's probably not going to cause severe adverse impacts. If you move that inet over into

Great South Bay, which is much bigger, a new inet might not cause the same problems. But the

problem is we don't know and politician don't like it when you don't know and you have the

potential of affectig very large groups adversely. And that's one of the problems; we don't

quite have enough inormtion to quantitatively say, well, we know ths is going to happen. So

they wait until their hand is forced and that's the tye of solution you come up with.

DR. GIESE: Okay. Th you very much. We're going to take a 10 miute break.

(Break)
DR. GIESE: Ths is our last session ths morng. We wil begi the last of the topics.

Ths one is entitled Monitorig Changes in Sustainabilty. Qute a different model than the

situation that we've just heard. To introduce ths, Mie Reynolds, of the Cape Cod National

Seashore - Mike, I don't know your title at the Cape Cod National Seashore.

MR. REYNOLDS: It's resource management.

DR. GIESE: - resource maagement at the Cape Cod National Seashore. We'll begi

discussion with the maagement practces at the seashore. Mie.
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Monitonng Changes in Sustainability
Mike Reynolds, Cape Cod National Seashore
Graham Giese, WHOI Sea Grant

MR. REYNOLDS: Than, Graham.

Ths next segment is going to be a little bit of a difference and a little bit of a change from

our last conversation of Fire Island, so I want you to tr and sit back and certaiy take ths all

in as comparison. I do want to pull in some of what I was observing in ths last section that Mr.

Tanski brought down as far as our conversation later.

I'm going to show you now some examples from a system that's a litte bit different and

that we're extremely fortate with the Cape Cod National Seashore and on ths section of

Cape Cod in that we're going to argue - Graham and I are going to argue - that we prett much

still have a sustaiable natural system, with a few mior exceptions here and there, that's

operatig. And my take-home message is today that basicaly good science and good

monitorig and good inormtion can often lead to a lot better deciion-mag. And I'll show
you some examples of what we're trg to do. I'm also going to tr and breeze though quicky

some of our policy and management and legislative mandates so that you at least have a

groundig as we stand here and talk to you about where we're comig from as a National Park
Service unt. It's going to be very different, and I'm not naive to the fact that as Conservation

Commssion folk and local folk you have very different environments to work with. So I'm not

sittg here advocatig today, "let natue take its course completely" in al situations. In fact, if

you interact and know us at the Seashore, you know that that isn't exactly the case. Th of

these thgs as the high bars of where we are, and I wil point out where these policies are very

much fittg with evidence comig from science as we monitor thgs.

We often have a weather chanel syndrome, where the public must buy off on the

concept of the "kier storm" and the horrfic erosion. The irony of our situation in maagig the

seashore and maagig other places that you folk are involved in, is we need erosion, we need

these horrc kiler storm. It is the sediment and it is these source materials that are also

feedig our beaches. The problem is when we tal about sustainabilty, the thought that I'd lie

you to frame as we talk about ths today is my defition of sustainable management of coastal

systems does not mean fied in tie. We're going to use Nauset Marsh in Henr Lid's
backyard as sort of an example of what sustaiabilty mean.

Just to frame it for two miutes, here. Every single park in your national park system
unts - and I would assume it's very simar in the town governents - have a legilative

authority, and I have leared over tie that when I paraphrase thgs, people say, you're lyig,
so I just copy it right out now. But I just want you to focu on th par here. In order to preserve

the seashore, it basically says no development or plan for the convenience of visitors shal be

undertaken which would be tncompatible with the preservation of unque flora and fauna or
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with - and ths is the key element for today - with the physiographic conditions now

prevaig.
Now, that language in itself has caused us many problems, which was, are you

supposed to manage ths thg exactly frozen in 1961? And our answer is basically no, it's

managig natual systems as they were meant to be preserved from the development pressures

and changes from when the park came into being.

There's always a series of maagement policies, probably gudelies lie you have in

your plan. I'm pointig right to here. Natual shorelie processes wi be allowed to contiue,
except where control measures are requied by law. These sections here go on to talk about

everythng from adjacent land use practices that one landowner might have private rights but

are severely affectg the natual system. Fire Island is a good example of how one neighbor

upstream is affectig the neighbor downtream. It goes into specificaly prescrbing to us about

certain actions and how to deal with them such as dredgig and what we're going to do. The

bottom line that ths boils down to is we are trg to trst the natual system and natual

processes, when allowed, to kid of take their course, that often-ties the natual shorelie

processes of erosion and sedientation wil solve your problems for you, certaiy, more

sustainable over tie than hum developments needig maitenance such as beach
nourshment or riprap strctues.

When you roll up your sleeves at my level in the field, you take a lot of ths stuff and

you have to boil it down to a management plan. There's about 10 or 12 of these in our new

management plan. But our major goal, boilg al those policies down, is to alow these natual

shorelie places to take place unmpeded whie also counteractg hum caused distubances.

What the heck does that mean?

Basicaly, it mean trg to look, even where we have non-natual system processes

workig anymore, and search out the components though scence and though monitorig and

though some objective observation of what pieces of the natual system may be able to be

brought back into play.

And ths may seem a litte naive, and you're probably thg of an example, such as

I've got 25 mies of arored shorelie now. I have to dèal with thgs in an engieerig solutions

kid of sense. I mayor may not disagree on that, but there may be elements that you can

preserve without jumping to developing a shorelie for protection. There may be pieces, there

may be an abilty as engieers, for example, to haress what you traditionally do in coastal

armorig and relook at the whole picte. And that's what we're trg to argue, I guess, today,
for you to take a look at.

Are most of you from Cape Cod? Are there folk from off Cape Cod here at all A few?

Well, I'll just quicky let you know. Right now you're lookig at a series of shots - you can see
the dates -- of an area called Nauset Marsh. It's one of our largest marsh systems in the Town of

Eastham, the Town of Orlean, and a chun of Seashore land. It's very complex. It's a beautiful
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mash system. As you head down Cape and sit at Fort Hi and look it over an~ you can kid

of get a feel for it. Classic barrer system and inet changes.

In 1971, we started lookig back. We have data from 1868,1977, and then some inet

data from 1971 to '86. What I want to show you just real quickly is how though monitorig

we've been watchg ths inet change. Th is somethg you can come up and take a look at the

break or durg your breakout sessions. There's thee shorelie confguations on ths map, and
ths is a simlar area to here. Ths is brand new as of a week ago off of a GIS system, so I didn't

even have a chance to tranlate it to a slide. But ths beach system that you're seeing is 1994,

and on ths map is an 1868 shoreline which is, if you watch my hand, it's sittg out about here.

It's a solid ru of barrer beach, except there was the inet to Nauset Marsh right down here at

the bottom. For those of you famiiar, ths is the Nauset Heights area. Right now if you walk to

the beach, you'd never know that an inet had been there, but you can tell from ths perspective,

look at ths little chanel, you'll see that it was fig nicely.
OIe of the questions that you th about when you're doing ths monitorig is, what if

in 1868 we had the resources and we decided, for whatever political or private reasons, we're

going to freeze ths inet right here. We don't want th inet to change. It would be more

sustainable from our perspective, in 1868, to hold ths inet in place. And we ask ourselves

these questions because we lie to predict someties, what would be happenig to Nauset

Marsh, what would be the system right now and, indeed, though ths monitorig the system

doesn't want to do that for whatever reason. Graham's going to ilumate more.

But ths is what I'm talg about. That was the 1868 inet. Here's 1971. Here's '86. Isn't

ths excitig? It's al in our lietie.

Here it is agai in 1990. And here it is some thee years later. And look at ths. We have

. two of them. The general progression is th inet is migratig north. We have two of these now,

and, indeed, a year later you can sti see it on our orto-photo.
And then somethg happens, the storm of '95 or so. We lost 16 feet in one witer right

in front of Nauset Light, give or take durg th period.

And 10 and behold, the following sprig, most of th inet now is filled up, so that our

inet configuation cuently is just about here, if not just a litte south. Is that right, Graham?

DR. GllSE: There was actally a poster last night showing that system.

MR. REYNOLDS: So, understandig the system and watchg th change and kid of

rug though your mid as deciion-maers and maagers, what would be happenig to us if
we tred to freeze the system and the consequences for the futue of a system unable to sustai

itself without hum intervention? I took some data from a recent report, and I'm just using

these to reiterate and also to let you know that these are avaiable to you. We have partnerships

with USGS and Woods Hole that produced these.

Ths is another very recent one that I just got a copy of th week. It's a flushig study,

and all of these characteristics that mayor may not seem to directly relate to beach and sand
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and ths kid of thg, ths flushig study shows what circuation's happenig in and around the

marsh system. But they al end up interrelatig ~ecause we're understanding - One of the

questions is should we be trg to mitigate, based on that policy, is hum inuence the cause

or is it natual process? And if it isn't hum inuence, to what degree do we take a stand on
it?

And I'd like to just put in a plug. I apologie if you've already talked about ths. I know

Jim O'Connell is here. But ths is certainy a Bible for us as well, and if you are in the state or on
the Cape we fid, beyond science, which you mayor may not always have at your figertps,

ths is a great tool (Barer Beach Guidelinesl).

I've got just a few more miutes. I want to ru though a few slides. And these slides are

going to sort of lay the groundwork for Graham to come up and tal about some of these

systems.

These are some of the examples that we're talkg about. Here we are on Cape Cod. Ths

is the Nauset Marsh system that I was talkg about. This is also the North Beach system,

which is a highly controversial secton here because we have a lot of private landowners in town

and, as you know, even - It's not on th image. - we've had a large break.

Ths secton right here is th imge here. If you could see my shorelie, ths is the

shoreline just a few short years ago that stretched al the way across there, and now we have

ths large openig, ths thg here. And the question that I ask you, is ths a sustaiable natual

process? We'll tal about that.

Barer system in the inet. Here's Coast Guard Beach. The Park Service was not imune

to bad practices. One of the largest parkig lots you'd ever want was just here just about less

than a decade ago,

UNENTD VOICE: A litte east of there, MichaeL.
MR. REYNOLDS: It's gone now. Here's that Nauset Inet. That other inet that I was

showing you made ths an island, and it was right up here. It's movig fort - back and fort at

ths point. Great shot of a barer island with a lot of disturbance.

Th is the North Beach area. Certainy an example that we all have where we have a lot

of discontiuous land use practces, and we're all going to have to come together on it. The

Seashore own in ths area patchwork in between private lands, so necessariy our policies

versus the private landowner aren't going to necessary jibe over tie.

Ths was thee winters ago. Ths is Highland Light up at the top. And the reason to

show you ths is th was a massive land slide. It took out 55 feet in one night. Th is our jeep,

to give you a scale, right here. And we couldn't drve around it on the beach. We were

monitorig plovers at the tie. Probably have some underneath there. We never could figue it

out.

1 Guidelies for Barier Beach Management in Massachusetts: A Report of the Massachusetts Barer
Beach Taskforce. 1994. Avaiable by contactig Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management at
(617) 727-9530 or mczm(gstate.ma.us.
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Th is mostly, obviously, a clay material, and ths Highland ban - And we got phone

calls from folk sayig, th is catastrophic. But ~deed, what we're doing with th is we
monitor it; we're able, though feldspar monitorig and all kids of sediment analysis, to figue

where th material goes once back in the sand tranport system.

Ths is Long Point, down at the end of the Cape. Just look at the growth that's

happenig here. So where it taketh away, it kid of moves up and goes forth, and it does tae a

litte bit of monitorig, a little bit of foresight of the whole system, and of various tie scales to

realy understand what's going on out there.

We're not imune to hum distubance at al. Look at those dunes. That's Pilgrm Lake,
right up there. Ths is the Bay side. Highway 6. Look at these dunes kid of intantly stopping

up there. There are a lot of thgs that we need to do.

What do you suppose these odd tracks here are? That's beach grass. That's dune grass.

So, in the process, we're trg to fid - In ths case, management decisions were made in the
'70s though monitorig, that the best sustainable practce would be -- well, certaiy there's a

litte bit of benign caterpilar work that sti goes on here - look at the system and tr to place
back what might have been vegetation succession in ths case. Beach grass is an early

successional species, right? It's the first thg that kick off and it's meant to lead into thgs.
But we've contiued to monitor it, and one of the thgs that's come up in the last two sumers

is there's a huge swath of ths that's completely dead now. We don't quite know why, except we

theorie at ths point, as ths is early successional species, it's just doing its thg and dyig off,
and unortately, nothg else has been followig back. So th game contiues on.

Beach Point. Do you th it's comfortable to go stand in front of the Truo Commssion

and say, just let natue tae its course here, okay. Ths is another Fire Island kid of thg. So
it's not set in stone, but one of the reasons I wanted to show you ths is th is actualy caled

East Harbor to may folk, may ecologists and historian. Th was a workig harbor with an
inet down here, and apparently you could sai right in and out of there. It's now a dyig

brackh lake, with mostly fresh water trg to get in. And motel owners are swared by
mosquitoes and midges that are showig up and breedig in th habitat.

In ths case, we would never advocate, as the National Park Servce, that we condemn

landowners and reopen ths and hopefuy it flushes out. Intead, we're going to tr and work

with engieers to figue out with existig underground pipes that do tr and flush th thg,

why it's not flushig as well. So it's aimg for sustaiabilty though bits and pieces of

mitigation, if we have to work around thgs rather than work agait it.

But ultiately, if you can, in your systems, tr and step back once in a whie and look

and see if you do sti have chun of natual processes workig and how they might be able to

be enhanced.

And that's it, I guess. I'll give it over to Graham.
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DR. GIESE: Than you, Mike, very much. We all come with our special points of view. I

am a geologist and my fist slide wi show a pa~e from the Citizen's Guide to Geological Hazards

prepared by the American Intitute of Professional Geologists.

The chapter on coastal hazards points out that economic losses can be decreased by

developing only on favorable geological material and by managig coastal development in

accord with natual shorelie processes. Ths is the same kid of thg as that incorporated

in the legislation that Mie read us when it speaks of allowing natual physiographic processes

to contiue unpeded in the Cape Cod National Seashore.

But, of course, we often don't allow that to happen. I'm going to show again, with Jim

O'Connell's permssion, a.figue that he started us out with yesterday morng, with some small

alterations. We've removed the seawall that goes around the iner shore, and we've added a

litte bit of vegetation on the ban that's protected from wave action on the inide. We're going

to end close to where we began and th about the cost of makig changes in the coastal

landform system.

We can th of the unaltered system as being self-sustaig. It works al by itself. It

doesn't need anybody to help it. We have a barer beach, dunes and marshes nourshed by

sediment supplied by erodig ban. The system works, and it really doesn't cost anytg.
But, of course, the reality is that we often DO have to maage it. For example, we need

navigatable entrances to our harbors, so we must dredge chanels though tidal inets. We must

prevent immediate shoalig of dredged chanels by constrctg jettes across the beaches at
either side of the inet.

It seems to me that one way to improve maagement of our shore is to keep track of the

long-term costs of our actvities. We mae exceptions to do ths and to do that, but as someone

pointed out just before the break, after a whie, th gets to be extremely expensive. What

happens 30 years later, I th we were asked. What happens 50 years later?
Well, we realy don't know how much we're addig to our burden, and the reason we

don't know is because we don't keep track of what we are doing, of sma changes in one town,

small changes in another, smal changes in a federal facity or a state facility.

It may be that if we were to use Sandy's measure of one as being a ful value, we could

say that the sustaiabilty of outer Cape Cod is, well not one, but maybe .95 or .9. Maybe the

sustainabilty of the iner shore of Cape Cod - the Cape Cod Bay Shore - would be .7 or .8.

Does everybody follow that sort of quantitative measure that was introduced yesterday?

Perhaps we could perform a similar quantication of the sustaiabilty of segments of

our coastal landform system as a baselie for determg how we are changig it. But we don't
have to. We should be able to tell how we're chgig the sustainabilty simply by evaluatig the

likely effects on the system of the projects that we've alowed.

Actvities that affect coastal landform systems must be approved by our conservation

commssions, followig the reguations that Jim has told us about, and others that the town
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have in the form of by-laws. Perhaps, then, we could review each of these projects as they are

approved, and at the end of, let's say, a year, lo?k at them to see how we changed the

sustainabilty of the coastal landform systems in the town. If we could do that in al Cape Cod

town, we could see how we changed the sustainabilty of the coastal landform systems of

Cape Cod. And, perhaps, seeing what pars of our towns or what parts of Cape Cod lost

sustainabilty and gained sustaiabilty, we might be able to accentuate the positive, and maybe

not elimiate, but at least reduce the negative.

Let me give an example of an activity having a positive effect on sustainabilty of a

coastal landform system. Ths case that came up before the Conservation Commssion in Truo.

It concerns a house on Ballston Beach, a narrow barier beach separatig Pamet River and the

ocean. No, probably the house shouldn't have been buit on a barer beach, but it was - a long

tie ago. As tie passed, the dune migrated landward and the house, being in the way,

inbited futher movement. The owners wanted to make a change. They went to the

Conservation Commssion and asked to raise the house above the dune. Well, of course, it was

approved, and it had a positive effect. One could quantify that effect if one had a checkst for

activities in dunes that could impact the sustaiabilty of a coastal landform system.

Other example of actvities with positive impacts could be openig a dike to alow

increased flow of salt water to a salt marsh, or closing a road across a barrer beach to permt it

to grow vertcally. On the other hand, building a seawal on an eroding ban that is an active

source of beach sand, or buiding a home on a barrer beach - these actvities would be likely to

have negative effects.

We have made a separate checklsts for coastal ban, beaches, dunes, barrier beaches,

tidal flats, salt marshes, and land subject to coastal storm flowage. Th exercise is ak to the

program that Sandy ran us though yesterday. Each group wil work with Notices of Intent and

Orders of Condition for five different projects that were supplied by Jim Mahala. So let's work

with those using the checksts. I'm really cuous, as Sandy was, to see how th works, to see

whether you lie the general idea. And if you don't, I'd realy lie your comments.
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Nauset Inet and beach. Photo provided by Mike Reynolds, CCNS
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Reports from Breakout Group Facilitators

DR. GIESE: The last roundup. I really appreciate al of you stayig, everyone who's here

today. I th it's very important to have ths view and input. And I certaiy would also like to

have an overvew or discussion at the end where at least we can put together our conclusions.

So let me then just tu to our worty panel and start with Jule.
MS. EARLY: Well, our group enjoyed reviewing the various case studies, and achially

were in good agreement with Graham's determations. if we were to exame the five projects

as if they were in one town, there would be a neutral to slightly positive impact on the

sustaiabilty of the town's coastal landform. There were two projects with a slightly positive

effect, two considered to be negative and one basicaly no effect, or if we use Graham's

judgment, a "mior positive."

The group found that the process and checkst are usefu, but they found it diffcult to

analyze some of the effects that the projects would have. The group found that the process was

somewhat subjectve, which perhaps could be fuer refied. There were gray areas dependig

on how you interpret the parcuar project and its impacts.
If the checkt were to be used by town, some qualty controls or traig should be

used to increase the accuacy and consistency of the results. The checkist could be used for

conservation commssions to maintai records on their decisions and provide a historical view

of the impact of these decisions on coastal landform. The checkst also has potential for being

used on a regional basis to record the statu of coastal landform beyond one town's lits. A

GIS system might be appropriate for trackg some of th inormation.

The group felt that the checklst is a good tool for policyakig and a method for

trackg and analyzing cuulative impact, and the impacts of reguations on the sustaabilty
of coastal landform. Some questioned whether ths method would reduce the need for site

visits, but it was a debated point.

MR. HENSON: I don't believe that I did a great job at reiteratig the purose of ths

exercise, and that it is to be used as a tool for the evaluation of success that maintai

sustaiabilty. Intead, we mitakenly got headed down the decision-mag tool road in at
least a couple of our sma workig groups. I should have clared the purose more specificaly
up front.

Once we got focued properly, I th the exercie went faily well. But simar to the

green team there were a couple of thgs that came out. First of al, I th we determed that
consistency of review is very important.

There were a lot of simiarities between our analysis and that provided, but we also

identified some different interpretations. Cleariy, interpretation, we feel, needs to be consistent

thoughout. So, I'm not sure that we would be able to faily use results arved at by one

conservation commssion as compared to another if ths analysis was done internaly.
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We decided that in some of these cases there was more informtion neeged - I know

that's a familiar tue to conservation commsio~ers. Also, the termology was a litte bit

confing, but we ultitely decided that probably wouldn't be a signcant issue, agai, if the

reviewer were familiar with that termology and the defition of those term.

It was suggested that in the out years, thee to five years after the project had been

constrcted, it would be a wortwhile exercie to do some ground trthg trps and to see just

how ths analysis had paned out.

And fially, it was suggested - and it's somethg that Coastal Zone Management's

Cape and Islands office is in the early stages of implementig - that a peer review of these

Orders of Conditions might be beneficial in term of more positive results at the end of the

exercise.

DR. LEAVI: Rather than address the ratig process, I would prefer to tal about the
discussion that ensued after we went though the process. Ths is going to be a flow of

consciousness-tye of report because we went off on many different tangents. I asked a

question, the same as I did with Sandy's rang system, whether ths was an appropriate way

of evaluatig how town are doing in land for conservation. There was a real mied bag of

responses. One of the primary concerns voiced was that you can't really take al of these cases

and equally apply them to ratig how a conservation commssion is doing or how a town is

doing. A town's level of success and failure, with respect to landform sustaiabilty, is very

much dependent on the individual situations and some may have much more signcant

impacts than others. That isn't realy accounted for in the cuent ratig process.

Some of the important points that came up specificaly was the fact that all projects are

not equal and they must weigh projects accordig to their relative impacts with the town.

, Also you need to th in term of cuulative impacts, where the group was thg more of
cumulative impacts evaluations with each individual project.

The codig system was confsing. My group recommended that you set up some kid of

contiuous scale and use less confing termology; for example increased sustaiabilty,
neutral or decreased sustaabilty; somethg that directly applies to what you're trg to get

at.

From there, we stared talg about how does one compare impacts. And agai, they

reiterated that it was tough to tranlate from a group of individual projects and jump up to a

town ratig.

Ths next statement came as a complete shock to me but the group specuated that it

was potentially a dangerous system because it might be used as a political vehicle. I never

thought that would ever happen, but it might be used politicaly, both with town and

between town. So you have to be very carefu. And, agai, it is the same thg that we talked
about with Sandy's proposed ratig system, that it really should be used as a gude and not as

an ends tye of comparison. If you are going to use ths tye of a system, you want to use it to
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alow people to judge how they're doing but not use it as a judgment tool. Al in al, the group

thought ths was a very good exercise. One pers~m said it was better than the number matr .

because it realy required you to th about how projects were having an impact on the total

system.

Some specific changes the group would lie to see. You have to refie the questions

because people found that some of them are confing and different people interpreted them

differently. Ths is based on the fact that we had five different groups evaluatig these and the

question kept comig back to 'who's going to be doing ths?' Is it one person that's going to be

going to all of the towns doing it? Is it going to be thee people and they do it as a team? You

know, the way the questipns and evaluations are set up, it is very subjective and you have to be

very carefu àbout who is doing the reviewig.

It didn't address economic benefits. It only addressed economic costs. So the thought

that a project may be economically beneficial to the town was not addressed.

It was hard to group al of the projects together because of the relative impact and the

conditions may vary. A better idea might be to break down your evaluation by resource area so

you rate each town as to how they are dealig with each of their resource areas, e.g., barrer

beaches or marshes, and not lump them al together. You can then come up with a cuulative

impact assessment on salt marshes, or a cuulative impact assessment on barer beaches, etc.

The surey needs to be tie effcient and user frendly because people just don't have

much tie for fig out these kids of form. That comment led to a mention of the

development of some kid of computer program that would alow you to enter the data in and

have it automaticaly compiled.

Another comment the group came up with was that it was difficult to look at paper and

assign impact to it. People kept sayig they couldn't realy judge it because they didn't see the

plan and in our case everyone was used to lookig at the plans. They can't just take the words

of a Notice of Intent. They wanted to see some drawigs. Even with the drawigs, you've got to

realy understand what the effects are. There's that question agai, do we realy know what the

effects are going to be based on a Notice of Intent or an Order of Condition.

From there the dicussion branched into whether modelig and/ or monitorig may be

activities that you would want, in conjuncton with th assessment program to check it and to

make sure that it is giving you the results that you want.

Finaly, the last comment is that one thg that could be done as a basis for comparson

is to develop an anual aerial estiate of impacted areas. The ultimate goal being that you

want to mie your impacted areas in your town so with anual aerial records you can
compare impacts/ development from year to year. With the advent of GIS mapping, ths

probably wouldn't be that tough to do at ths point in tie.

I th my group was great, except they made me work way too hard.
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DR. PEDERSON: Six out of 10 of our members were Conservation Commssioners, and

our workig group response is different than th~ previous group(s). We compiled all of the

results in a matrx to assist us ran our decisions and outcomes relative to the various natual

landform systems.

As requested, we looked at these decisions made by the conservation commssion or

Departent of Environmental Protection and that decisions were made with the reguations.

Overall, the group's evaluation was very consistent with Graham's assessment. One of

the differences was attibuted to factal knowledge of a specific project. In ths case, there was

supposed to be some beach nourshment that doesn't occu, so we gave it an A and Graham

gave it a positive. There were some areas that were a litte gray in term of interpretation and

certy the rangs differed with Graham's values..

Rangs of the town relative to the lit ranged from A to F. Towns, as a whole, were

given a C- for coastal ban; with coastal dunes, we gave it a D or an F; with coastal beaches,
another C-; with barrier beaches, it raned a D; with salt marshes, it got a B+; and with the

land subject to coastal storm flowage, B / A largely because nothg seemed to impact it.

What were some of the problems? The problems realy appeared to be not so much with

the decisions made by the groups - by the conservation commssion, but the fact that the

reguations don't realy encourage, sustag the natual landform per se. The group added a

caveat. For example, if we go back 20 years - and ths is the group speakg -- that the

reguations have changed, and have improved coastal zone maagement. If one applied the

same process 20 years ago, there may be may more negatives and more negatives with very

signficant impacts. If approached in five-year segments, as the reguations changed, then the

deciions and the improvement can be viewed in that context.

Ou group liked ths very much, ths process and ths checklst. Yes, there are some areas

that could be cleaned up in term of the interpretation and so fort. But on the whole, it seems

to work. It seems to be fairly straightforward and simple and can potentialy indicate how well

these landform are being sustaed in the long term.

One of the other issues that we might point out is we're talg about maagig altered

landform, so it's not easy to go back and know what to do because I don't th there's a lot of

terrtory - ths is not a well-cared terrtory. There isn't a lot of field data, and not a lot of

data actally on the project or on the historical perspective. So, ths is basicaly a very good

approach and the group lies the checklst.

DR. GIESE: Than, everybody. I would lie to say a word before we open it up, and

perhaps Mie would, too. Do you have any comments you'd lie to make at th point?

MR. REYNOLDS: The only thg that I could add is that we are strgglig at our level,

which is sort of a non-reguatory level, realy more of a land management level, with concepts of

sustaiabilty. It's an easy concept that you th you understand, and then you sort of get into
it. And what we're strgglig- with now is comig up with what they're calg in sustaiabilty
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communties "standards and indicators for measurement." It takes a lot of thg in order to

do that. It also could be a never-endig cycle. So. we're trg to figue out where to fish or cut

bait on a standard indicator, so let's all share on that one because there's no easy answer.

DR. GIESE: Certainy, there are no easy anwers. The work is not only hard, but, as I

said when we started, it's gettg harder all the tie. I would lie to clear up one or two points.

One is, at least in term of my intention in developing ths checklist, it certainy was not my

intent to develop a mean to rate any town or rate any area, especially not to rate a

conservation commssion. The purose of ths is to increase our knowledge, our understandig

of what is happenig. There are lots of reasons that one might approve a project which does not

increase sustainabilty of coastal landform systems.

I'm not thg of ths as part of a reguatory process, that you look at these checksts
when you're deciding what to do. I don't th you should at al. Ths is rather a way of

understanding what, in fact, we have done, after, say, a year. It's only though knowig what

we have done that we can plan for the futue. We may lie very well what's going on, but at

least we ought to know what it is. Right now, we don't know. We don't know how we're

changig the sustainabilty of the coastal landform systems of Cape Cod.

What I th I've learned aleady from the little bit that we've done is very interestig. It

suggests that we're changig in positive ways in some respect, more in some geographical areas

than in others. Often, I'm begig to believe, the negative effects are in specic locales. These

may be in some cases areas that we want to keep going that way. But even so, we need ths

inormation for our plang puroses.
Anyhow, I'm very appreciative of what you have done. It has provided a lot of

inormation. What we'd lie to do is go forward with a couple of test communties. I say "we"

because Julie Early of the Cape Cod Commssion has agreed to work with Sea Grant on a pilot

program, and I th we'll get some gudance from Mie and the Seashore. Some of you have

spoken to me about being part of the pilot group, and I'd like to hear from anyone else who

would lie to parcipate.
But now, do we have questions, comments, in addition to those from the panel? Yes...
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Wrap-up Debate and Discussion

MR. LYNCH: I have one comment - well, a couple of comments that I came out of ths

with.

First and last of all, I th the first thg that came out of this was that I have an
appreciation of the other -- I guess the word is ancilar professions that I'm workig with,

because we generaly are in engieerig. And the one comment I'd lie to mae in trg to get

our -- what we're up againt when we go on a job is that clients don't hie us to prove that these

thgs can't be done. So, I mean, it's hard for a ma - a man hies you, gives you a retainer or

somethg like that, you start spending time on it, and then he really doesn't want you to come

back and advise him not to do ths.

A real quick one that happened to me was in Nahant. A man bought a house and it was

added on to. It didn't have any Order of Conditions or anythg else, and it was going over the

clff. And, you know, if you did it purely, he should have let it go. It was prett hard to tell hi

that, though, since his wife was leaving him and his house was $300,000. I mean, we had to

prove to the Conservation Commssion that we could save his house. That's our problem. We're

sort of lie lawyers. We're brigig up a case for our client. And someties, we don't mean to be

on opposite sides of the fence, but..

The second point I was going to mae was I thought what I just heard you say was a

very, very good remark, what's going on here, that maybe that the whole - if you wanted to sum .

ths whole thg up, how do you approach a project? Is it for a while you make no decisions

and just say, you know, just that question, what's going on here. Is it an economic one, is it a

social one.

One thg we didn't brig up at al today was endangered species. You know, plants

and anmals and thgs like - No. Plants, we did. But anals, birds. That could enter into it.

And what else was I going to say?

'I'm not entiely agait using a matr. I'm not entiely for or agait anytg comig out
of here. I hope I just come out of here thg, that you've made us all th. Maybe put
ourselves in the position of somebody else. As an engieer, I star thg - I star seeing how a

biologit th, how a cutual geologist th, how conservation th. But in ths idea of dot
matrx, I th what I've come out of it is I'm not so much in favor of the dot matrix that has

numbers in it, but I'd like to see a dot matr with somethg lie movie ratigs, where, you

know, there's black dots and white dots, and the blacks are bad, the whites are good; and if

you look at jobs and you see a whole bunch of black dots, meang the whole screen is

splattered with black dots, you know, it's probably an indicator that you better be real carefu

how you handle it. And yet, other jobs are in - And I come from Marblehead. Oter ones, the

Conservation Commssion wil say to us, you know, ths realy - site visits are very important.

So I shy away from that, the remark that you want to cut down on site visits because site visits
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tell you before you make any decisions - and Marblehead does ths - they alost inist that

we have a site visit. And it may be just for five o! 10 miutes. There's nothg going on here.

And I like that expression, I really do. It kid of boils thgs down. Kickg the tires as to what's

going on here, or however you want to call it. I th that's a real good way to star these thgs,

and don't jump right into them.

And lastly, I guess I want to say, and I'm sure the other people feel th way, I want to

than you because I really did get a good appreciation of what other people, other professions

and other professionals, whether it's social, economic or anytg else that's going on. You

started me thg.

Than you very much.

DR. GIESE: Than you very much for your comments. I th that everyone should be

commended for the give and take that we had.

Your comments, too, I th, have kid of moved us into the wrap-up phase so that I

thi we should have comments now about the whole purose of the workshop, and not so

much any flatterig ones, but rather - I mean, than for those -- what I mean is any major

points that might want to be made as a result of ths. I actually had some myself. So I th I'll

just mention those.

Startig with Jim's tal of yesterday morng, it's clear that the 1978 provision, that is to

say that buildings existig prior to 1978 can, under certai conditions, have protection if they're

on a coastal ban, and Jim told us how that came about and how it wasn't the idea of that

those who were the advisors origialy of the reguations but that there were political reasons,

economic reasons. I don't want to put words in your mouth. I can't remember - Anyhow, you

said it very well, Jim, and it's on the record.

But that is there, and I th that we do have to th about that for the futue. I mean,

how long wil that last? Wil that last for 100 years? Wil we sti be protectg houses 100 years

from now that were there prior to 1978 or -- al the other questions that others raied. I won't

pretend to have a grasp on al of the wonderfu comments that were made about that, but it

certainy seems to me that that's focued as a major question.

And another one that really relates to that was yesterday afternoon with iner shores.

Agai, that same question came up, several of the panels' breakout groups had suggested that

perhaps using what is presently used for exposed shores be used in iner shores as a reason for

not allowig protection. That's certaiy a comment that seemed to me to lead into some hope

of - might be a mean of gettg out of the difficuty tht we are in iner shores, or one way to
help with that.

So those are two comments that I have. Do others have any? I sort of condensed that

from the whole two days.

MR. WATSON: I just have an overall comment. I th that we spent a lot of time

talkig about what's appropriate -- where is it appropriate to attempt to reverse, you know,
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mechansms for sustaiabilty and so forth, but for some of us who don't have strong

engieerig backgrounds, there was very litte o~ the mechancs, how to do these thgs - may
be bad ideas, you know seawall versus riprap versus groin versus jett versus - what was it,

bag of sand? It was a...?

UNENTD VOICES: Geo-tube.
MR. WATSON: Short retention. I th that Jim made a passing reference to some

individual system that was used on the South Shore that had failed in its origial application. It

was so flashig; I never quite got a sense of what it was. And somebody has some literatue

here about a system for trapping sand in suspension. It was a member of the audience who had

some material from an engieer. And I really th, even now, if we could maybe spend 10

miutes on -- after the fact even, on some of the hardware, because I th we're al largely with

a conservation background. We're sympathetic to the idea of mi intrion, trg to go

with what's happenig. On the other hand, as we al ackowledged, there are ties when we

really want to do somethg and we don't realy get a sense of what tools are the least intrusive.

I've always assumed that riprap is nicer than walls because it's broken up and it's got a lot of

texture and it looks nice. And as far as energy, I don't know, maybe the fuction is the same as

the wal in terms of tranport.

So, I sort of wish we could have a litte tie on the basis of an engieerig sense.

DR. GIESE: Than you for that comment. I understand it very welL. I very much

sympathe and would lie to help. What I suggest we do is that we contiue gettg other

comments from people, and then anyone who could contrbute to a short discussion, stay after

the major - after we end the major discusion, if that would be okay. I'll tr to, and anyone else

that could stay for a few miutes and discuss the hardware, the characteristics -
MR. LYNCH: State of the art.

DR. GIESE: State of the art. I am not, myself, on top of it, so I hope others wil join us.

MR. WATSON: Jim refues to know anytg about these thgs.

MR. O'CONNLL: I'm a biologit.

DR. GIESE: Jim, please.

MR. O'CONNLL: Jim O'Connell, CZM. I just want to follow up on th request. Givig

you 10 miutes, givig you 20 miutes, givig you an hour today wi not do it justice in my

opinon. There's a litany of ways of coastal maagement. I mean, I went though it yesterday so

fast that she couldn't even record it. I don't th we do it justice.

What I would suggest as a follow-up to ths is that maybe a small group decide on

addressing your specific issue about all the erosion, proplang (phonetic) proactive, reactve,

and actually set a session. Do somethg simar to ths, maybe a half day. You're going to need

engieers, geologits, you're going to need a whole gamut of professionals to propose and

discuss those in the appropriate maner and in enough detai for you to understand to a point

which one would be selected ,in which area. Givig even an hour after th, I don't th wi
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realy give it justice. They might wal away with the wrong impression, he's not givig it enough

tie. I suggest settg up a whole other morng workshop with professional in the field.

DR. GIESE: That could be done.

MR. WATSON: The titled event almost implied that.

DR. GIESE: Than. Than very much.

MR. HALL: David Hall, Nantucket. I can't help myself. I really am strgglig to tr to

lear about stuff but also to reinforce some comments I was trg to make yesterday.

There's a perception, it's a very, very strong perception among us, maybe more among

the public than us, but among people, that we've got a problem, the sea is rising, beaches are

moving, and there is surely the techology out there somewhere that if we can just fid it,

develop it, and then select the right one, we can fix ths problem.

I would like to justjuxtapose that concept, which is a very human need to deal with

these very serious problems we're dealig with to fi that. To juxtapose that concept of being

able to fi it with the latter part of th - the last breakout session, which dealt with issues of

sustaiabilty. Now, sustainabilty is a highly - it's like when we were dealig with yesterday's

discussion of iner shores, and we fially fit how all these different characteristics fit into the

matrx, and the bottom line there was for most of them, they al sort of were components of

erosion.

Well, I would suggest that sustaiability is.the bottom line for so may real of hum

hitory and hum social intercourse- economic, cutual, et cetera. It's a highly, highly charged

question, and deserves a great deal of discusion because that's the bottom lie as far as

whether we're going to be around here in 1,000 years or not. But I'd stil lie to say the

sustainabilty - issues of sustainabilty are highly, highly complex. And the bottom lie, as far

as I understand it, is that we don't know a great deal about sustaiabilty except to defie it in
part as the natual system, the natual, unaltered system. Those of us who are lucky enough to

be workig in envionments tht are largely unaltered, our magement strategy is to matai
them as much as possible as unaltered areas. The second, the moment, the miute we begi

sayig, well, let's tweak it, let's improve it, let's restore it, I th we enter into a very, very

dangerous ground because we don't know always that what we're trg to do and settg out

to do is what we're going to end up with. And I th that the discusion earlier on Long Island

is a great case in point. The best engieers, the best scientist back in, I don't know, when those

groin were fist put in, determed that ths was the way we should go, and now, to the tue

of, what is it, $500 mion or better, we're sti workig on trg to fix that intial problem.
Back to the issue of ths last exercise, Graham, if I were to tr to track on Nantucket how

well we're doing and what we're doing, I would say, okay, with the reguatory framework,

how many acres do we have on the islands that are relevant to coastal processes? What's the

total acreage? How may of those total acres have been altered in the past? Every year, how

may additional acres do we allow to be altered? To me, that's a very, very critical bottom line.
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Given these rres and rres of shorelie, our job, given issues of sustaiabilty, given the great

unown, is to at all possible costs mie ~ture development in those areas.

Where development is cntical and is necessar, there are other means by which we can

address how well we're doing. What are the buffers to those resource areas, what is the aerial

extent of impact withi the resource areas, or with their buffers? These are very, very clear

calcuable - calculatable calculations based on the plans that we get. If we can simply measure

these areas, I th we can come up with some totals of how well we're doing from that regard.

In term of then makig that next leap as to whether th proposed project fits into a

sustainable model or not, that's a very, very difficut step to make, and I don't know that at ths

point I can make that, but.I certainy could identi how many acres we are allowing to be

altered and to what extent.

DR. GffSE: That's very helpfu, and I'm lookig forward to your help, David, in the

futue, as we tr our fist experient with these.

Anyone else want to say somethg? Ths is the tie when you can do it. You really can

say what you'd like.

MS. BALOG: I want to go back to the discussion we were just havig just a moment ago

and talk about the real world that we all live in. I would agree, it would be wonderfu if we

could prevent impacts, but we also know that people have the nght to do certain thgs with

their land under federal laws that we operate under. The fist tie you're involved in a very

senous piece of litigation, I th it has a tendency to brig you up short and reale what the

parameters that we all have to work in and reale that there are some constitutional nghts

regardless of what we may feeL. I th that one of the othér thgs that we must recogne is

that man has the strong desire to alter the landscape. Natue also can do very catastrophic

thgs to its own landscape. We're only tag about coastal erosion. There are may, many
catastrophic events that occur that can expunge every single one of these strctes and houses.

I th it's important to recogne the scales with which we're workig in. The laws have

us lookig at individual pieces of propert and not the system. We all recogne that the

system-wide approach would make a lot more sense. Unfortately, the cuent reguatory

framework doesn't alow us to address cuulative impacts at ths point. I th that might be

where - I would hope that's where the laws and where we tr to push the laws to be because

that's clear that septic (phonetic) systems that we put by the propertes may be, in fact, one of

the greater impactig thgs to our estuaries and our water bodies. We now realize that 200 feet,

1,000 feet, may not be far enough to deal with the nutrent impact into many of embayments.

We're kig them at a very rapid rate. Of course, it all depends on your flushig rate.
But, I th that some of the issues that we're talkg about are really scalg factors. I

th that maybe one of the problems that we realy are strgglig on is we're lookig at

everyg on a lot-by-lot basis and not on bigger time scales, and also I just th that
sometimes we have a tendency to thi that oh, we just kied the golden goose. I th that
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sometimes your mistakes can be as intrctive as the projects that work well. I don't want you

to th that the world is comig to an end beca~se it's not. I have seen examples of thgs that

are done on the Cape that appaled me intially, but I recogne that those ditches that they dug

actualy lied and enhanced some of the wildlfe values, and did thgs that may have created
certai water quality impacts, but ultiately had greater wildlfe value. So there are going to

always be trade-offs. I th we all need to recogne that, and hope for the best, and tr to

work towards a more cohesive body of laws that deal with the real issues and not maybe

sometimes deal with just these little slices of land that we're forced to look at. And I th that

is realy where we should be focsing our energy.

DR. GIESE: I th the panel has worked hard. These four have worked maybe a little

harder than the rest of us.

I'd like to take a litte tie. if you have anythg that you'd like to say about the meetig.

Judy, we'll start at your end.
DR. PEDERSON: Actually, I was just going to comment because in two or thee

discussions, people talked about the decisions and the projects of ths last group, and keep

comig back to that although I forced them to mae some decisions about how well the town

were doing related to ths, it did come back to the point that it was the regulations that may not

be lookig at sustaiable landforms. There are a lot of other factors that come into the

reguations, and that, I th, is realy the

take-home message. And the question is, how important is it to modify the reguations agai to

deal with some other issue. Where are your priorities?

DR. GIESE: Than you for that. Yes, any comment that you have. You want to sum

anytg about your experiences in the workshop or about the bigger view.

DR. LEAVI: As I've been claig al along, I'm a biologit and I really have leared a
lot in the last two days. I certaiy developed an appreciation for the efforts that al of you in

the audience go though to tr to deal with these issues on a daiy basis. Al I can say is I'm glad

it's you and not me. I guess that's about it. I just want to than you all for helping me and

teachg me as part of ths workshop as well.

MR. HENSON: The parcipation has been fantastic. I was, as we've discussed

internaly here, a litte bit tentative about the role-playig thg that we kicked off with

yesterday. I thought it was a good move to not advertie the fact that we were going to do that

in advance, but it went exceedingly well for some. I th it was an opportuty for some to vent

a litte bit, but the level of parcipation, I th, is what realy made th workshop a success.
But I th if nothg else, as was suggested in an earlier comment, if we leave here

having simply thought about a more comprehensive list of issues and considerations when we

look at these projects, I th we've done an awfu lot of good. And I th the exercises

yesterday afternoon and late th morng were parcuarly valuable in that we've, I th,
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realy increased our abilty to look at all the right thgs when we're evaluatig proposal both

before and after.

MS. EARLY: I would like to say that I am sad to see the workshop end, because I have

enjoyed being a part of my workig group today, and the group of workshop organers.

And, agai, it is than to Graham for pullig us together to discus these issues and I

have found it tremendously usefu for the work I am involved in with the Pleasant Bay

Management Plan and with the Cape Cod Commsion's Regional Policy Plan where we need to

get feedback on some of the coastal development issues, such as rationales for setback

requirements, the extent to which a strctue should be raied above the base flood level, and on

other similar standards.

Than you all for partcipatig.
DR. GIESE: Well, than you. I want to than two people that aren't here, but are realy

the people who have been responsible for gettg ths thg started, and that's Tracey Crago and

Sheri DeRosa.

(Applause)
Than, everybody. It's been a wonderfu time being with you. Have a good weekend

and let's keep in touch.
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Glossary

accretion - 1. The gradual addition of new land io old by the deposition of sediment carred by
flowing water. 2. The process by which inorganc bodies grow larger, by the addition of fresh
particles to the outside.

barer beach - Offshore bar. Ths term refers to a single elongate sand ridge rising slightly
above the high-tide level and extending generaly paralel with the coast, but separated from it
by a lagoon or wetlands. The term should apply to islands and spits.

coastal bank - The rising ground borderig a lake, river, or sea.

coastal plain - Any plain that has its margi on the shore of a large body of water, parcularly
the sea, and generaly represents a strp of recently emerged sea bottom.

drum; drumlins - 1. Gravel his that have an elongated form, are generally steepest toward one
side, and rise in every other direction by much more. gentle acclvities. 2. Til is someties
accumulated in hills of ellptical base and arched profile, known as dr, the longer axs
often measurg half a mie or more and stadig paralel to the diection in which the ice sheet
moved, the height reachg 30.5 to 61 m. 3. A streamined hi or ridge of glacial drift with long
axis paraleling diecton of flow of former glacier.

dune - 1. Geol.: A low hi, or ban, of drifted sand. 2. Mounds and ridges of wind-blown or
eolian sand are dunes. Once stared, a dune becomes an obstacle to blowig sand, and the
lodgment of more sand causes the dune to grow. In ths way, mounds and ridges of sand, scores
and someties even hundreds of feet high are buit by the wid. 3. A mound, ridge, or hill of
wid-blown sand, either bare or covered with vegetation.

esker - Osar, asar; eschar; eskar; serpent kame. 1. Eskers or kames, une the drus, are
rudely stratied accumulations of grayel, sand, and waterwom stones. They are of rough fluvial
or torrential origi, and occu in long tortous ridges (serpent kames), mounds, and humoc.
They have the general diecon of the draiage, though someties not according with the

present course of draiage. 2. Serpentie ridges of gravel and sand. These are often associated

with kames, and are taken to mark chanels in the decayig ice sheet, though which stream
washed much of the fier drft, leavig the coarser gravel between the ice wals.

flanks - Ends of coastal engieerig strctes.

flood plain - That portion of a coast or river valley which is buit of sedients and which is
covered with water durg flood conditions.

gabions - Box-shaped contaiers, often constrcted of heavy-wie mesh and contaig
aggregates of cobbles, used in the constrction of revetments (q.v.) and other coastal engieerig
strctues.

high water line - In a strct interpretation the intersection of the plane of mean high tide with
the shore. The shorelie delieated on the nautical charts of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Surey
is an approxiation of the high tide lie.

interlobate - Situated between lobes. Geol: Lyig between adjacent glacial lobes, as deposits.

kame - 1. A conical hil or short ireguar ridge of gravel or sand deposited in contact with
glacier ice. 2. Kames is a Scotch term applied to assemblages of short, conical, often steep hills,
buit of stratified materials and inter-lockg and blending in the most diversifed maner. 3. A
mound composed chefly of gravel or sand, whose form is the result of origial deposition
modified by settg during the meltig of glacier ice agait or upon which the sedient
accumulated. 4. A hill of stratified drift deposited, usually as a steep alluvial fan, against the
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edge of an ice sheet by debouchg stream of sedient-laden meltwater. 5. A low, steep-sided
hi of stratified drift, formed in contact with glacier ice. .

littoral-1. Belongig to, inabitig, or takg place on or near the shore. 2. The benthonic

envionment between the lits of high and low tides.

moraine -1. Drft, deposited chefly by direct glacial action, and having constrctional
topography independent of control by the surface on which the drft lies. 2. An accuulation of
drift havig intial constrctional topography, buit with a glaciated region chefly by the

direct action of glacier ice. The term has been used in many different ways and its history is
confed.

outwash - Drift deposited by meltwater stream beyond active glacier ice.

outwash pla~n - A plain composed of material washed out from the ice.

overwash - The process in which shoreward flowig water, impelled by breakg waves, surges
up and over coastal berm, barrer beaches, dunes, etc.

revetments - Coastal engieerig strctes designed to prevent or reduce shore erosion.

Revetments are usually placed parallel to the shorelie between the beach and the shoreside
development (houses, roads, etc.) that they are designed to protect. Unle the simar "sea
walls," revetments have a sloping seaward face and consist of aggregates, both of which are
intended to reduce reflected wave energy.

scarp - An escarpment, clff, or steep slope of some extent a beach or coastal ban.

scour - Erosion, especially by moving water, impelled by wave acton.

spit - A small point of land or narrow shoal projectig into a body of water from the shore.

velocity zone - A coastal high-hazard zone designated by the National Flood Inurance
Program to restrct development in areas most likely to be impacted durg severe coastal
storms.

Wisconsin glaciation - The last of four classical glacial stages in the Pleistocene of Nort
America.
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